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ABSTRACT Spectroscopic optical coherence tomography (SOCT) is a recent functional extension of optical coherence tomography (OCT) for performing depth-resolved spectroscopic analysis. Among the family of biomedical imaging methods, SOCT is an important functional imaging method, with micrometer resolution and millimeter penetration depth. This dissertation investigates the mechanisms, methodology, and applications of SOCT. SOCT can be implemented based on either a time-domain OCT (TDOCT) system or a spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) system, with little modification. The signal processing in SOCT analysis can be roughly divided into three steps: preprocessing, time-frequency analysis, and postprocessing.



The processing steps for TDOCT and SDOCT are symmetric about time and



frequency. The essential task in SOCT signal processing is to optimize the tradeoff between time resolution and frequency resolution for different imaging schemes. For this, different joint time-frequency analysis methods were tested and their performances were compared. It is also possible to decouple the time resolution and frequency resolution by using additional hardware, such as taking advantage of focal gating or by using optical coherence projection tomography. There are two main sources of SOCT image contrast: the spectral absorption by the media before the coherence gate and the spectral scattering by the scatterers within the coherence gate. These two contrast mechanisms have different properties and therefore are useful for different applications. It is possible to separate the different contrast mechanisms using algorithmic spectral analysis or pattern analysis. Depending on the contrast mechanism, the applications of SOCT imaging can be classified into two imaging modes: absorption-mode SOCT and scattering-mode SOCT. Absorption mode SOCT is concerned with mapping out the spectral absorption, while scattering mode SOCT is concerned with mapping out the spectral scattering. Absorption mode SOCT has the advantage of simple and definite data interpretation, but suffers the tradeoff between absorber concentration and depth-resolution. Absorption mode SOCT is especially useful when absorbing contrast agents, such as near-infrared dyes and nano-particles, are used in labeling tissue structure and enhancing contrast. Scattering mode SOCT has the advantage of localized analysis, but its results are often difficult to interpret due to various complicating factors such as the beam effect
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and the multiscatterer effect.



Scattering mode SOCT is useful for sizing the scatterers,



characterizing cells, and enhancing tissue contrast.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography as a Biomedical Imaging Technology Biomedical imaging technologies provide indispensable morphological and functional information for both science and medicine. Among them, tomographic imaging technologies are of particular importance because they generate slice images of three-dimensional structures. In the last 40 years, many tomographic imaging modalities have been developed such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US), and positron emission tomography (PET).



Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a relatively recent imaging



technology for producing high-resolution cross-sectional images [1-4]. OCT plays an important role in biomedical imaging due to its micrometer resolution and millimeter penetration depth. If different biomedical imaging technologies are classified by their applicable size scales, which vary from whole body imaging, organ imaging, tissue imaging, and cellular imaging down to molecular imaging, OCT currently represents one the finest resolutions among in vivo tomographic imaging modalities. This is one of the most important reasons why OCT has attracted so much attention from engineers, scientists, and medical personnel. Although optical microscopy has been used for hundreds of years, optical tomographic techniques were developed rather recently [1, 5]. Because optical transmission through tissue is strongly affected by diffraction and refraction, the optical pathway through tissues cannot be assumed to be straight. Therefore, the Fourier slice theorem, which underlies many tomographic technologies, cannot be used. There are two fundamental optical tomographic technologies at present: diffusion based diffuse optical tomography (DOT) and diffraction based optical diffraction tomography (ODT). DOT has deep penetration depth (~10 cm), but poor spatial resolution (~ mm). ODT, on the other hand, has high spatial resolution (~ µm) but poor penetration depth (~ mm). OCT is a type of ODT technology where the axial (depth) scans are based on optical ranging of back-scattered light using low time-coherence interferometry (LCI). OCT images are based on the assembly of adjacent axial (depth) scans. The main advantages of
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OCT are its subcellular axial and lateral resolutions, deep probing depth, minimal or no tissue contact, and the potential for imaging various functions [4]. Different from DOT, OCT relies on the detection of single scattering events by ballistic photons. Because biological tissue is highly scattering (with the exception of eye tissue), the photons lose coherence over a few mean scattering pathlengths.



Therefore, the main



shortcoming of OCT is its relative shallow penetration depth (1-2 mm for most tissue). Because of this shortcoming, OCT currently is still considered as an ancillary medical imaging method except in the areas of ophthalmology. However, the future may improve these capabilities. There is still a lot of information within the OCT penetration depth, especially for the purpose of surgical guidance [6]. With the advances in fiber-optics, OCT imaging of deeper structures can be achieved with catheters, allowing visualization of structures such as the inner walls of the cardiovascular system and gastrointestinal tract [7]. Ideally, OCT and other biomedical imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT), ultrasound imaging (US), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), form a family of in vivo. 3D imaging that covers the whole spectrum of imaging resolution and penetration, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Fig. 1.1: The family of biomedical imaging techniques.



1.2 OCT History Overview Although the first OCT application in medicine was not demonstrated until 1991, it has quite a long history of development.



Early OCT developed out of optical coherence-domain



reflectometry (OCDR) and optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR) developed in the late 2



1970s and 1980s [8, 9]. OCDR and OTDR are one-dimensional (1-D) optical ranging techniques which were originally developed for finding faults in fiber optics cables.



Soon people



recognized the possibility of performing optical ranging in biological tissue, such as measuring depth-resolved tissue structures such as layers in the retina [10]. Finally, in 1991, OCT was invented by adding a focusing lens and transverse scanning mechanism to achieve crosssectional images [1]. The apparent simplicity of the OCT invention is deceptive because it ignores enabling hardware developments, especially in the generation and interference of low-coherence light. Because of the heavy scattering events, coherent light penetration in typical tissue is quite shallow. Therefore, for OCT to be useful, it must have high resolution, which in turn requires a broad light spectrum. Due to the detection technology at that time, the feasible light sources were lasers. However, only a few groups in the world at that time had access to high-power broadband lasers. The development of the broadband crystal laser (e.g., Ti:sapphire) and various superluminescent diodes (SLDs) were the driving forces for the invention and progress of the OCT technology. Since the first OCT images were demonstrated, there has been an explosion of research activities, both in technology advancement and new application areas. The goals for technology development are to achieve higher spatial resolution, deeper penetration, faster imaging speed, and easier adaptation to a clinical environment. The OCT axial resolution is determined by the coherence property of the light sources. Various broadband laser sources were developed to improve the bandwidth. Mode-locked Kerr-lens laser such as Ti:sapphire and Cr:forsterite lasers are commonly used for applications where the highresolution and high-dynamic range is needed. The FWHM bandwidth of such lasers can be as high as 400 nm at λ0 = 800 nm at a power of 200 mW [4]. An OCT system with this laser is able to achieve submicron resolutions. If high power is not required, SLDs are the most popular sources. Compared to mode-locked lasers, SLDs have the advantages of low-noise, and being compact, reliable, and flexible. SLDs come with different center wavelengths, ranging from 675 nm to 1550 nm. The FWHM of SLDs are usually within 20-100 nm; therefore, the resolution is lower than that those achieved by mode-locked lasers. To achieve higher transverse resolution, higher numerical aperture lenses were used in OCT to form optical coherence microscopy (OCM). OCM was first introduced by Izatt et al. [11] in 1994. Because of the short depth of focus associated with high numerical aperture optics, OCM
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typically is implemented with en-face scanning, which yields optical sections of a sample similar to confocal microscopy. To achieve faster imaging, and based on the initial design using either a stepper motor stage or a galvanometer-type scanner for scanning the reference mirror, several modifications have been made to the reference arm design, including rapid scanning optical delays (RSOD) and electro-optical phase modulators [12, 13].



It should be noted that these reference arm



modifications require detection electronics to have broader bandwidth, and therefore decrease the system SNR. The year 2003 was especially exciting for achieving faster imaging speed because practical spectral domain OCT systems were implemented with line-scan cameras, completely eliminating the need for any mechanical scanning mechanism [14, 15]. Instead of relying on one detector, this implementation used an array typically composed of 1024 or 2048 detectors, hence greatly increasing the image acquisition speed by parallel data acquisition. At present, state-ofart acquisition speeds for SD-OCT is 29 fps for the frame size of 1024×1024 pixels [16], meeting the imaging speed requirement for most applications. To adapt OCT for the clinical environment, the OCT system must be portable, and the light must be guided to the spot of interest, often deep inside the body.



To meet portability



requirements, a clinical OCT system is usually fiber-based with an SLD source. While eyes and skin are directly accessible from the outside, inner body imaging requires various beam-delivery devices such as imaging needles, catheters, and laparoscopes [7, 17-22]. Unfortunately, over the past decade, there has not been significant progress in OCT penetration depth, although incremental progress has occurred by improving the source power and reducing noise [23]. Under the current OCT scheme, the penetration depth is ultimately decided by the SNR of the OCT system, which is capped by the shot noise limit. To a further disadvantage, the light attenuation for ballistic photons in a tissue follows an exponential decay. A large SNR boost is needed for a small increase in the penetration depth [24]. Therefore, the limited penetration depth may represent a physical limit of the OCT technology. Since its invention, the OCT technology has enjoyed rapid development and has evolved from a research technology to a practical biomedical imaging technology. OCT first found application in ophthalmology [25, 26], and later it was used to image the morphology of scattering tissues such as the skin, the vascular system, the gastrointestinal tract, and developing embryos [3, 24, 27-29].
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1.3 Functional OCT The first OCT applications developed were based on a standard OCT approach for imaging tissue morphology. Soon it was found that OCT can also be used for functional imaging. From a medical point of view, functional changes usually precede morphological changes. Therefore, functional parameters are useful for the early diagnosis of diseases. Many functional OCT methods have been developed, such as Doppler OCT, polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT), spectroscopic OCT (SOCT), SHG-OCT, CARS-OCT, and OCT elastrography (OCE). Doppler OCT is used for measuring particle movement in a sample. The laser Doppler techniques has been used in the past for measuring blood velocity [30]; however, Doppler OCT is able to take such measurement in a depth-resolved way. The basic idea behind Doppler OCT is that when there is a relative velocity between the sample and the reference arm, the resulting interferogram beats at a Doppler frequency depending on the relative velocity between the sample and the reference. Since the reference arm movement velocity is controlled, the particle movement velocity can be calculated from the Doppler frequency. Doppler OCT was first demonstrated in a tissue phantom in 1997 [31]. Later it was used to image blood flow in the retinal circulation [32]. PS-OCT is used for measuring the polarization characteristics in samples that exhibit birefringence.



Birefringence in tissue can be caused by either anisotropic molecules and



particles, or anisotropic structures. Since different tissues tend to have different birefringence effects, birefringence can be used for distinguishing tissues. The first PS-OCT technique was used to characterize the phase retardation in tissue [33]. Later, birefringence, Jones matrix, Mueller matrix, and Stokes parameters were all measured with PS-OCT [34-36]. OCE is used for measuring the mechanical properties of tissue. By externally applying a stress, and measuring the induced microscopic deformation, OCE is able to measure local variations of the mechanical properties inside a tissue, such as Young’s modulus or the shear elastic modulus. OCE has been used in imaging developing embryos, living tadpoles, and engineered tissues [37]. Another group of functional OCT methods use various optical nonlinear processes, such as second harmonic generation (SHG), third harmonic generation (THG), and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). The working principles of these methods are based on nonlinear interferometry, where the reference arm is designed such that it produces the desired nonlinear
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processes to be measured in the sample. Because the nonlinear processes are characteristic of certain molecules or sample structures, they can be used for molecular imaging, tissue labeling, and contrast enhancements.



At present, SHG signals have been generated and used for



tomographic imaging [38, 39].



CARS signals have been generated using an OCT-type



apparatus[40, 41]. However, tomographic images have yet to be demonstrated. From the functional modalities listed above, it seems that any coherent processes of light that have significance in tissue can be exploited by functional OCT.



From the field equation



expression, the basic properties of light include optical intensity, frequency, phase, and field polarization. The tissue optical properties associated with intensity include attenuation due to scattering and absorption; associated with frequency are spectral attenuation, spectral scattering, dispersion, and many coherent nonlinear optical processes that change the optical frequencies; associated with phase are refractive index, and phase retardation; and associated with polarization are birefringence and polarization dependent scattering. These OCT modalities are summarized in Table 1.1.



1.4 Spectroscopy Spectroscopy is a historical technique that has been widely used in almost all scientific and engineering fields. In a broad sense, spectroscopy is concerned with the detection of any frequency-dependent phenomena. Spectroscopy has many types such as light spectroscopy, acoustic spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, etc. This dissertation is concerned only with light spectroscopy. Light spectroscopy in tissue uses three different physical processes: absorption, scattering, and emission (fluorescence).



Scattering in turn consists of elastic and inelastic



scattering. Absorption spectroscopy is based on the wavelength-dependent absorption of light by a compound due to the excitation of electrons from one orbital to another in that compound. The absorption spectrum is characteristic for a particular compound, and does not change with varying concentration (as long as the concentration change does not cause a chemical reaction). Since the absorption is proportional to the molar concentration of the absorbing agent and the path length, measuring the absorption spectrum of a sample can reveal the substance species and the concentrations in the sample. In the medical field, absorption spectroscopy has been widely used in many analytical assays such as the determination of blood glucose concentration and
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Table 1.1: Summary of different OCT imaging modalities. Functional OCT



Tissue properties imaged



Examples of imaged tissue



Scattering, attenuation



Eye [1], embryo [42, 43], tumor [44],



Techniques Standard OCT



cardiovascular system [45], gastrointestinal tract [46, 47], urinary tract [48, 49], tissue phantom [50], etc. Doppler OCT



Movement



Phantom [51], blood flow [52], cellular fluid flow in amoeba, etc.



OCE



Mechanical properties



Tadpole, engineered tissue, cardiovascular system [53], etc.



SOCT



SHG-OCT



Wavelength-dependent



Tadpole [54], eye [55], tissue phantom



scattering and absorption



[56], tumor, plant tissue [57]



Second harmonic



Rat tail tendon [58]



generation CARS-OCT



Coherent anti-Stokes



Fat tissue [59], tissue phantom



Raman scattering PIOCT



Refractive index



Tissue phantom[60]



OCT



Phase contrast



Cell layers [61]



PS-OCT



Birefringence



Muscle [62], burned tissue [63], tendon [64], skin [65], etc.



oxygen concentration [66]. Absorption spectroscopy is also the basis of most histology staining methods such as H&E staining. Fluorescence spectroscopy is based on the emission from a compound that has been excited to higher energy levels by absorption of electromagnetic radiation, often at another wavelength. The absorption and emission spectra are characteristic for a particular fluorescent agent. The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the absorbed optical excitation and the quantum efficiency of the fluorescence. The main advantage of fluorescence detection compared to absorption measurement is the greater specificity and sensitivity available because the 7



fluorescence signal has a much lower background.



In the medical field, fluorescence



spectroscopy has been used mostly for labeling, detection, and measurement of compounds of low concentration, such as certain types of proteins. For example, fluorescence staining has been used in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for estimating very low concentration of proteins in solutions down to ng/ml or even pg/ml levels [67, 68]. Elastic light scattering spectroscopy (LSS) measures scattering at the same wavelength as the incident radiation [69, 70]. The elastic light scattering efficiencies are measured for different wavelengths and scattering angles. The wavelength and scattering angle dependencies, in turn, are complex functions of the scatterers’ properties, namely the size, shape, refractive index, and geometric organization. Therefore, spectral and angular signatures can be used to measure properties of scatterers. In the medical field, LSS has been used for detecting certain tissue pathologies, including many cancer forms [71-78]. The advantage of LSS is it can be done in vivo without the use of a contrast agent. The shortcoming of LSS is that there is no simple theory behind this technique, and often data from each application needs to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the specificity and sensitivity of LSS are often not high. Inelastic light scattering spectroscopy measures scattered wavelengths that differ from the wavelengths of the incident radiation. There are many inelastic light scattering spectroscopy methods. The most dominating technique is Raman scattering, where the light is scattered at frequencies which are the difference between the incident frequency and the vibrational or rotational frequencies of the scattering material. The scattering spectra are species dependent and usually are very sharp compared to absorption spectra. Raman scattering spectroscopy has been used in chemical analysis and molecular structure determination. In the biomedical field, Raman spectroscopy has been widely used for analyzing the chemical composition of proteins and nucleic acids [79]. There are also other interesting inelastic scattering processes such as second harmonic generation (SHG) and coherent antistokes Raman scattering (CARS) that can offer excellent specificity in discriminating molecular species [40]. Among various spectroscopy techniques, absorption, elastic light scattering, Raman scattering, SHG, and CARS are coherent processes, while fluorescence is an incoherent process. Therefore, OCT is sensitive to and can detect light from these coherent processes, but cannot directly detect incoherent light from fluorescence.
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1.5 Spectroscopic Optical Coherence Tomography Spectroscopic optical coherence tomography (SOCT) is an extension of conventional OCT for performing both cross-sectional tomographic and spectroscopic imaging. SOCT is able to perform spectroscopy in a depth-resolved way, offering the possibility of reconstructing the 3D mapping of a sample. The first broadband SOCT was demonstrated in 2000 by Morgner et al. using a TDOCT system [54]. Soon thereafter, SOCT was also demonstrated using a SDOCT system [80]. In SOCT, the information on the spectral content of backscattered light is obtained by the time-frequency analysis of the interferometric OCT signal. The spectrum of backscattered light can be measured over the entire available optical bandwidth simultaneously in a single measurement, allowing depth-resolved spectroscopy.



SOCT was first demonstrated



experimentally by measuring a glass filter plate [80]. Later it was used to determine hemoglobin oxygenation and to enhance OCT image contrast [56, 81-88]. However, challenges exist before SOCT can be used as a widely applicable depth-resolved spectroscopic technology.



1.6 Scope of the Dissertation The goal of this dissertation is to systematically investigate the mechanisms, methodology, and applications of spectroscopic optical coherence tomography. Chapter 2 is a review of the fundamental operating principles and theory behind OCT, SOCT, and basic tissue optics. Chapter 3 discusses issues in the SOCT hardware design and practical implementation. Chapter 4 discusses SOCT signal processing, including the basic signal flowchart and the time-frequency analysis methods. Chapter 5 discusses in detail the contrast mechanisms in SOCT imaging. Chapter 6 discusses the principles and applications of absorption-mode SOCT imaging. Chapter 7 discusses the principles and applications of scattering-mode SOCT imaging. Finally, thesis research results are summarized and future studies are described in Chapter 8.
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2 BACKGROUND In this chapter, the necessary theory leading to the formation of spectroscopic OCT signals and the basic contrast agent principles are discussed.



2.1 OCT Basic Schemes The basic components of an optical coherence tomography (OCT) system include a low time-coherence light source and a standard Michelson interferometer as shown in Fig. 2.1. There are two possible implementations for OCT: time-domain OCT (TDOCT, Fig. 2.1(a)) and spectral domain OCT (SDOCT, Fig. 2.1(b)). In both implementations, the cross-sectional images are formed by two independent scans: the depth scan and the lateral scan (Fig. 2.2). The lateral scan can be performed either by moving the sample or by scanning the sample arm laser beam. TDOCT and SDOCT use different designs for the reference arm and the detector. In TDOCT, the reference mirror is physically scanned, and the detector is a single broadband detector. In SDOCT, the reference mirror is fixed, and the detector is a complicated system including a dispersion grating and a photo detector array.



2.2 OCT Signals OCT signals are the interferometric signals of the light from the reference mirror and the light back-scattered from scatterers inside the sample. OCT is mostly concerned with ballistic or near-ballistic photons (single scattering). Therefore, the OCT signals are formed in two basic steps: (1) the propagation of light waves inside tissue and the generation of the single backscattered light. (2) The interference of the back-scattered light and the reference light. The relevant mathematical derivations leading to OCT signals are shown below.



2.2.1 The scattering field Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 2.3 where a sample is illuminated by the waist of a broadband optical Gaussian beam; then for most cases the incident wave can be approximated as
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(b) Fig. 2.1: Basic OCT schemes: (a) time domain OCT (TDOCT); (b) spectral domain OCT (SDOCT). a plane wave at the waist:



Ui ( r, k i , t ) = Ai exp ( jk i r − j ωt ) ,



(2.1)



where k i is the wave vector of the incident wave. Using the first-order Born approximation, the back-scattered wave from the sample is



Us ( r, k s , t ) = Ui ( r, k i , t ) +



1 4π



jk ( r−r' )



∫Vol (r ) Ui ( r', k i , t ) Fs ( r', k ) e r−r '



'



d 3 r' ,



(2.2)
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Fig. 2.2: OCT image formation. Axial scans were assembled to form a 2D crosssectional image.
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Fig. 2.3: Backscattering field geometry.
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where k s is the wave vector of the scattered wave, k s = k . Fs ( r, k ) is the scattering potential of the sample that can be calculated by Fs ( r, k ) = k 2 [ m 2 ( r, k ) − 1 ] ,



(2.3)



m ( r ) = n ( r ) + jα ( r ) ,



(2.4)



where m is the complex refractive index distribution inside the sample, n ( r ) is the phase refractive index, and α ( r ) is the attenuation coefficient. Assuming uniform illumination within the coherent probe volume, the far-field approximation of Eq. (2.2) when the distance d is much larger than the size of the coherently illuminated volume is



Ai ( r' ) Us ( r, K, t ) = Ai ( r' ) Fs ( r' ) exp ( −jK ⋅ r' )d 3 r' , exp ( jk s ⋅ r − j ωt ) ∫ Vol ( r' ) 4πd



(2.5)



where Ai ( r ) is the amplitude of illuminated light, and K = k s - k i is the scattering vector. In a standard OCT setup, the illumination beam has a small beam waist diameter and only the backscattered light is detected. Assuming Fs ( r ) = Fs ( z ) , where z is the depth, then Eq. (2.5) can be simplified to



U s ( z, K , t ) = As ( K ) exp(−jkz − jwt ),



(2.6)



where K = K = k s − k i = 2 k i = 2k . The complex scattering field amplitude As ( K ) and the scattering potential Fs ( z ) are Fourier transform pairs:



As ( K ) = as ( K )e j Φs ( K ) ∝ FT−1 [ Fs ( z ) ] Fs ( z ) ∝ FT ⎡⎣ as ( K )e j Φs ( K ) ⎦⎤ .



(2.7)



Amplitude as ( K ) and phase Φs ( K ) can be measured by interferometric techniques.



2.2.2 The OCT interferometric signals Referring to Fig. 2.1, the mutual coherence function of the sample arm light U S and the reference arm light U R is the cross-correlation function between them:



ΓSR = U S* ( t )U R ( t + τ ) .



(2.8)



The interference signal U is
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U ( t, ∆t ) = U S ( t ) + U R ( t + ∆t ) .



(2.9)



The interference intensity I is



I ( ∆t ) = 2 Re U * ( t, ∆t )U ( t, ∆t ) = 2 Re [ ΓSR ( ∆t ) ]



=2



I S ( t ) I R ( t ) γSR ( ∆t ) cos [ αSR − δSR ( ∆t ) ].



(2.10)



where γSR ( ∆t ) is the degree of coherence of the two waves, δSR ( ∆t ) = 2πν∆t is the phase delay, ∆t = ( ∆z / c ) the time delay, ∆z the pathlength difference between the sample and reference beams, c the speed of light, and αSR the constant phase difference. The spectral domain equivalence of Eq. (2.10) is I SR ( K ) = 2 I S ( K ) I R ( K ) Re { µ ( K ) e j [ ΦS ( K )−ΦR ( K ) ] },



(2.11)



where µ ( K ) is the spectral degree of coherence. ΦS ( K ) and ΦR ( K ) are the spectral phase of the sample beam and reference beam, respectively. The interference intensity I can be detected by a photo detector (TDOCT) or dispersed by a grating and detected by a photo detector array (SDOCT) based on Eq. (2.10) or Eq. (2.11).



2.3 The Spectroscopic OCT Signals The spectroscopic OCT signal is no different from the standard OCT signal except that an emphasis was placed on the z-dependence. The interference signal of Eq. (2.10) can be rewritten as the convolution of the source coherence function ΓSource ( τ ) with the depth-dependent sample response function of the backscattered profile h ( τ, z ) :



I ( τ, z ) = 2 Re [ ΓSR ( τ, z ) ] = 2 Re [ ΓSource ( τ ) ∗ h ( τ, z ) ] .



(2.12)



Using the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the power spectrum of the mutual function of the sample wave and reference wave is



WSR ( ν, z ) = FT [ ΓSR ( τ, z ) ] ,



(2.13)



where ν is the optical frequency. Equation (2.12) can be rewritten in spectral domain as



WSR ( ν, z ) = SSource ( ν, z ) H ( ν, z ) .



(2.14)



The WSR ( ν, z ) can be computed from time-frequency analysis of the interference signal I ( τ, z ) , from which the backscattered profile H ( ν, z ) can be calculated using Eq. (2.14).
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Both the spectral attenuation of media H m ( ν, z ) and the spectral reflection of the scatterer



H r ( ν, z ) can contribute to H ( ν, z ) . In practice, H ( ν, z ) also includes contributions from the optical system H s ( ν, z ) . Considering all these contributions, Eq. (2.14) can be rewritten as



WSR ( ν, z ) = SSource ( ν, z ) H r ( ν, z ) H m ( ν, z ) H s ( ν, z ) .



(2.15)



Usually SSource ( ν, z ) and H s ( ν, z ) are stationary and can be measured a priori. Therefore, measuring WSR ( ν, z ) offers the opportunity to study the material properties in the sample. The spectral modification, H m ( ν, z ) , by media, has both scattering and absorption contributions. In most cases, they follow Beer’s law:



{



z



H m ( ν, z ) = exp −∫ [ µa ( ν, z ' ) + µs ( ν, z ' ) ]dz ' 0



}



(2.16)



Here, µa ( ν, z ) and µs ( ν, z ) are the frequency-dependent and spatially varying absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient of the media, respectively.



It should be noticed that



H m ( ν, z ) is defined in this dissertation by the amplitude of waves, whereas µa and µs in the literature are defined by the intensity of the waves. Therefore, even though there are double paths of attenuation (one for light travels from 0 to z , one for light travels back from z to 0), the attenuation still takes the form of Eq. (2.16).



2.4 Practical Issues in OCT 2.4.1 Resolution For most OCT systems in which relatively low NA focusing lenses are used, there is a decoupling of the axial (depth) resolution and transverse resolution. The axial resolution is dependent on the coherence length, which depends on the light source spectrum. For a Gaussian source spectrum with center wavelength λ0 and FWHM ∆λ , the coherence length as defined by the FWHM of the interferogram in a medium of refractive index n is



lc =



2 ln 2 ⎡ λ02 ⎤ ⎢ ⎥. n π ⎢⎣ ∆λ ⎥⎦



(2.17)



SLDs usually have Gaussian or near-Gaussian spectral shape. However, for ultrabroadband laser sources such as the Ti:sapphire and for nonlinear fiber sources, the spectral shapes are often
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not Gaussian. For an arbitrary spectral shape S ( ν ) , the coherence length lc is calculated numerically by



lc =



∞



c∫



0



n



(∫



S 2 ( ν )d ν



∞



0



S ( ν )d ν



)



2



.



(2.18)



Because OCT relies on interference between the sample arm and the reference arm, any polarization or dispersion mismatches degrade the axial resolution. The lateral resolution in OCT is determined by the focusing optics used in the sample arm. For a perfect Gaussian beam, the complex amplitude is given by U ( x , y, z ) =



2 2 ⎛ ⎛ x 2 + y 2 ⎞⎟ A w0 z ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟ −1 ⎛ ⎜⎜ −jkz − jkz x + y ⎜ + exp ⎜⎜ − 2 exp j tan ⎟ ⎜⎝ z ⎠⎟ ⎟⎟⎟ , ⎜⎝ ⎜⎝ w ( z ) ⎠⎟ jz 0 w ( z ) 2 ( z 2 + z 02 ) 0 ⎠



where 2z 0 is the confocal parameter, w 0 =



(2.19)



λz 0 ⎛ z ⎞2 , w ( z ) = w 0 1 + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ . ⎝ z0 ⎠ π



The transverse resolution dt of OCT usually is defined as 2w 0 at λ0 . It can be shown that if the focal length of the sample lens is f and the beam diameter incident onto the sample lens is



D , then 4 f λ0 , πD w2 4 f λ02 z0 = 0 = . f πD 2



dt =



(2.20)



Since z 0 is related to the confocal parameter b (focusing depth) by b = 2z 0 , there is a tradeoff between lateral resolution and focusing depth. Therefore the focal length f of the lens in the sample arm should be chosen carefully to meet both resolution and focusing depth requirements. It is possible to improve the tradeoff between the axial resolution and focusing depth by using a high-order Gaussian beam or other beam-forming technique such as the use of an axicon lens [89]. However, because of the complexity and presence of optical aberrations such as chromatic aberration associated with these beam forming optics, these techniques are not widely used.
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2.4.2 Signal-to-noise ratio With heterodyne detection and Doppler modulation, the dominating noise sources for OCT 2 2 2 are shot noise ∆ish , excess intensity noise ∆iex , and electric noise ire



[2, 90].



The shot noise is due to the random arrival of photons at the detector, which is modeled as Poisson noise 2 ∆ish = 2qB i ,



(2.21)



where B is the electrical bandwidth, q = 1.6 × 10−19C the electron charge, and i is the mean detector photocurrent. For most OCT imaging schemes, i is dominated by reference power, i.e., i ≈ αPR , where α is the detector efficiency. The excess intensity noise is due to laser self-beating noise, which for Gaussian spectra can be approximated as 2 ∆iex = ( 1 + Π2 ) i



2



B ∆νeff



(2.22)



where Π is the degree of source polarization and ∆νeff the effective optical line width of the source.



The electrical noise is the noise associated with the receiver electronics.



For a



resistance-limited receiver, ie2 = 4kBTB / RL ,



(2.23)



where kB = 1.38 × 10−23 J / K , T is the temperature, and RL is the effective load resistance of the receiver. The OCT signal strength is proportional to the optical power coming back from the sample arm and reference arm



is2 = αPS PR .



(2.24)



Therefore, the SNR of an OCT system is SNR = α



=α =α



2 ∆ish



PS PR . 2 + ∆iex + ∆ie2



2qB i + ( 1 + Π



2



)



PS PR i 2 B / ∆νeff + 4kBTB / RL



(2.25)



PS PR . 2qB αPR + ( 1 + Π ) α2PR2B / ∆νeff + 4kBTB / RL 2
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The goal of OCT system design is to have it operated in shot noise dominated range. In this range, the SNR depends linearly with source power.



2.5 Contrast Agents and Molecular Contrast Contrast agents have been used to improve image contrast in virtually every imaging modality when the inherent contrast is not sufficient or when specific labeling is desired. The earliest use of contrast agents can be traced back to color staining in light microscopy. In tomographic imaging, various contrast agents were developed for ultrasound, CT, and MRI [91, 92, 93]. In fact, contrast agents have played such an important role that in many instances a CT or MRI examination without the addition of contrast is often considered diagnostically inadequate. OCT images can also be improved by using a contrast agent, although they are totally different from those used for CT, ultrasound, or MRI. In the past, OCT contrast agents have been constructed to alter the intensity of backscattered light from specific locations. For example, air-filled microbubbles and engineered microspheres were used to increase backscattering from tissue [94-96]. One of the advantages of SOCT contrast compared to OCT contrast is that SOCT contrast can be easily used for molecular contrast. Molecular contrast is the basis of molecular imaging – the biochemical mapping of molecules. At present, most molecular imaging experiments are performed using surface imaging technologies such as fluorescence microscopy with the help of fluorescent immunoprobes. Of the tomographic molecular imaging modalities, positron electron tomography (PET) and micro-PET are by far the most prevalent.



Other commonly used



tomographic molecular imaging modalities include CT, micro-CT, ultrasound, DOT, and MRI. We believe OCT molecular contrast can potentially have a wider and very significant impact in the near future. In OCT, molecular contrast can be generated in several ways, which include but are not limited to: pump-probe methods [97], pump-suppression methods [97, 98], spectroscopic OCT [82], second harmonic OCT [38], nonlinear interferometric vibrational imaging (NIVI) [41], and polarization-sensitive OCT [99]. Some tissues have inherent molecular contrast that can be detected by functional OCT. For example, the α-helix motifs inside some proteins are highly organized and have a strong birefringence effect that can be detected by PSOCT. But most tissues do not have sufficient inherent molecular contrast. In this case, contrast agents can be
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applied to introduce exogenous contrast. The contrast agents can be functionalized to help target them. Among various molecular contrast mechanisms in OCT, SOCT molecular contrast offers many advantages: 1. Almost every molecule or scatterer has spectral absorption or spectral scattering at certain optical frequency bands. With the continuous development of novel laser sources and white-light based OCT technology, the number of molecular species that can be mapped is unlimited. 2. Due to the long history and prevalence of spectroscopy and fluorescence microscopy, vast varieties of molecular contrast agents have already been developed. The contrast agents can be used in SOCT with minimal modifications. There are also genetically expressible chromophores such as GFP that can potentially be used for SOCT molecular contrast. 3. The OCT acquisition hardware for SOCT is the same as for the standard OCT setup. Both OCT and SOCT images can be acquired with the same setup in a single experiment, allowing easy experimental design and convenient imaging comparison.
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3 SOCT INSTRUMENTATION Because standard OCT instrumentation has been covered in great detail in the previous literature [2], the purpose of this chapter is not to repeat this background on OCT instrumentation. Instead, this chapter focuses on the issues raised by adapting an OCT setup to a SOCT setup.



3.1 SOCT System Setup Both standard TDOCT and SDOCT instrumentation can be used for SOCT. Figure 3.1 shows fiber-based TDOCT and SDOCT setups that were used for most of the research done in this thesis.



The setups use a broadband Ti:sapphire laser source, fiber interferometers,



polarization matching paddles, dispersion correction glasses, and a lateral translational stage. In addition, the TDOCT system uses a dual-balancing detector and low-noise electronic circuits. The SDOCT system uses a high-speed, low-noise, 2048-pixel line-scan camera. The overall SNR of the system is around 100 dB, with axial resolution about 3-4 µm and lateral resolution up to 6 µm.



3.2 SOCT Laser Sources Laser source spectrum and power are important factors in determining the OCT resolution and sensitivity. In SOCT, this is especially true because SOCT uses the broad-band laser spectra to perform spectroscopic analysis. The spectral features to be determined must lie within the laser source spectrum. A laser source spectrum is characterized by the center wavelength, the bandwidth, the spectral shape, the total power, and the spectral stability. The effects of different parameters on the final performance are discussed below.



3.2.1 SOCT laser source spectrum requirement The laser source center wavelength must be chosen to match the wavelength bands of interest and to maximize the penetration depth. Figure 3.2 shows the absorption spectra of water, hemoglobin, melanin, and aorta tissue. For the majority of biomolecules such as water, proteins
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Fig. 3.1: TDOCT and SDOCT setups used in this study. without chromophores, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids, the absorption bands are in either the UV or infrared regions. In the visible to near-infrared region, there are only few absorbing biomolecules. Therefore, there is a so-called “biological window” from 600 nm to 1300 nm in which the light absorption is low. Within the “biological window,” the dominating light loss process is scattering. The ratio of scattering to absorption for most tissues is in the range of 100-1000 [100, 101]. Therefore, in
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most cases, the scattering loss is the limiting factor for OCT penetration depth.



Because



scattering generally decreases with increasing wavelength, better penetration can be obtained with the longer wavelength.



Fig. 3.2: Spectral absorption of some tissue molecules, and of aortic tissue (----; post mortem). The brightened wavelength ranges have already been used in OCT [102]. In SOCT, the bandwidth of the spectrum determines not only the number of spectral points an SOCT analysis can obtain for a certain spatial resolution, but also the spectral features that can be resolved. For example, chlorophyll has an absorption peak at 680 nm, while chlorophyll b has an absorption peak at 630 nm. In order to study them separately, the laser spectrum must be extended down to the 600 nm range. Although there are compounds that have very sharp absorption spectra (FWHM < 50 nm), most natural compounds have very broad spectral features (FWHM up to 200 nm). To resolve them, often a multiplexing approach is needed. For maximal performance, the best SOCT laser sources will be those that have broadband spectra with a tunable center wavelength.



3.2.2 SOCT laser source power requirement Higher laser source power offers better SNR and therefore better penetration depth in both OCT and SOCT. However, there are exceptions. First, as in many laser applications, the 22



biosafety levels need to be followed. For SOCT applications that rely on absorption, absorbing chromophores are often “photo-bleached” with high laser power. For example, the commonly used dye, indocyanine green (ICG), has significant photo-bleaching effect. The half-life for the absorption coefficient decay can be as short as a few seconds under the focused laser illumination of 20 mW. Because of this, for some applications, the power delivered to the sample arm needs to be limited to a certain safe value. For sources that achieve bandwidth broadening through pumping nonlinear fibers or photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), the output spectra are dependent on the pumping power [103]. For these sources, the pumping power should be as stable as possible and the resulting spectra should be closely monitored during SOCT experiments.



3.2.3 Currently available SOCT laser sources Many OCT sources meet the spectrum and power requirements for SOCT, either as a single source or as a multiplexed source. At present, the most popular SOCT light source is the Kerrlens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. Mode-locked operation has been demonstrated across a tuning range from 700 nm to 1100 nm operating at a mean wavelength of approximately 800 nm. The state-of-the-art of such sources has FWHM bandwidths up to 400 nm at λc = 800 nm at a power of 200 mW [55, 104]. One example of such laser systems was implemented in our group using the schematic in Fig. 3.3. Besides Ti:sapphire lasers, Cr:forsterite lasers and Cr:YAG lasers have also been used in OCT. The Cr:forsterite laser has λc = 1300 nm, which because of its longer wavelength, is able to penetrate deeper in tissue. These sources make possible SOCT imaging spectra spanning from 600 nm to 1500 nm, covering the whole biological window (Fig. 3.4). At present, the most popular light sources in OCT are SLDs. Depending on the material and structure, SLDs have different center wavelengths and bandwidths. At present, individual SLDs have FWHM bandwidths typically less than 70 nm and limited power output; they are not suitable for broad-bandwidth, high-dynamic-range SOCT applications. However, assembling several SLDs of different center wavelengths together can give broad bandwidth [106].
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Fig. 3.3: An implementation of the prismless broadband Ti:sapphire laser [105].



Fig. 3.4: The spectral ranges covered by various mode-locked lasers [105]. Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) and ultrahigh-numerical-aperture fibers (UHNA) are another promising class of light sources for SOCT. PCFs are made up of a pure silica core surrounded by an array of microscopic air holes running along the length. UHNA fibers are standard silica fibers with a nearly pure GeO2 core. In both fibers, the large refractive index step between silica and air or between the core and the cladding induces nonlinear effects at some high intensity
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points. The broadening of the spectrum due to continuum generation was reported to be well over 350 nm and can be centered differently from 800 nm to 1400 nm. [103, 107]. Currently PCFs suffer the drawback of unstable and power-dependent generation, which limits their application in SOCT where a stable spectrum is highly desired. An interesting group of potential light sources for SOCT are the thermal sources. Thermal light sources ideally emit blackbody radiation with a very broad spectral distribution. Thermal sources have attracted attention in the recent development of full-field OCT due to their extremely short coherence length [108, 109]. The main drawback of thermal sources is their low energy density, typically orders of magnitude lower than laser sources.



3.3 SOCT Beam Delivery One of the challenges in SOCT is to maintain wide-bandwidth and spectrally-stable laser beams in the beam delivery systems. The bandwidths for common single-mode optical fibers are under 150 nm in the NIR region. Therefore, for ultrabroadband studies, special fibers or freespace OCT systems are preferred. Chromatic aberration, dispersion mismatch, and focal planecoherence gate mismatch are more pronounced in SOCT than in OCT because of the large spectral bandwidth used. Although these effects only degrade resolution in standard OCT imaging, they may result in totally false outcomes in SOCT. Figure 3.5 shows the schematics illustrating why chromatic aberration and focal plane-coherence gate mismatch are important in SOCT. The dispersion effect can be somewhat reduced by inserting certain dispersion-matching materials into the reference arm pathway. It can also be corrected to some extent using a digital dispersion correction algorithm [110]. To reduce chromatic aberration, a thin achromatic lens should be used and the laser beam should pass as closely as possible through the center of the lens. Although scanning laser beams across the lens for lateral scanning is acceptable for standard OCT, lateral scanning in SOCT is best performed by moving the sample or the sample arm beam delivery apparatus as a whole. To solve the coherence gate-focal plane mismatch, a dynamic focusing system can be used. If that is not possible, a lens with a smaller numerical aperture (hence longer depth of focus) should be used.
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Fig. 3.5: Schematics showing (a) chromatic aberration and (b) focal planecoherence gate mismatch. Because SOCT often is used to detect small spectral changes over large distance, and the spectra corresponding to different coherence gate positions in the beam may vary considerably, these effects seriously alter the accuracy of SOCT analysis if not corrected.



3.4 SOCT Signal Collection and Detection Electronics In standard OCT, interferometric signals are demodulated to generate the scatterer amplitude profile. During the demodulation process, the phase information is often lost or distorted. Therefore, in SOCT, full interferograms need to be taken by a fast A/D board unless a special DSP module is designed to perform time-frequency analysis at the hardware level.



The



requirement of taking full fringe data limits the speed of SOCT acquisition. A typical standard OCT setup typically has an A/D board sampling rate of 10 Msamples/s. This acquisition speed can support a line-rate of 10,000 lines/s if each line has 1000 amplitude points. This line-rate is so large that the A/D acquisition speed is rarely a bottleneck in standard OCT (except for the most recent ultra-fast OCT setups). However, with the same A/D board, the line rate often drops to 50-500 lines/s for TD-SOCT experiments depending on the over-sampling rate. Because full interferograms are taken in SOCT, many operations that are performed in the analog domain in standard OCT can be moved to the digital domain for higher precision. For example, band-pass filtering is an important procedure in standard OCT because it significantly rejects noise. However, it is difficult to design a good analog band-pass filter with narrow passband and sharp cutoffs while preserving the linear-phase property. But if full interferograms are taken, the analog filter needed is only an antialiasing low-pass filter that has sufficient attenuation above the Nyquist rate of the A/D board. Because of the 5x-10x oversampling used in the usual OCT signal acquisition, designing such a low-pass analog filter is much easier than
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designing an analog narrowband band-pass filter. Band-pass filtering can be achieved in the digital domain. SOCT is more sensitive to group delays than in OCT. The electronic frequency-dependent group-delay acts as “electronic dispersion” to the OCT signal. Most commercial amplifiers and filters are designed to optimize the magnitude performance, but often ignore the group-delay performance. For example, in most commercial filter design, the flat pass-band and sharp stopband transition are often preferred, which results in a Chebyshev or Butterworth analog filter design. Figure 3.6 shows a third-order Butterworth filter circuit diagram and its frequency response.



Fig. 3.6: A 4th order Butterworth filter circuit and its frequency response. The center frequency is 100 kHz. The 3 dB bandwidth is 30 kHz.
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The pass-band group-delay variation for the circuit shown in Fig. 3.6 can be as large as 20 µs, which corresponds to a distance of about 4 µm in air for the OCT system used in this research. Usually it only results in small resolution degradation in standard OCT because the group-delay variation in the central part of the passband is still quite small. However, this may destroy the SOCT performance if time-frequency analysis is used to distinguish closely spaced scatterers (see Chapter 5 for details). Therefore group-delay variation must be considered when designing any electronic circuits for SOCT. For example, it may be a better idea to use a low-order Gaussian or Bessel low-pass analog filter than a high-order Butterworth or Chebyshev band-pass filter, and leave the high-order filtering to the digital domain where constant group-delay FIR filters can be easily implemented. This group-delay variation is easily overlooked because it is difficult to detect this system error following a standard OCT calibration procedure.
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4 SOCT SIGNAL PROCESSING 4.1 SOCT Signal Processing Overview The signal processing of SOCT can be roughly divided into three general steps: the preprocessing, the time-frequency analysis, and the post-processing.



These steps are



summarized in the flowchart in Fig. 4.1. OCT raw data Preprocessing: Phase compensation Signal demodulation Signal denoising Preprocessed OCT signal



Take envelope



Regular OCT



Time – frequency analysis Time-frequency representation of OCT signal Post-processing: TFR correction Outlier removal & denoising Spectral analysis & pattern analysis Parameter retrieval SOCT analysis of tissue structural / cellular / chemical properties



Fig. 4.1. The data processing flowchart for SOCT.
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4.2 SOCT Signal Preprocessing The purpose of SOCT signal preprocessing includes reducing aberration and noise effects, and preparing the data for efficient processing in the downstream steps. In this section, only the most important pre-processing steps are discussed, i.e., the compensation of phase error, the removal of noise, and the demodulation of data. Some of these pre-processing steps, such as noise removal are shared by both TDOCT and SDOCT implementations. Other steps, especially those related to hardware, are different for the TDOCT system and SDOCT system.



4.2.1 Reference arm phase error in the TDOCT system In TDOCT, ideally, the reference arm should produce a well-characterized constant Doppler frequency. However, this is not the case for most practical systems, especially for systems using an RSOD.



Therefore, the depth-dependent Doppler frequency needs to be measured



experimentally and the acquired SOCT data need to be corrected accordingly. Figure 4.2 shows the experimental setup used for measuring the Doppler frequency. Fiber Collimator
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Fig. 4.2: Schematics of the experimental setup for measuring the depthdependent Doppler frequency.
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Fig. 4.3: Reference arm mirror speed measurement. (a) The interferogram is recorded using a narrowband laser diode and a mirror as the sample. (b) The unwrapped phase information is retrieved from the interferogram. (c) The delay arm speed is calculated by taking the derivative of the unwrapped phase and applying Eq. (4.1). (d) Zoom-in of (c) shows that the speed variation can be as large as 7%. The setup used the same OCT system but replaced the broadband laser source with a narrowband laser source (such as a laser diode) of known frequency. The interference fringe data was recorded with a mirror at the focus of the lens and acting as the sample. Appropriate neutral density filters were inserted to attenuate the sample reflection intensity. Figure 4.3 shows the basic signal-processing steps for measuring the reference arm mirror speed. From Fig 4.3(d), we see that the reference delay speed variation could be as large as 7%. This variation would cause 56 nm in SOCT wavelength shift if the error had been left uncorrected (assuming a center wavelength of 800 nm). After the reference arm mirror speed was measured, an interpolation algorithm such as a Spline interpolation can be designed to correct the SOCT data using the following relationship:
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ν =



F ⋅ R ⋅c , vg



(4.1)



where F is the digital frequency of the digitized interferogram, R is the sampling frequency of the A/D board, ν is the optical frequency, c is the speed of light, and vg is the measured reference arm mirror speed. After measuring the speed and applying the interpolation algorithm, the phase error can be decreased to about 0.1%.



4.2.2 Dispersion due to optical modulation transfer function in SDOCT system In SDOCT, the reference mirror is fixed. Therefore, it does not suffer the reference arm phase error caused by the nonuniform movement speed of the reference mirror. However, due to the complex optics involved in the detector arm, especially the grating and the thick lens used for collimating the beam diffracted off the grating, there usually is a large amount of dispersion that needs to be corrected. These effects prevent the different linear pixel positions in the line camera from corresponding linearly to the optical frequencies. In other words, the optical frequency representation at the line camera is warped. This can be shown by considering the geometry in Fig. 4.4 where the grating has a perfect sinusoidal density with grating constant Λ , which corresponds to a spatial frequency of kg = 2π / Λ . Assume the incident wave is perpendicular to the grating and has a free space wave number k0 ∈ [ kmin , kmax ] , where kmin and kmax are determined by the laser source. Assume the line camera has length D . For any incident light of wave number k0 , the propagating constant ko of the reflected light can be written as



ko = kg xˆ + k02 − kg2 yˆ .



(4.2)



Or in terms of reflecting angle, θ = tan−1 θmin = tan−1 θmax = tan−1



kg k02



− kg2



,



kg 2 kmax − kg2



kg 2 kmin − kg2



,



(4.3)



.
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Fig. 4.4 Schematic for calculating the “warping” of optical frequencies at the line camera due to reflection off of the grating. Apparently, for the best result, the line camera should be placed such that its reception area just covers [ θmin , θmax ] ; then the distance between the grating and the line camera L is



L= tan



−1



(



D /2 . θmax − θmin 2



)



(4.4)



For any pixel that is distance d away from the center of the line camera, the corresponding angle



θx is θx =



θmin + θmax d + tan−1 . L 2



(4.5)



The k0 corresponding to that d is



kd =



⎛ kg ⎜⎜ ⎝ tan θd



⎞⎟2 + kg2 . ⎠⎟⎟



(4.6)



Here we see a rather complicated nonlinear dependency of wave number k0 on spatial location



d in Eqs. (4.2)-(4.6). Exact compensation is almost impossible; however, Spline interpolation can be used to achieve reasonable compensation.
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Fig. 4.5: Calculation of corresponding optical frequencies to the position in the line camera due to the grating effect. The camera was assumed to have a reception area 3 cm long. The laser source spectrum was assumed to span wave numbers [7 µm-1, 9 µm-1]. The “ideal” curve was calculated using Eqs. (4.2)(4.6). The “linear” curve shows the linear fitting result. The “cubic Spline” curve shows the fitting result using a cubic Spline. From Fig. 4.5, we see that Spline interpolation can reliably convert the frequency signal in the warped frequency space to linear frequency space. Another major effect leading to the frequency “warping” is due to dispersion. It is impossible to cancel out dispersion mismatch between the sample arm and the reference arm in SDOCT for all frequencies because the center of the lens is always thicker than the edges, and hence light passing through the center of the lens suffers more dispersion than light passing through the edges. This is especially problematic in SDOCT because the collimating lens in front of the camera is large and thick. A dispersion mismatch introduces a phase shift e j θ( k ) in the camera signal I ( k ) . This dispersion can be best described by a Taylor series expansion [111]:



θ ( k ) = θ ( k0 ) +



∂θ ( k ) ∂ 2θ ( k ) ( k0 − k ) + ( k0 − k )2 + .... . 2 ∂k k 0 ∂k k



(4.7)



0
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Apparently, this dispersion mismatch can also be removed by the Spline interpolation if only the initial few terms in the Taylor series expansion are considered.



4.2.3 Signal demodulation Since SOCT relies on phase information for both TDOCT and SDOCT systems, the full interference fringe data must be recorded.



For heterodyne detection and noise reduction



purposes, the signals are usually modulated. In TDOCT, the modulation is achieved by moving the reference arm mirror at a certain speed to induce a Doppler frequency. In SDOCT, the modulation is achieved by purposely offsetting the reference arm pathlength from the sample arm pathlength. In either case, the modulation process shifts the low-pass tissue scattering signal to a band-pass signal. To further reduce the noise, often the sampling rate of the A/D system is set 5-10 times higher than the Nyquist rate. The modulation process and the over-sampling make the raw OCT fringe data set extremely large. Therefore, in standard OCT, the fringe data are rarely saved; instead, only the intensity envelopes of the fringe data are saved. Most signal processing steps are implemented in hardware using filter circuits and demodulation chips. This is possible in standard OCT because the signal processing is relatively easy. On the contrary, the signal processing in SOCT is more complex. In order to reduce computation time and save disk storage space, a phase-preserving signal demodulation step is essential right after the aberrations described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are removed. In a TDOCT system, if we assume the laser spectrum has λ ∈ [ λ1, λ2 ] , the corresponding analog Doppler frequency fD is



fD =



vg λ



(4.8)



where vg is the galvanometer movement speed. After digitizing the signal by an A/D board with a sampling rate R , the digital frequency F is



F = fD / R



(4.9)



v ⎤ ⎡ v The useful OCT signal is contained only in the pass-band F ∈ ⎢ g , g ⎥ . For example, if a ⎣⎢ λ2R λ1R ⎦⎥



TDOCT system has λ1 = 700 nm, λ2 = 900 nm,



vg = 10 cm/s,



R = 1 MHz, then



F ∈ [ 0.111, 0.143 ] . This pass-band only occupies a bandwidth of 0.032. Since the signal is real,
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its discrete-time Fourier transform is symmetric and all information is contained in the positive frequencies. Therefore, the demodulation step can reduce the dataset size by a factor of 62. There are many possible demodulation schemes. One possible implementation that is easy to implement in Matlab is through the FFT which is shown in Fig. 4.6. First, take the FFT of the raw signal x(z) to get the X(F), which typically has three large lobes: a very large central lobe corresponding to the DC component and low-frequency noise, and two symmetric lobes corresponding to the positive and negative signal frequencies. Next, down-sample X(F) by taking the positive lobe only. The last step takes the IFFT of the down-sampled spectrum to get the demodulated signal x2(z). In general, the x2(z) is complex. This demodulation process not only demodulates the signal, but also rejects all out-of-band noise.
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Fig. 4.6: An example of demodulation steps in TDOCT that are readily implemented in Matlab. For a SDOCT system, similar demodulation can be applied, as shown in Fig. 4.7. First, take the FFT raw signal X(F) to get the x(z), which typically has three lobes: a very large central lobe corresponding to the autocorrelation and low-frequency noise, and two symmetric lobes corresponding to the positive and negative signal depth. Next, down-sample x(z) by taking the
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positive lobe only. The last step takes the IFFT of the downsampled spectrum to get the demodulated signal X2(F). In general, the X2(F) is complex.
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Fig. 4.7: An example of demodulation steps in SDOCT which are readily implemented in Matlab.



4.2.4 Signal denoising The raw fringe data often are corrupted by in-band noise that cannot be removed by the filters in the filtering steps. This in-band noise can be further removed by applying many standard denoising procedures such as wavelet denoising (Fig. 4.8). As shown in Fig. 4.8, the combination of filtering and wavelet denoising can greatly enhance the SNR. Because the OCT images are generated line by line, naturally the de-noising should be performed in 1D first.



Applying the wavelet denosing to the final 2D OCT image often



smoothes out the edges. However, if applying the denoising algorithm to the raw data, very little edge blurring results. It was also noticed that applying wavelet denoising to undecimated raw data preserves most of the phase information. The disadvantage of using line-by-line denoising is the expensive computing time. 37
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(c) Fig. 4.8: An example showing two-step denoising procedures: (a) raw OCT interference fringe signal, (b) signal after filtering out out-band noise, (c) signal after applying wavelet denoising to (b). Five levels of Haar wavelet were chosen with soft thresholding. The total SNR improvement is about 38 dB. The OCT sample was 0.2% Intralipid solution in a 1 mm-thick glass cuvette. 38



4.3 Time-Frequency Analysis Because the spectra of back-scattered light are depth-varying, SOCT signals are nonstationary with both time (depth) and frequency (wavelength) variations.



For such non-



stationary signals, usual spectral analysis methods, such as the Fourier transform, cannot be used directly. Instead, localized spectral analysis methods, or time-frequency (TF) analysis, must be performed to retrieve the depth resolved spectroscopic information. Due to the so-called timefrequency “uncertainty principle,” there exists an inherent tradeoff between spectral resolution and time resolution. Improvement in one implies degradation in the other. The central problem in SOCT TF analysis is to optimize this time-frequency resolution. This can be improved somewhat by a software approach using appropriate TFDs. More drastic improvement can be achieved by introducing new measurements to apply physical constraints to decouple the timeresolution from the frequency-resolution.



4.3.1 TF analysis for TDOCT and SDOCT Although SOCT is a 3D imaging modality, the core signal processing is a 1D problem because of the decoupling of the lateral scans from axial scans. In TDOCT, the interferogram recorded excluding the low-frequency components is GSR ( τ ) = 2



I S ( t ) I R ( t ) γSR ( τ ) cos [ αSR − δSR ( τ ) ]



= 2 Re [ ΓSource ( τ ) ∗ h ( τ ) ].



(4.10)



To perform TF analysis on GSR ( τ ) , TF distributions (TFDs, refer to Section 4.3.2) are applied to obtain TF analysis P ( t, f ) of the GSR ( τ ) :



P ( t, f ) = TFD {GSR ( τ ) } .



(4.11)



For example, if choosing the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Eq. (4.11) is



PSTFT ( t, ω ) =



1 2π



∫ GSR



(



τ ) h ( t − τ )e j ωτd τ ,



(4.12)



where h ( t ) is a short-time window. In SDOCT, the signal recorded from the detector array is



I SR ( K ) = 2 I S ( K ) I R ( K )µ ( K ) cos ( Kzs ) .



(4.13)
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The TFDs are applied to the frequency domain I SR ( K ) to obtain TF analysis P ( t, f ) of the signal:



P ( t, f ) = TFD { I SR ( K ) } .



(4.14)



For example, if choosing the short-frequency Fourier transform (SFFT), Eq. (4.14) is 1 2π



PSFFT ( t, ω ) =



∫ I SR ( ω ' ) H ( ω − ω ' )e j ω td ω ' , '



(4.15)



where H ( ω ) is a short-frequency window. From the discussion above, we see that there exists dual symmetry between TF analysis for TDOCT and SDOCT. The time t (or depth z ) and the frequency ω (or wavelength λ ) are duals of each other. Because of this, most processing steps are also duals of one another (Fig. 4.9). Therefore, the same optimization principles can be applied to both TDOCT and SDOCT. Because of this, in the following discussion, a TDOCT system is assumed. The discussion for SDOCT can be obtained by the dual symmetry.
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Fig. 4.9: The duality between TDOCT and SDOCT systems and TF analysis. Both TDOCT and SDOCT result in the same set of 3D TF data.
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4.3.2 Time-frequency distributions and its application in SOCT In the past literature, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and the continuous wavelet transform have been used in SOCT [54, 81], however, their performance is complicated by the time-frequency “uncertainty principle,” which states that there exists an inherent tradeoff between the spectral resolution and the time resolution. Improvement in one implies degradation in the other. Many TFDs have been studied, each with benefits and drawbacks. It is generally accepted that there is no known TFD that is ideal for all cases, but that the best distribution for an application must be chosen based on the properties of the signal and the criteria for the expected result. Starting with Eq. (2.15):



I ( ν, z ) = S ( ν , z ) H r ( ν , z ) H m ( ν , z ) H s ( ν , z ) ,



(4.16)



the purpose of SOCT is to study H m ( ν, z ) or H r ( ν, z ) ; therefore SOCT TFDs should be optimized for these goals. SOCT imaging can be divided into two general scenarios: imaging the spectral back-scattering H r ( ν, z ) , or imaging the media absorption H m ( ν, z ) . These two imaging scenarios have different resolution requirements. The spectral back-scattering is a short-range effect in that large spectral variations can happen within a very short distance (usually between interfaces such as cell or tissue boundaries). High spatial resolution is required while spectral resolution can be somewhat relaxed because large spectral modifications are expected. The spectral absorption and scattering loss, on the other hand, are relatively longrange effects because they mostly follow Beer’s absorption law.



At typical absorber



concentrations in tissue, relatively large distances (much larger than the coherence length of the optical source) are usually required to produce significant spectral modification. Often with tissue imaging, both effects may coexist. Therefore, imaging schemes should be developed which target the dominant effect and reflect the goals of the research.



4.3.3 Time-frequency distributions There are many different TFDs. Most of them can be written under a general class using the kernel function:



TFD ( t, ω ) =



1 4 π2



∫∫∫ x * ( u − 21 τ ) x ( u + 21 τ ) φ ( θ, τ )e−j θt − j τω + j θudud τd θ,



(4.17)
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where φ ( θ, τ ) is a two-dimensional kernel and s is the signal in the time-domain. The kernel determines the distribution and its properties.



Commonly used TFDs fall into one of the



following categories: (1) Linear TFDs, (2) Cohen’s class TFDs, and (3) model-based TFDs. We compare the performance of representative TFDs from each category. 1. Linear TFDs:



Linear TFDs are classical time-frequency analysis methods that only



involve linear operations to the time domain signal. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and Gabor representations are the most familiar examples. The linear TFDs have the advantage that they are devoid of oscillating cross-terms, which are present for many other TFDs. Different TF tradeoffs can be made by choosing different time windows. Linear TFDs often lead to good results, but they are compromised by the tradeoff between time and frequency resolution due to a windowing effect. The STFT was included in this study. The STFT of a signal s ( t ) is given by



STFT ( t, ω ) =



1 2π



∫x



(



τ ) h ( t − τ )e − j ωτd τ,



(4.18)



where h(t) is the time window function. 2. Cohen’s class TFDs (also called bilinear TFDs): The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) is the most familiar TFD of the Cohen’s class. It can achieve better TF resolution than the linear TFDs. The main drawback with the WVD is the presence of strong cross-terms if the signal has multiple components. Cross-terms can be suppressed by using 2-D low-pass filters (kernels) in the ambiguity domain, such as in the smoothed pseudo WVD (SPWVD). There are many variations of Cohen’s class TFDs. One of the best examples is a data-adaptive TFD introduced by Jones and Parks [112], which employs a radially Gaussian kernel that is signal dependent, and thus changes shape for each signal. The WVD, SPWVD, Scalogram with Morlet wavelet, and the Choi-Williams TFDs were implemented in this study. The WVD is given by



∫ x * (t − 21 τ )x (t + 21 τ )e−j τωd τ .



(4.19)



∫∫ g ( t − t ' ) H ( ω − ω ' )WVD ( t ', ω ' )dt 'd ω '



(4.20)



WVD ( t, ω ) =



1 2π



The SPWVD is given by



SPWVD ( t, ω ) =



where g is a filter in the time direction and H is a filter in the frequency direction. If the filter g is a delta function, the distribution is referred to as the pseudo-Wigner distribution.



The



scalogram with the Morlet wavelet is given by
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Scalogram Morlet ( t, a ) =



where Ψ ( t ) =



1 e − j ω0te −t 2 / 2 2π



1 a



∫



Ψ*



(



)



2 τ −t x ( τ )d τ , a



(4.21)



is the Morlet wavelet and a is the scale. In TF analysis, the



scale a would be replaced by the ratio of frequency to center frequency of the analyzing wavelet f f0



. The Choi-Williams TFD is given by



CWD ( t, ω ) =



∫∫ e−j ωτ



⎛ ( µ − t )2 ⎞⎟ * ⎜⎜ − + x µ τ ( ) / 2 exp ⎟ x ( µ − τ / 2 )d µd τ ⎜⎝ 4τ 2 / σ ⎠⎟ 4πτ 2 / σ 1



(4.22)



where σ is the parameter used to control the properties of the distribution. 3. Model-based TFDs:



In model-based TFDs, the spectrum is not directly calculated.



Instead, models and model parameters are estimated and used to reconstruct the spectrum. Models should be carefully chosen based on prior information. For example, if it is known that the dominating spectral modification occurring in a sample is due to the addition of a specific absorbing dye, then a model can be constructed based on the laser spectrum and the dye absorption spectrum to extract the dye concentration distribution in the sample. If no prior knowledge is known, an autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) model is often used. The time localization of model-based TFDs is achieved by windowing. In this study, various models were constructed for different imaging scenarios.



4.3.4 Simulated SOCT signals and TFD performance comparison Because the true TFD of a SOCT signal cannot be known, synthetic signals were generated in order to produce a comprehensive class of SOCT-like signals controlled by several parameters. Their design was based on Eq. (2.15) for different imaging scenarios: (1) A Gaussian pulse with a spectrum centered at 800 nm and a FWHM of 100 nm. This synthetic signal corresponds to a typical SOCT signal from a perfectly reflecting mirror and is used for testing TFD performance on minimal time-frequency spread. (2) Two consecutive “spectrally absorbed” Gaussian pulses with the first one containing all of the frequencies of the optical source, and the second one containing only the lower half of the frequencies of the optical source.



This sequence



corresponds to two closely spaced reflecting interfaces with different spectral reflection profiles. By varying the distance between the pulses, this sequence was used for testing the minimal spatial separation of TFDs given a prior requirement on frequency resolution. (3) A consecutive 43



Gaussian pulse sequence with random positioning and a slowly varying spectrum between pulses, representing a region of homogeneous absorption and scattering. The absorbers were assumed to uniformly absorb upper half frequencies, following Beer’s law. This sequence corresponds to SOCT signals scattering back from tissue with a roughly uniform scatterer distribution but with high absorber concentrations, and is used for testing the ability of the TFDs to retrieve the absorption coefficient of the media. To simplify the simulation parameters, the sampling time and reference arm translation speed were adjusted such that the 800 nm laser wavelength corresponded to a digital frequency of 0.125 Hz. Axial depth is converted to a signal acquisition time from 0 s to 1 s. Although an experimental OCT system will acquire axial scans much faster, these numerically simple parameters can be used without losing theoretical generalities. The synthetic signals and their ideal TFDs are shown in Fig. 4.10. For each of the TFDs, parameters are optimized by extensive parameter searching such that they represent the best possible outcome using that type of TFD. In some cases, because good criteria are difficult to obtain, e.g., lowering the cross-terms compromises the resolution of the auto term, qualitative evaluation is used to produce the best analysis. The TFDs of the signal on the TF plane were generated as color-scale images. In the cases where the distribution has negative or complex values, the magnitude was taken. A Hamming window was used for the STFT and a Morlet wavelet for the wavelet transform. A Gaussian model was chosen for the model-based TFDs. To compare the overall quality of the TFDs on synthetic signal 1, two criteria are used. The first criterion is the time-frequency spread (by measuring standard deviation) of the TFDs.



The second criterion computes the TF



“concentration” or “sharpness” as follows: C =



∫∫∞ TFD (t, f )



( ∫∫



∞



4



dtdf



TFD ( t, f ) 2 dtdf



)



2



(4.23)



which is the fourth power of the L4 norm divided by the squared L2 norm of the magnitude of the TFD. The testing results of TFDs on synthetic signal 1 are shown in Table 4.1. The WVD achieves the best time-frequency concentration. Because the signal model is exactly known for a synthetic signal, model-based TFD recovered the ideal TFD.
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Fig. 4.10. SOCT synthetic signals. (a) Synthetic signal 1, (b) ideal TFD of (a), (c) synthetic signal 2, (d) ideal TFD of (c), (e) synthetic signal 3, and (f) ideal TFD of (e).
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Table 4.1: Comparison of time-frequency resolution of the TFDs on synthetic signal 1. Ideal TFD STFT



WT



WVD



Model-based



Time spread (s)



0.027



0.032



0.040



0.020



0.027



Frequency spread (Hz)



0.016



0.032



0.038



0.022



0.017



Time-frequency product 4.32×10-4 250



Concentration



1.02×10-3 1.52×10-3 4.40×10-4 4.59×10-4 102



132



305



250



The ability of TFDs to discriminate two closely spaced yet spectrally different scatterers in SOCT is defined as follows: two neighboring scatterers are considered to be distinct in SOCT if the maximum shift of the spectral centroid is at least half of what the shift would be if the scatterer was alone. Simple WVD does not perform well in this situation because of the strong cross-terms. Instead, the smoothed pseudo-Wigner-Villie distribution (SPWVD) was used with a smoothing Gaussian kernel applied independently in the time and frequency direction. Another commonly used TFD, the Choi-Williams distribution, is also investigated. Ideal LPFs and HPFs were used for the model-based TFDs. The minimal distances needed for different TFDs to discriminate the two pulses are listed in Table 4.2. For reference, the structural OCT resolution (by FWHM criterion) is also listed in Table 4.2.



The Cohen’s-class TFDs have better



performance than the STFT on this synthetic signal.



Table 4.2: Comparison of minimal resolving distance of the TFDs on synthetic signal 2. Structural OCT Ideal TFD STFT WT Minimal distance (s)



0.053



0.025



0.036



0.039



SPWVD Model-based 0.033



0.026



The third test signal was used for testing the ability of different TFDs to accurately retrieve absorption spectra from a homogeneously absorbing medium. The absorption was assumed to follow Beer’s Law. The locations of the scatterers were first identified by peak detection. Then, absorption spectra were determined from TFDs based on least-square curve fitting of TFDs from
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multiple scatterers. The error function was calculated from the measured absorption spectra



A' ( f ) and the expected absorption spectra A ( f ) using the following formula: Error =



A' ( f ) − A( f ) A( f ) FrequencyBand



∑



(4.24)



The “Frequency Band” was defined by the 10% level criterion. For the model-based TFD, ideal LPFs were used. The errors for different TFDs are listed in Table 4.3. The model-based TFD outperforms all other TFDs. Linear TFDs are reasonably good, while all Cohen’s-class TFDs give erroneous outcomes due to cross-terms and non-ideal smoothing operations.



Table 4.3: Comparison of TFD performance for retrieving absorption spectra on synthetic signal 3. Ideal TFD STFT Error



0.0 %



WT



- 5.0 % - 6.1%



Smoothed Wigner Model-based 34.3%



0.0%



4.3.5 Experimental SOCT signals and TFD performance comparison Based on simulation data, it was observed that in SOCT applications, where physical models of scatterers exist, model-based TFDs can achieve almost ideal TF resolutions. Cohen class TFDs can generate the most compact TF analysis while the linear TFDs offer faster and more reliable TF analysis. In this section, these findings are evaluated by applying different TFDs on a few specifically designed SOCT imaging experiments where most, if not all, system and sample parameters are known. The SOCT signal from a highly reflecting mirror surface was nearly the same as the synthetic signal 1, with nearly identical results. Therefore, these findings have been omitted from the discussions below. 4.3.5.1 SOCT experiments for closely-spaced interfaces For synthetic signal 2, the two back-scattering interfaces are spatially close and exhibit different back-scattering spectra. To mimic this, an experimental test sample was constructed as shown in Fig 4.11. Double-sided tape (about 80 µm thick) was placed between and along one edge of two 24 × 60 mm glass coverslips. A paper clip compressed the coverslips at the opposite
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Fig. 4.11: Sample construction for obtaining SOCT signals from two closelyspaced interfaces. The geometrical dimensions are given in the text. edge to make a semiclosed thin gap between the two coverslips. The assembly was then turned vertically and one wedge-shaped open side was submerged into a shallow 20 mg/ml solution of near-infrared dye (SDA7460, H.W. Sands Inc.). After a few seconds, the dye solution filled the wedge-shaped space between the coverslips via capillary forces. This particular NIR dye offers many advantages for SOCT. It has very high absorptivity and selectively cuts off the shorter wavelengths of the laser spectrum used in our OCT system (Fig. 4.12). Unlike many other water-soluble NIR dyes, this dye strictly follows the Beer’s Law of absorption up to very high concentrations. Even at 20 mg/ml, the dye still maintains its expected absorption spectrum. No photobleaching effect was observed with 10 mW of focused laser power over a period of 10 min. The sample was imaged with a fiber-based time-domain OCT system using a broadband Ti:Al2O3 laser source (KM Labs, λc = 795 nm, ∆λ = 120 nm, Pout = 10 mW exit-fiber at sample arm). Dispersion and polarization were matched in the interferometer arms. A thin lens with a 40 mm focal length was chosen to minimize the effect of chromatic aberration, dispersion, and focusing.



A precision linear optical scanner was used to scan the reference arm.



Nonlinearity in the reference scanning rate was accounted for by acquiring a reference fringe pattern using a narrowband laser diode ( λc = 776 nm, ∆λ = 1 nm) and applying a data correction algorithm. The OCT system provided 4 µm axial resolution with a 3.2 mm depth of focus (confocal parameter) in air.



The interference was detected using an auto-balancing



detector (Model 2007, New Focus, Inc.). The signal was then amplified and filtered using an antialiasing low-pass filtered in a custom analog circuit. A high-speed (5 Msamples/s, 12-bit) A/D converter (NI-PCI-6110, National Instruments) was used to acquire the interferometric fringe data. Before applying TFD analysis, the signal was bandpass filtered to remove excessive noise in the digital domain and was digitally corrected for dispersion.
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1.2 dye absorption spectrum Ti:Sapphire spectrum
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(b) Fig. 4.12. NIR dye properties. (a) Absorption spectra from NIR dye and emission spectrum of the Ti:sapphire laser used in this study. (b) Theoretical backscattered spectra for dye layer thickness from 0 µm to 10 µm. Axial scans along different wedge positions (different dye thicknesses) were acquired. The sample was placed on an angle-adjustable stage such that the light reflected back from the glass/liquid interfaces was in a near-normal direction.



The incident laser power was attenuated



to prevent saturation at the photodetector. The interference fringe data were collected for analysis with different TFDs. The interference fringes resulting from multiple reflections (light bouncing back and forth between the two glass interfaces) were found have magnitudes at least
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50 times smaller than the main interference fringes, and therefore could be neglected in our analysis. Figure 4.13 shows the interferogram signals of two interfaces at various distances and their STFT magnitudes. The windows chosen for the STFT were Hamming windows of length corresponding to one coherence length of the incident laser. The actual distance between the two interfaces in terms of coherence lengths was measured by counting the number of fringe peaks between two pulse centers and the number of fringe peaks between the FWHM from a single pulse off of a mirror. One can observe that most of the shorter wavelengths are absent from the light reflected from the lower dye/glass interface because of the dye absorption. One can also observe the blurring of the time-frequency representation as the separation of the two interfaces narrows, as expected from the “uncertainty principle.” Specifically, when the distance between the two interfaces was less than the coherence length of the optical source, it became difficult to resolve them.



Furthermore, this representation is comparable to the time-frequency



representation of a synthetic signal with the full spectrum reflected off the first interface and half of the spectrum reflected off the second interface. It is therefore interesting to test which TFDs will have the greatest TF resolving power in this setting. The STFT, Scalogram, Choi-William distribution, and model-based TFDs were chosen for comparison. The length of time windowing for the STFT and the Choi-William distribution was chosen to correspond to 1 µm in air. This length offers the best separation by qualitative assessment. Morlet wavelets were chosen for the Scalogram. The model for the model-based TFD is set up as follows. Assume that the TFD of the pulse from the first interface is the same as the WVD of a pulse from a mirror (TFDM ( z, λ ) ) except for a scaling factor, and the TFD of the pulse from the second interface is the first TFD after dye absorption multiplied by another scaling factor,



TFD = A ×TFDM ( z, λ ) + TFDM ( z − zt , λ ) exp ( −B × ε ( λ ) ) ,



(4.25)



where A and B are the scaling factors and zt is the distance between two interfaces. Equation (4.25) is digitized in z and λ to have each z point represent 0.1 µm and each λ point represent1 nm. The term ε ( λ ) , representing dye absorptivity, was measured by a spectrometer. Spline interpolations were used whenever the experimentally measured data had different data points from the model. The criterion for model optimization is to search for the best A , B , and zt
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Fig. 4.13: STFT of SOCT signals backreflected from two glass interfaces separated by various distance with NIR dye in between. (a) SOCT signal for distance = 5 ∆lc (coherence lengths), (b) STFT of signal in (a). (c) SOCT signal for distance = 2 ∆lc , (d) STFT of signal in (c). (e) SOCT signal for distance = ∆lc , (f) STFT of signal in (e). Note that the x-axis scale is half for (e) and (f) to improve visualization of these two closely spaced pulses.
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such that the lowest mean-square-error between the model TFD and the TFD by STFT are generated. Because it is computationally expensive to search for three optimal parameters ( A, B, zt ) in 3-D space, we first determined zt based on the fringe number and only searched for the optimal A and B in 2-D space, and then determined the optimal zt for that A and B . The two-step recursion was repeated until results stabilized. If fast algorithms are developed, a 3-D direct parametric search without prior knowledge of zt would be possible. Figure 4.14 shows the TFDs for the signal (e) in Fig 4.13. The TFDs from Cohen’s class (the Choi-William distribution and Scalogram) have comparative performance, while both perform better than the STFT. The artifacts at the top of the TFD plots for the Choi-William distribution (Fig. 4.14 (b)) are due to the cross-terms during the bilinear transformation of the signal. However, because the cross-terms are out of the primary signal bands, they can be rejected easily. As shown in simulation and confirmed experimentally, the model-based TFD has the best performance in terms of sharpness, although it may or may not be representing the true TFD.



4.3.6 SOCT experiments for absorbing regions In synthetic signal 3, the absorption coefficient was retrieved from a homogeneous medium containing a small number of scatterers. To experimentally replicate this, phantoms were made in liquid form for easy handling and accurate concentration control. Near-infrared dye (ADS830WS, American Dye Sources, Inc.) was used. Unlike the dye SDA7460 used in the previous experiment, this dye has a sharp absorption peak around 810 nm, which is close to the emission spectrum of the laser source. Having an absorption peak near the center of the laser source spectrum facilitates the evaluation of the performance of different TFDs. When dissolved in methanol, this dye is also very stable and does not show any photobleaching effect under 10 mW of focused laser power over a period of 10 min. Silica microspheres 0.33 µm in diameter (Bang Laboratories, Inc.) were used as scattering agents. The solution containing the dye and microspheres was placed inside a thin glass cuvette and imaged with the same SOCT setup used in the previous experiments. The concentrations of the dye and silica microspheres were adjusted such that the absorption loss was 5 times larger than the scattering loss at 800 nm. Prior to SOCT imaging, the mixture was measured by a spectrometer for the combined effect of absorption loss and scattering loss. The absorption spectra were retrieved by each TFD method
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Fig. 4.14: Different time-frequency representations of signal in Fig. 4.13(e). (a) STFT with Hamming window of length corresponding to 1 µm. (b) Scalogram using the Morlet wavelet. The analyzing wavelet of half length corresponds to 1 µm in air. (c) Choi-William distribution with time-smoothing window of length corresponding to 1 µm in air. (d) Model-based TFD as described in the text. Note the cross-term artifacts shown above the main signal in (b). similar to the analysis on synthetic signal 3 except for three additional modifications. First, a control sample containing the same concentration of microspheres, but without dye, was used for data-correction to reduce the system error. Second, because very closely spaced scatterers exhibit a significant spectral-interference effect, averaging of TFDs from 512 scan lines was performed to obtain the final TFDs. Third, because of the large number of data points collected (50,000 points/scan line), it was not possible to perform different TFDs directly without significant computational complexity. Therefore, taking advantage of the fact that the SOCT signals are narrow pass-band signals, data were demodulated and decimated to obtain the
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shortest possible analytic signals without losing frequency information within the laser source spectrum. The time window sizes for the STFT, Choi-William distributions, and the model based TFDs were chosen to be four coherence lengths. The Morlet wavelet was used for the wavelet transform. Because no prior information was assumed, an autoregressive (AR) model using the Burg method was used for the model-based TFDs, with a model order set to 4. The absorption spectra obtained by different TFDs are shown in Fig. 4.15. For comparison, each spectrum was normalized to its respective peak value. From the figure, it is obvious that in this SOCT imaging scenario, the STFT and the wavelet transform are the reliable methods. The model-based TFD has reasonably good performance even though no assumption was made when constructing the model. The spectrum retrieved using the Choi-William TFD is totally random. These results agree with what our simulations predicted.
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Fig. 4.15: Comparison of extracted absorption spectra. Curves represent extracted absorption spectra from a dye-filled cuvette using different TFDs, compared to the mixture absorption spectra measured with a spectrometer. The spectral range of the laser (FWHM) is also shown, within which the absorption spectra of the media can be determined.



4.4 Time-Frequency Localization by Focal Gating Section 4.3 presented the algorithmic approach to optimize the time-frequency resolution. However, none of the TFDs can increase the joint time-frequency concentration by a large
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amount. In fact, even for an ideal Gaussian pulse, the maximum time-frequency concentration enhancement is limited to a factor of 2 by using WVD versus using the optimized STFT. Therefore, for some applications, it is worthwhile to invest more in hardware in order to drastically increase the TF resolution. The idea is to limit, by additional physical constraints, the spatial depth from which a signal originated. In this section, the idea of using focal gating and confocal gating is presented. In the next section, the idea of using low-coherence optical projection tomography will be presented. Focal gating is a rather old technique that has been widely used in light microscopy and is the basis for spatial localization in nonlinear optics such as in the two-photon fluorescence microscopy. Figure 4.16 shows the schematics for focal gating:



B d A Foc al plane



Fig. 4.16: Focal gating. The incident light intensity at point B is much lower than at point A. Therefore, the scattering intensity from the scatterer B is much less than from the scatterer A. Suppose the light intensity at the axial point A on the focal plane is I 0 ; then the light intensity at an axial point B distance d away from the focal plane can be calculated based on



I B ( x = 0, y = 0, z = d, k ) = I 0



z 02 , z 02 + z 2



(4.26)



where 2z 0 is the confocal parameter. Figure 4.17 shows the plot of Eq. (4.26) as the function of distance from the focal plane. After 3z 0 away, the light intensity drops below 10%. The z0 of a lens system can be estimated by



z0 =



4λ f 2 , πD 2



(4.27)
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where f is the focal distance of the lens and D is the diameter of the beam incident on the lens. For example, if λ = 800 nm, f = 2 mm, and D = 2 mm, then z 0 = 1 µm.
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Fig. 4.17: Light intensity attenuation as function of distance from the focal plane. Even better depth localization can be achieved with confocal gating by using pinholes to reject out-of-focus light (Fig. 4.18). In both focal gating and confocal gating, only scatterers in close proximity to the focal plane are illuminated. The spatial resolution is set by the confocal parameters instead of by the time window-size as in standard SOCT. Therefore, the decoupling of time-resolution and frequency-resolution is achieved. Theoretically, arbitrarily large window sizes can be chosen to obtain arbitrarily fine spectral resolution. In practice, the time windowsize should be chosen in order to balance the spectral resolution requirement and the noise rejection requirement. It should be pointed out that coherence gating is still present when using either focal gating or confocal gating. Because only ballistic photons are detected, compared to ballistic and nonballistic photons in spectral confocal microscopy, SOCT based on focal gating still has superior depth penetration and higher spatial resolution. However, the effects of chromatic aberration, the coherence gate-focal plane mismatch, and the dispersion effect are more severe because the lens used has a high numerical aperture.
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Fig. 4.18: Schematic of confocal gating. The confocal gating rejects out-of-plane light better than focal gating alone. Because the depth of focus is typically very small, en face OCT scanning, instead of standard depth-wise OCT scanning, should be used [113]. If using TDOCT, the reference-scan needs to be modified such that it only scans a very small distance near the focal plane to provide sufficient modulation. This can be achieved by using a piezoelectric modulator or stack. If using SDOCT, then one only needs to make sure the pathlength of the reference arm roughly matches the pathlength in the sample arm. With a lens of N.A. 0.95, the FWHM of focal gating is approximately 1.5 µm. Therefore, the depth resolution is confined, giving the freedom of choosing spectral resolution.



4.5 Time-Frequency Localization by Optical Coherence Projection Tomography In x-ray and MRI, the dominant tomographic techniques are based on angular projection scanning and reconstruction using the Fourier slice theorem.



However, because of strong



refraction and diffraction present, optical beams do not pass through tissues in straight lines, as do x-rays. Therefore, it is difficult to register the projections with the beam paths and the Fourier slice theorem cannot be used. However, other alternatives exist. As demonstrated by Zysk et al. [60], for tissues where the refractive index is not significantly different, the projection method may still work within a certain resolution limit.



Figure 4.19 shows how refraction and



diffraction affect the projections for optical beams.
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Fig. 4.19: The projections of x-ray beams and optical beams across an inhomogeneous object. Optical beams are more likely to suffer from refraction and diffraction effects. For tissue without a regular scattering matrix, the diffraction effects tend to average out and only reduced the resolution. Some techniques can reduce the refraction effects, such as using index-matching fluids. If this refraction problem can be solved or reduced, then using lowcoherence optical projection tomography, the absorber and scatterer distribution can be mapped without suffering the time-frequency resolution tradeoff.



4.5.1 Optical coherence projection tomography For standard 2D CT, assuming the attenuation function inside an object is f ( x , y ) , then the projection data is



p ( θ, t ) =



∫ f ( t cos θ − r sin θ, t sin θ + r cos θ )dr ,



(4.28)



where θ is the projection angle. The filtered back-projection solution to Eq. (4.28) is f ( x, y ) =



π



∞



∫0 ∫−∞ P ( f , θ )e j 2π f



( x cos θ +y sin θ )



f dfd θ



(4.29)



The same principle can be applied using optical rays instead of x-rays, resulting in the so-called optical projection tomography (OPT, Fig. 4.20). OPT was developed very recently. It was demonstrated for reconstructing vertebrate embryos and for examining the 3D anatomy of developing organs [114].
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Fig. 4.20: A typical OPT setup. The specimen is rotated within a cylinder of agarose while held in position for imaging by a microscope. Light transmitted from the specimen (blue lines) is focused by the lenses onto the camera-imaging chip (CIC). The apparatus is adjusted so that light emitted from a section that is perpendicular to the axis of rotation (red ellipse) is focused onto a single row of pixels on the CIC (red line) [114]. In OPT, a regular narrowband laser is used. Because biological tissues are turbid, the tissue must go through an “optical clearing” procedure before using OPT. We propose that the idea of OPT can also be implemented with a broad-band laser and interferometer to form optical coherence projection tomography (OCPT, Fig. 4.21). By introducing coherence gating and heterodyne detection, the penetration depth of OCPT can be much higher due to an increase in SNR. When using a broadband laser, the attenuation function is also frequency dependent, i.e.,



f ( x , y, ν ) , as shown in Fig. 4.22. Then Eq. (4.28) can be rewritten as



p ( θ, t, ν ) =



∫ f (t cos θ − r sin θ, t sin θ + r cos θ, ν )dr



(4.30)



To turn this 3D problem (two geometry dimensions and one frequency dimension) to a collection of 2D problems, one can sample in the ν direction by defining fν ( x, y ) = f ( x , y, k ∆ν ) . Each of these sections fv ( x , y ) can be treated individually as a 2D function and solved using Eq. (4.29).
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Fig. 4.21: Schematic of time-domain OCPT setup.



Fig. 4.22: An object with intensity attenuation function f ( x , y ) (left) and an object with frequency dependent attenuation function f ( x , y, ν ) (right). In this setting, the spatial resolution is determined by the number of projection angles and the beam diameter. Therefore, it is independent of the time-windows in the time-frequency analysis. Theoretically, very high spatial and spectral resolution can be obtained.



In practice, the



resolution is limited by the incident beam geometry, the effect of diffraction and refraction, and the effect of noise.
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4.5.2 Simulation results on optical coherence projection tomography To illustrate the concept of OCPT, the following simulation was performed. The simulated object (Fig. 4.23) was a homogeneous sample with two different dyes having Gaussian profiles centered at different positions. The dye on the left side was the NIR dye indocyanine green (ICG), and the dye on the right side was the NIR dye ADS830WS. The dye absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 4.24.



Fig. 4.23: The simulated object for spectrally resolved OCPT, with ICG on the left side and ADS830WS on the right side.
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Fig. 4.24: (a) Measured absorption spectra of ICG and (b) measured absorption spectra of ADS830WS.
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Projections were taken at all 360º, from 700 nm to 900 nm with 10 nm increments. Figure 4.25 shows two examples of such projections taken at 0º and wavelengths of 770 nm and 820 nm, respectively. Figure 4.26 shows the Radon transform data for the simulated sample in Fig. 4.25 taken at different wavelengths. Because the data beyond 180º are redundant, only the first 180º of data are shown. Projection at 0 degree, wavelength = 820nm 20
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Fig. 4.25: (a) Projection data taken at 0º with wavelength = 770 nm. Projection data taken at 0 º with wavelength = 820 nm.
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Fig. 4.26: Radon transform of the simulated sample taken at (a) wavelength = 770 nm and (b) wavelength = 820 nm. In practice, Fig. 4.26 will be experimentally measured.



After applying the inverse radon



transform, the absorption spectra at each point can be recovered. The dye concentration can be
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retrieved using a least-square algorithm. Because this was a simulation, the results were exactly the scaled version of Fig. 4.23, which is shown in Fig. 4.27. recovered dye ADS830WS concentration map
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Fig. 4.27: Recovered dye concentration map for (a) ICG and (b) ADS830WS.



4.6 Postprocessing The post-processing serves two purposes: further reducing aberration and noise, and retrieving the desired measurement from the TFR data. The retrieval of desired measurements from TFR data will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In this section only the data correction is covered.



4.6.1 Data correction for chromatic aberration The ideal SSource ( ν, z ) and H s ( ν, z ) should be all-pass, or at least stationary such that it is not dependent on the depth z . However, this requirement often cannot be met in practice. Instead, experiments should be designed such that the effect of SSource ( ν, z ) and H s ( ν, z ) can be measured and canceled out. Because the incident laser beam is broadband, the frequency distribution inside the laser beam is not uniform.



This can be due to the chromatic aberration or the Gaussian beam



geometry, i.e., the mismatch between the focal gate and the coherence gate. The chromatic aberration was shown in Fig. 3.3, and can be somewhat reduced by using an “achromatic” lens. The effect from the Gaussian beam geometry can be seen from the following equations (assuming a single-mode Gaussian beam):
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⎡ x 2 + y2 ⎤ w0 x 2 + y2 ( z ) − jkz ⎥ , − + exp ⎢ − jk j φ ⎢⎣ w ( z )2 ⎥⎦ 2R ( z ) w (z ) w 2 ( z ) = w 02 ( 1 + z 2 / z 02 ) ,



E 00 ( x , y, z , k ) = E 0



w 02 = 2z 0 / k,



(4.31)



R ( z ) = ( z 2 + z 02 ) / z, φ = tan−1 ( z / z 0 ) ,



where 2z 0 is the confocal parameter and k is the wave number. The complex amplitude of the light field inside a Gaussian beam is dependent on both the frequency and position. In other words, the frequency content of the light illumination is position-dependent. For example, if a broadband Gaussian beam has FWHM spectrum from 700 nm to 900 nm, the difference in confocal parameter for high and low cutoff frequencies assuming the same waist radius can be as high as 20%. Therefore, even if ideal “achromatic” lenses are used such that the spectrum at the focal plane is the same as the laser source spectrum, the spectra far away from the focal plane can be different. It is usually difficult to exactly calculate or measure this spectral distribution for all sample points. To decrease the influence of this effect, dynamic focusing or a lens of low NA should be used. The correction for aberrations due to optics is performed by taking a “standard” SOCT measurement where the sample is Intralipid solution or a “colorless” reflector such as a mirror and a BaSO4 coated surface. If using a reflector, the reflector is mounted onto a stage that moves in the axial direction. The OCT scan is taken during the movement.



The recorded data are



analyzed for the TFR in the same way. The spectra extracted at the different depths are then used for correcting the H s ( ν, z ) . Figure 4.28 shows one such reference OCT image and examples of spectra from different depths. Although the same “colorless” object is imaged, the collected spectra from different depths are different. The signal collected from the out-of-focus plane has more longer-wavelength content than those collected from the focal plane. Therefore, the measured SOCT data must be corrected for this error. The recommended “standard samples” for such measurements are: 1. BaSO4 surface if the sample is mostly transparent solids, 2. Intralipid solution if the sample is liquid or opaque solids.
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Fig. 4.28: (a) OCT image of a BaSO4–coated plate moving in the axial direction. (b) Corresponding spectra from different depths A, B, and C. The total travel distance in (a) was 2 mm. The A and B were 0.5 mm apart, and the B and C were 0.5 mm apart. A 20 mm lens was used for the sample arm. Twenty lines adjacent to A, B, and C were averaged to reduce speckle noise. Note that if mirrors are used, neutral density filters should be used to attenuate the intensity, instead of simply tilting the mirror to reduce the collection efficiency. When tilted, the mirrors are no longer “colorless.” The correction steps are: 1. Estimate attenuation of the experimental sample based on the OCT images. Dilute the Intralipid to obtain a similar amount of attenuation. 2. Image the “standard samples” with the same optics used for imaging the experimental samples. Adjust the height such that the focal planes happen approximately at the same depth for both Intralipid and the experimental samples. 3. Obtain TFRs for both the standard sample and the experimental samples using the same TFR analysis. Smooth the TFRs from the standard sample using a smoothing algorithm along the depth direction. Use the smoothed TFRs from the standard samples to model



H s ( ν, z ) in Eq. (2.15). This correction process not only corrects for the spectral aberration, but also compensates for the intensity difference due to the so called vignetting effect (the decrease in intensity when not in focus, as shown in Fig. 4.28).
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4.6.2 Outliers removal and noise reduction through averaging Due to complicating factors such as speckle and detector saturation, there usually are some obvious outliers in the TFR. These outliers, although limited in number and easily ignored by the human eye, can cause large deviations in the final SOCT analysis if numerical methods are used (such as least-squares). The outliers usually can be removed by choosing the proper threshold (Fig. 4.29). 16
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Fig. 4.29: The normalized shift from laser spectrum was used for plotting the histogram. Outliers are removed by choosing an appropriate threshold based on the histogram. Noise, especially speckle noise, is more difficult to manage. interference of waves with random phase.



Speckle is generated by



For OCT, speckle is caused by the random



positioning of multiple scatterers in an imaging volume. Speckle is difficult to remove because it is also information-carrying [115]. Speckle degrades the image quality in regular OCT. For a “fully developed” speckle pattern, the corresponding statistics of the sample intensity are negative exponentials and the probability density function is [116]



pdfI =



1 −I / µI e , µI



for I ≥ 0



(4.32)



Speckle presents a severe problem in SOCT because it causes spectral interference, which corrupts the retrieved spectra.



Adding up N uncorrelated, fully developed speckle patterns



yields a compound speckle pattern with a gamma-distributed probability density:
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pdf ( I ) =



⎛ I I N −1 exp ⎜⎜ − N ⎝ µI Γ ( N ) µI



⎞⎟ ⎠⎟⎟



(4.33)



It can be shown that the corresponding gain in SNR by summing up N uncorrelated speckle patterns is



N .



Figure 4.30 shows a typical OCT image and one of the measured spectra that



are corrupted by heavy noise and speckle, and how the speckle patterns are improved by summation.
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Fig. 4.30: (a) Speckle pattern of an OCT image of 1% Intralipid sample. (b) The extracted speckle-corrupted spectrum from the region marked in (a). (c) Independent summation of 4 adjacent lines. (d) Independent summation of 100 adjacent lines.
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5 SOCT CONTRAST MECHANISMS The contrast mechanism is important for any imaging system research because it is the basis for system design, diagnosis, and contrast agent synthesis. For example, CT contrast is based on the different attenuation rates of x-rays in different tissues. The mechanisms for different x-ray attenuation rates are different susceptibilities of tissues to Rayleigh scattering, the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, EHP pair production, etc. Based on the properties of different attenuation mechanisms, particular x-ray tubes with optimized photon energy can be designed, disease sites with certain scattering densities can be identified, and contrast agents such as BaSO4 can be designed. Similarly, SOCT contrast mechanism deserves a thorough examination, especially since only a few studies have been published to date dedicated to this problem. It is clear that the SOCT contrast comes from the modification of the back-scattered light spectra at different depths, but the exact mechanisms behind how the spectrum of back-scattered light is modified and how one can differentiate between different modification mechanisms are the focus of this chapter. Starting with Eq. (2.15),



WSR ( ν, z ) = SSource ( ν, z ) H r ( ν, z ) H m ( ν, z ) H s ( ν, z ) ,



(5.1)



it is clear that all four terms in the right side contribute to the modification of the depthAmong them, the SSource ( ν, z ) and H s ( ν, z ) are



dependent back-scattered light spectra.



contributions from the SOCT hardware, while H r ( ν, z ) and H m ( ν, z ) are contributions from the sample. SSource ( ν, z ) and H s ( ν, z ) have already been discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This chapter will focus on H r ( ν, z ) and H m ( ν, z ) .



5.1 Spectral Attenuation by Media Before the Scatterer The spectral modification from the media H m ( ν, z ) has both scattering and absorption contributions. In most cases, they follow Beer’s law:



{



z



}



H m ( ν, z ) = exp −∫ [ µa ( ν, z ' ) + µs ( ν, z ' ) ]dz ' , 0



(5.2)
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where µa ( ν, z ) is the absorption coefficient, and µs ( ν, z ) is the scattering coefficient. The sum



µa ( ν, z ) + µs ( ν, z ) is called the total extinction coefficient µext ( ν, z ) . Many theories exist for predicting the total extinction. Each theory is applicable only under some very specific conditions. Because the samples for SOCT are often inhomogeneous, the extinction cannot be explained by any single theory, and because occasionally the total extinction depends on the illumination light power, the most reliable way to determine total extinction is to measure it experimentally with the same laser used in OCT experiments.
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Fig. 5.1: Experimental setup for measuring total extinction. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic for measuring the total extinction using the OCT laser source and a laboratory spectrometer.



Figure 5.2 shows the absorption spectrum of the NIR dye



(ADS830WS, H.W. Sands Inc.) as measured by the setup. For comparison, the absorption spectrum was also measured using the same laboratory spectrometer with a tungsten light source. Because this particular dye does not suffer photobleaching under the focused 10 mW laser, these two measurements are similar. The measurement of the total extinction spectra is useful for SOCT analysis because it offers the prior knowledge of scatterers and absorbers, from which we can estimate the distributions of such scatters and absorbers in a complicated sample.



5.1.1 Media attenuation by absorption in SOCT The Mie absorption and nonspecific absorption in biological tissue is small compared to Mie scattering in the NIR wavelength range. Instead, most absorption is due to the presence of NIR chromophores, which usually contain one or a few delocalized π electrons. The π - π ∗ electronic transitions are the most common mechanism for an organic molecule to absorb light in the NIR region. Most biomolecules, such as carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins without
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absorption of ADS830WS measured by different light sources 0.8 using tungsten light source using focused 20 mW laser
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Fig. 5.2: Absorption spectrum of NIR dye (ADS830WS) measured using the setup shown in Fig. 4.2. For comparison, the same spectrum was also measured using a laboratory spectrometer. chromophores, do not have such π electrons, and therefore do not absorb in the NIR region. This contributes to the low background in NIR spectroscopy analysis. Over the years, many NIR absorbing dyes have been developed for NIR spectroscopy and NIR fluorescence spectroscopy [117]. These dyes typically fall into just a few structural classes: polymethine dyes, oxazine and thiazine dyes, pathalocyanine dyes, and other deep red and NIR chromophores. The properties of these dyes and the choice of dyes will be presented in more detail in Chapter 6.



5.1.2 Media attenuation by scattering in SOCT In tissues without NIR absorbers, the typical scattering loss is 100-1000 times greater than absorption loss.



Because scattering can be wavelength dependent, it is also an important



mechanism for the total spectral extinction for SOCT. Scattering influences the SOCT signal in two ways, either modifying the media attenuation



H m ( ν, z ) or spectral reflection H r ( ν, z ) .



In this section, we focus on modifications to



H m ( ν, z ) . The H r ( ν, z ) contributions will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2 and Chapter 7. The scattering contribution to media attenuation H m ( ν, z ) is through forward extinction. Scattering of light is caused by fluctuations in the refractive index, whether due to more
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continuous fluctuations or to discrete particles. If such fluctuation is on the same size scale as the photon wavelength, the scattering follows Mie theory. If the fluctuation size scale is much smaller than the photon wavelength, the scattering follows the Rayleigh limit of Mie scattering. Currently there is no good unified theory for scatterers of arbitrary size, but because most biological scatterers are small, Mie theory can be used for rough approximations. The exact solutions of the scattering problem for an arbitrary scatterer often require numerical methods such as the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD). According to the Mie theory, the forward extinction for a simple spherical scatterer depends on four parameters: the wavelength of the incident light, the diameter of the scatterer, the refractive index of the scatterer, and the refractive index of the surrounding media. For tissue imaging, the most interesting parameter is the scatterer size. Figure 5.3 shows the wavelengthdependent forward extinction for different sphere diameters. Qext, ns = 1.48, nmed = 1.36 extinction coefficient (a.u.)
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Fig. 5.3: Wavelength dependent forward extinction for different sphere diameters. Note that although the forward extinction is wavelength dependent, the wavelength dependency is not large. Therefore it is difficult to use this dependency as a parameter to measure the scatterer size. If the dominant scattering is Rayleigh scattering (small particles), the forward extinction is larger for shorter wavelengths. However, if the dominant scattering is Mie scattering (particles size similar to wavelength), there is not a definite pattern as to whether shorter or longer wavelength light is scattered more. For most biological tissues, it is likely that the dominant scattering process is Rayleigh [54]. In Rayleigh scattering, if the incident wave is isotropically polarized, the scattering cross section is given by
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µsca ( λ ) = αλ−4



(5.3)



Therefore, there is a high dependency of the scattering with respect to the wavelength. Shorter wavelengths are scattered more than longer wavelengths. If the tissue is homogeneous, the back-scattering spectra from deeper structure can be easily predicted. However, biological tissue is not a homogeneous material. It is composed of cells maintained inside an extracellular matrix. The extracellular matrix is composed of bundles of structural proteins such as collagens and elastin. These proteins have different indices of refraction from the hydrated gel and tissue fluid between the cells. Inside the cell, the heterogeneity comes from the cell nucleus, organelles, and the cytoskeleton composed of microtubes, microfilaments, and intermediate filaments. The sizes of different organelles are listed in Table 5.1. The refractive indices for different cell components are listed in Table 5.2. Table 5.1: Sizes of different cell structures in a typical liver cell [118, 119]. Scattering particles



Eukaryotic cell



Typical size 5 – 100 µm
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scattering
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Lipid bilayer membrane,



100



structures inside cell Nucleus



2-10 µm



Lipid membrane
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Mitochondria



0.5 –1.5 µm



Lipid bilayer membrane with



22



folds Rough ER



0.2-1 µm



Lipid layer with ribosome



9



attached Smooth ER,



Layered sacs



Lipid layer with ribosome



6



attached



Golgi complex 0.2 – 0.5 µm
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3
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50-100 nm



Protein core
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Protein
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Table 5.2. Refractive indices of different cellular components [118]. Cell Component



Index of refraction



Extracellular media 1.35 Cytoplasm



1.36-1.38



Nucleus



1.39



Mitochondria



1.40



Lipid



1.48



Cytoplasm



1.35



Protein



1.50



Melanin



1.7



Dried protein



1.58



Examining Tables 5.1 and 5.2, since lipid and membrane proteins have large index discrepancy from the surrounding media, it seems rather obvious that for most cells without storage granules, the most significant intracellular scattering components are structures with lipid membranes (including both the cell membrane and organelle membranes), and the most significant extracellular scattering components are extracellular protein bundles. To summarize, the scattering attenuation in SOCT has the following properties: 1. The scattering attenuation is wavelength dependent. It should not be ignored. However, the dependency is usually weak and approximately linear. 2. The scattering attenuation spectrum is dependent on scatterer size, refractive index, and shape. 3. Different tissue scatterers have different sizes and refractive indices, which in turn can result in different spectral scattering attenuation.



5.2 Spectral Scattering in SOCT Spectral reflection, H r ( ν, z ) , can be attributed to the spectral scattering off small particles as well as spectral reflections from large interfaces. Depending on the scatterer size, the spectral scattering can be divided into three schemes. For particles much smaller compared to the wavelength, the spectral scattering is governed by the so-called “Rayleigh scattering.” For 73



particles much larger than the wavelength, the spectral scattering can be solved approximated by geometric optics. For particles comparable to the wavelength, the spectral scattering can be solved using Mie theory (Fig. 5.4). Since the OCT spatial resolution is between 1 -10 µm, the most interesting spectral scattering process in OCT is Mie scattering. The Rayleigh scattering usually only contributes to the background spectral extinction as shown in Section 5.1.
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Fig. 5.4: Dependency of back-scattering coefficients on scatterer size.



5.2.1 Mie scattering and its role in SOCT When the scatterer size is comparable to the wavelength, there is no simple means to solve for the scattering contribution, other than by the formal solution to Maxwell’s equations and applying appropriate boundary equations. Due to the importance of such scattering in many other fields, especially in Radar and remote sensing, rigorous scattering calculations for incident plane waves have been calculated [120]. These calculations, collectively called “Mie theory,” dictate that the scattered wave for incident plane waves depends on the distribution of the refractive index of the scatterers, the incident wave frequency, and the scattering angle. More details on Mie theory can be found in the reference literature [120]. In contrast to Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering is highly spectrally dependent, often forming characteristic modulation patterns. Investigators have taken advantage of this and modeled various cellular structures as Mie scatterers. For example, a cell nucleus can be modeled as a Mie scatterer of diameter 6 µm, while a mitochondrion can be modeled as a Mie
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scatterer of diameter 1.5 µm. Then the scattering spectra for the nucleus and the mitochondria are very different (Fig. 5.5). Using this approach, the back-scattering spectra are useful for
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various qualitative and quantitative analyses, as will be shown in more detail in Section 7.
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Fig. 5.5: Example of back-scattering coefficients ( Qback ). (a) Back-scattering coefficient for a 6 µm sphere. (b) Back-scattering coefficient for a 1.5 µm sphere.



5.3 Separation of Contrast Mechanisms 5.3.1 Spectral cues and spatial cues There are two general categories of contrast mechanisms: wavelength-dependent media attenuation and scattering, as discussed in previous sections, and shown in Eq (2.15)



WSR ( ν, z ) = SSource ( ν, z ) H r ( ν, z ) H m ( ν, z ) H s ( ν, z ) .



(5.4)



The attenuation can be due to either absorption or forward extinction. The scattering depends on scatterer size, shape, or refractive index. There may be many different contrast mechanisms coexisting in a sample.



It is important to discriminate different mechanisms in order to



characterize each of them accurately. Fortunately, often these mechanisms have different spectral and spatial properties.



For



example, the absorption arises from energy state transitions in molecules. There usually are a few fixed “resonant” absorption frequencies that appear as fixed “peaks” in the absorption spectra. The scattering arises from refractive index variations and is governed by the laws of electromagnetics. Cellular organization and tissue morphology are the most important factors in
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determining the scattering. Because there usually are quite large variations of cellular structures, the forward extinction due to scattering usually does not exhibit fixed “peaks.” The difference in the spectral features is shown in Fig 5.6. Different spectral analysis methods can be used to discriminate these two processes.
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Fig. 5.6: Different spectral properties for (a) absorption and (b) forward extinction. Because the absorption is governed by Beer’s absorption law, the absorption is a cumulative effect. The spectral modification by absorption by one type of absorber is unidirectional as a function of depth. A significant amount of absorption occurs only if high concentrations of absorbers are present over a depth range. However, the back-scattering is a point-like effect. The back-scattering spectrum can change from one spatial point to another point quite rapidly. Therefore, spatial cues can be used for separating the absorption from scattering (Fig. 5.7).
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Fig. 5.7: Different spatial properties for (a) absorption and (b) back-scattering [54]. 76



5.3.2 Case study: separation of media attenuation from scattering As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the separation of contrast mechanisms be done by taking advantage of spectral or spatial features according to certain specific imaging situations. Here I present a case study on separation of media attenuation from scattering to illustrate how this can be done. In Eq. (5.2)



{



z



}



H m ( ν, z ) = exp −2 ∫ [ µa ( ν, z ' ) + µs ( ν, z ' ) ]dz ' , 0



H m ( ν, z ) is dependent on both media scattering and media absorption.



(5.5) Typical SOCT



measurements are unable to differentiate between them. Most of the pioneering studies using SOCT have only considered spectral modification by absorption, assuming negligible contributions from scattering. This is an unrealistic case in that most biological tissues are turbid, where scattering loss can be orders of magnitude larger than absorption loss.



When



appropriately chosen absorption dyes are used as spectral contrast agents, the scattering loss is still non-negligible because the dye concentrations used in biological tissues cannot be arbitrarily high. In fact, the optimal dye concentrations should be high enough to introduce sufficient spectral contrast but low enough such that the SOCT imaging penetration depth is not severely affected. This optimization usually requires that the absorption loss and scattering loss be within the same order of magnitude. In any case, it is difficult to separately extract absorption profiles and scattering profiles quantitatively because both scatterers and absorbers can arbitrarily modify the spectrum of back-reflected light. However, the spectra of the dominating absorbers in a sample may be known a priori, such as when highly absorbing NIR dyes are used. In addition, the dyes can be chosen such that the dye absorption spectra are very different from the scattering spectra of the tissue. These two pieces of prior information can make separation of absorption from scattering possible. 5.3.2.1 A model for the SOCT signal In Eq. (5.1), assuming the sample is composed of collections of small scatterers of similar sizes and random positions, H r ( ν, z ) can be approximated by a separable function in ν and z . Disregarding the dispersion and chromatic aberrations in the optical system, H s ( ν, z ) is also a separable function in ν and z :
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H r (ν, z ) = H r (ν )H r (z ),



(5.6)



H s (ν, z ) = H s (ν )H s (z ).



Substituting Eq. (5.6) and (5.2) into Eq. (5.1), we get z I ( ν, z ) = S ( ν ) H s ( ν ) H r ( ν ) R ( z ) exp ⎡⎢ −2 ∫ µa ( ν, z ' ) + µs ( ν, z ' )dz ' ⎤⎥ ⎣ 0 ⎦



(5.7)



where R(z ) = H r (z )H s (z ) . At z = 0 , we have



I ( ν, z = 0 ) = S ( ν ) H r ( ν ) H s ( ν ) R ( z = 0 ) .



(5.8)



Therefore, the wavelength-dependent factors S ( ν ) , H r ( ν ) and H s ( ν ) can be eliminated by I ' ( ν, z )



{



z



I ( ν, z ) / I ( ν, z = 0 ) = R ' ( z ) exp −2 ∫ [ µa ( ν, z ' ) + µs ( ν, z ' ) ]dz ' 0



}



(5.9)



Because the same NIR dye of high absorptivity is used, the absorption coefficient at certain depths depends only on the absorber concentration present at that depth. Because the scatterer sizes and position distributions tend to be random, for the first-order approximation, both



µa ( ν, z ) and µs ( ν, z ) are separable functions in n and z , i.e., µa (ν, z ) = εa ( ν ) fa (z ), µs (ν, z ) = εs ( ν ) fs (z ),



(5.10)



where fa ( z ) represents the absorber concentration and fs ( z ) represents the scatterer concentration at a particular depth z. The functions εa ( ν ) and εs ( ν ) represent the absorption and scattering per unit concentration and per unit pathlength. They can be measured by a laboratory spectrometer or by integrating spheres. Then, the exponent term in Eq. (5.9) can be rewritten as z z z −2 ∫ [ µa (ν, z ') + µs (ν, z ') ]dz ' = −2 ⎡⎢ εa (ν )∫ fa (z ')dz '+εs (ν )∫ fs (z ')dz ' ⎤⎥ 0 ⎣ 0 0 ⎦



(5.11)



Substituting Eq. (5.11) into Eq. (5.9) and taking the logarithm to both sides, we obtain



Y (ν, z )



log ⎡⎣ I ' (ν, z ) ⎤⎦ z z = log R ' (z ) − 2 ⎡⎢ εa (ν )∫ fa (z ')dz '+εs (ν )∫ fs (z ')dz ' ⎤⎥ 0 0 ⎣ ⎦ = −εa (ν )Fa (z ) − εs (ν )Fs (z ) + C (z ).



(5.12)



Here, for simplification we define
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Fa (z )



z



2 ∫ fa (z ')dz ', 0



Fs (z )



z



2 ∫ fs (z ')dz ', 0



C (z )



log R ' (z ).



(5.13)



Notice that Fa ( z ) , Fs ( z ) and C ( z ) are wavelength independent functions that we want to find. The term Y ( ν, z ) can be obtained by time-frequency analysis of the OCT signals. 5.3.2.2 Solving absorption and scattering profiles using the least-squares method Because of the presence of noise and other non-ideal conditions, Eq. (5.12) typically can only be solved with some optimality criteria.



Weighted minimal-mean-square-error (MMSE)



optimization is used because it is unbiased and has minimum-variance properties. To do this, the estimation error variable is defined by



E (z ) =



ν2



∫ν



[ −Fa (z )εa (ν ) − Fs (z )εs (ν ) + C (z ) − Y (ν, z ) ]2 W (ν )d ν ,



(5.14)



1



where [ ν1, ν2 ] represents the laser spectral range.



One can choose the weighting function



W ( ν ) such that more accurate data (such as the spectral information around the central region of the laser spectrum) are emphasized. One possible choice of W ( ν ) is a smoothed function of laser spectral density while another possible choice is a rectangular window corresponding to the FWHM of the laser spectrum. Taking the derivatives of E(z) in Eq. (5.14) with respect to Fa ( z ) , Fs ( z ) and C ( z ) and setting them equal to zero, the resulting three equations can be written in matrix format:



⎡ ν2 2 ⎢ ∫ εa Wd ν ⎢ ν1 ⎢ ν2 ⎢ ∫ εa εsWd ν ⎢ ν1 ⎢ ν 2 ⎢ ⎢ ∫ν εa Wd ν ⎣ 1



ν2



∫ν



εs εaWd ν



1



ν2



∫ν



εs2 Wd ν



1



ν2



∫ν



εsWd ν



1



⎤ ⎡ ν2 ⎤ εa Wd ν ⎥ ⎡ ⎢ ∫ν Y ( ν, z ) εaW d ν ⎥ ⎤ − F z ( ) 1 ⎥ ⎥⎢ a ⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥ ⎥⎢ ⎢ ν2 ν2 ⎥ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥. ( ) ε Wd ν − F z = Y ν z ε Wd ν ( ) , ⎢ ⎥ s s s ∫ν1 ⎥⎢ ⎢ ∫ν1 ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎢ C (z ) ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ν2 ν 2 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ∫ν Y ( ν, z )Wd ν ⎥ ∫ν1 Wd ν ⎥⎦ ⎣ ⎦ 1 ν2



∫ν



A



X



(5.15)



Y



Notice that matrix A is independent of depth z . After Fa ( z ) , Fs ( z ) and C ( z ) are solved by Eq.(5.15), the absorber concentration profile fa ( z ) and the scattering profile fs ( z ) can be solved. In many cases, εs ( ν ) can be approximated by a linear function, i.e., εs ( ν ) = a ν + b ; then Eq. (5.15) can be further simplified as
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⎡ ν2 2 ⎢ ∫ εa Wd ν ⎢ ν1 ⎢ ν2 ⎢ ∫ νεaWd ν ⎢ ν1 ⎢ ν2 ⎢ ⎢ ∫ν εa Wd ν ⎣ 1



ν2



∫ν



ν εaWd ν



1



ν2



∫ν



ν 2 Wd ν



1



ν2



∫ν



νWd ν



1



⎤ ⎡ ν2 ⎤ ε Wd ν ⎥ ⎢ ∫ν Y ( ν, z ) εaW d ν ⎥ ∫ν1 a ⎡ ⎤ ⎥ ⎢ −Fa (z ) ⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥ ⎥⎢ ⎢ ν2 ⎥ ν2 ⎥ ∫ν1 νWd ν ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ −aFs (z ) ⎥⎥ = ⎢⎢ ∫ν1 νY ( ν, z )Wd ν ⎥⎥ , ⎥ ⎢ D(z ) ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ν2 ν2 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ ( ) ⎢ ∫ν Y ν, z Wd ν ⎥ ∫ν1 Wd ν ⎥⎦ ⎣ ⎦ 1 ν2



(5.16)



where D(z ) = C (z ) − bFs (z ) . Equation (5.16) is useful when the exact εs ( ν ) is difficult to measure or when εs ( ν ) has virtually no wavelength dependence such that it cannot be differentiated from the C ( z ) term. Equation (5.16) is also useful when one is only interested in retrieving the absorber concentration profile, for example, when NIR dyes are used for contrast-enhancement experiments. The terms



C ( z ) in Eq. (5.16) and D ( z ) in Eq. (5.16) are not of interest because R ( z ) can be estimated from a structural OCT image. In practice, all the above procedures are discretized on z and ν . In SOCT measurements, outlier data may result from some unusual event such as the presence of specular reflections that temporarily exceeds the dynamic range of the signal acquiring system, or due to the presence of rare reflecting points that have large spectral changes such that the assumption of the independence of the scattering spectra with depth is no longer valid. SOCT is also a typically noisy measurement due to various noise sources. Because the matrix on the left side of Eq. (5.15) or (5.16) is typically not well-conditioned, dataregularization is helpful for improving the performance.



A two-step data regularization



procedure is proposed. In the first step, outlier points are removed. The spectral data Y ( ν, z ) corresponding to outliers is usually very different from the expected data in SOCT experiments. After Eq. (5.15) or (5.16) is solved, the error function (5.14) is calculated for all z positions. The outliers can be removed by setting appropriate thresholds on the histograms of the error function. The Y ( ν, z ) corresponding to outliers can be replaced by interpolation methods or excluded from the data sets, depending on the location of outliers. Equation (5.15) or (5.16) is then resolved using updated data. In the second regularization step, data regularization is performed using a smoothing constraint. Starting from Eq. (5.15) or (5.16)



AX = Y ,



(5.17)



the solution to Eq. (5.17) using the regularization method is
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Xα = arg min {|| Y − AX ||2 +α2 || LX ||2 } .



(5.18)



The solution to Eq. (5.18) is −1



X = ( AT A + α2LT L )



AT Y .



(5.19)



Because the absorption/scattering loss is typically a long-range effect, Fa ( z ) and Fs ( z ) should be smooth functions of z . The second-order derivatives of Fa ( z ) and Fs ( z ) should be very close to zero. Therefore, a Laplacian operator can be chosen for L. Notice that the smoothing constraint should not be applied to C ( z ) or D ( z ) because they are functions of R ( z ) , which typically is not smooth.



Although the sizes of vectorized A and L matrices are large



(corresponding to the numbers of the depth points), Eq. (5.19) can be rapidly solved numerically because all matrices are very sparse. There are typically two experimental scenarios in current SOCT research. The first scenario involves structures that have distinctive layers, such as experiments with cuvettes or layered phantoms. For this scenario, the parameters for time-frequency analysis can be chosen for less time resolution but higher spectral resolution. Far-spaced distinctive z points are taken, and Eq. (5.15) or (5.16) can be solved. The second scenario involves structures that do not have distinctive layers, such as biological tissues or inhomogeneous phantoms without apparent layering. For this scenario, appropriate time-frequency analysis should be chosen with the parameters optimized to meet specific needs. Cumulative absorption Fa ( z ) and scattering



Fs ( z ) are calculated. The absorber profile fa ( z ) and scatterer profile fs ( z ) can be retrieved with piece-wise curve-fitting. 5.3.2.3 Noise analysis and simulation It is instructive to perform noise analysis on the algorithm. Below, a noise analysis is performed using Eq. (5.15). Noise analysis using Eq. (5.16) is similar. In Eq. (5.15), the variables εa ( ν ) and Y ( ν, z ) are experimentally determined and the windowing function W ( ν ) is chosen. The values for the variable εa ( ν ) are typically measured by a precision spectrometer (error ~ 0.1%); therefore, they can be assumed to be highly accurate. The term Y ( ν, z ) , on the other hand, has non-negligible system and experimental errors due to laser spectral drift, laser intensity and spectral noise, presence of chromatic aberrations, dispersion mismatch, angle- and wavelength-dependent back reflection, electronics noise, and
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errors introduced by data acquisition and time-frequency analysis.



Even after extensive



averaging, the errors in SOCT measurements still range from 2% to 10%, which have been estimated by analyzing known experimental settings such as measuring the back-reflected spectra from upper and lower cuvette interfaces [121]. For simplicity, Eq. (5.15) can be rewritten as



X = A-1Y .



(5.20)



Assuming A is exact, we have: 3



σx2i =



∑ bij2 σy2 j =1



j



,



(5.21)



where bi, j are the elements of A−1 . Equation (5.21) shows that the variance of absorption (scattering) profile retrieval is proportional to the variance of the logarithmic of the time-frequency analysis. Because of the matrix inverse operation, exact analytical noise-analysis is complicated. However, Monte Carlo simulations can be used to determine the effect of noise contributions. The simulated I ( ν, z ) is constructed based on Eq. (5.7) using the measured laser spectrum, the dye absorption coefficients, and the scattering coefficients from a real sample containing microbeads (refer to the later experimental section for details). The sample has a µa,800nm = 0.5 mm-1 and a µs,800nm = 0.5 mm-1. R ( z ) was chosen to be a uniformly distributed random vector with values in the range [0.5, 1.5].



The wavelength range was set between 700 nm and 900 nm and the maximum sample depth was set as 1 mm. White Gaussian noise of specified SNR was added to I ( ν, z ) . The windowing function was chosen to be the laser source spectrum. Figure 5.8 shows the effect of noisy timefrequency analysis on the accuracy of the final dye concentration retrieval.



The standard



deviations for 100 runs at different SNRs are measured as a means of quantifying the accuracy and repeatability of the absorption retrieval. Figure 5.8 shows the error percentage (as quantified by δ fa / fa , or standard deviation over the mean) as a function of SNR in the time-frequency analysis of the SOCT signal I ( ν, z ) . From Fig. 5.8, it can be seen that the error increases with worsening SNR. In order to have an error percentage smaller than 5%, the time-frequency analysis from the SOCT signals should have a SNR larger than 14 dB for this case.
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Fig. 5.8: Errors in retrieved absorption fa as a function of SNR in SOCT I ( ν, z ) .



5.3.2.4 Experiments For the purpose of this study, a fiber-based time-domain OCT system with a broad bandwidth Ti:Al2O3 laser source was used (KM Labs, λc = 810 nm, ∆λ = 130 nm, Pout = 300 mW). Dispersion and polarization were matched in the interferometer arms. A thin lens with a 40 mm focal length was chosen to focus the sample-arm beam and to minimize the effect of chromatic aberrations and dispersion. A precision linear optical scanner was used to scan the reference arm. Nonlinearities in the reference scanning rate were accounted for by acquiring a reference fringe pattern using a laser diode ( λc = 776 nm, ∆λ = 1 nm), followed by the application of a data-correction algorithm. The OCT system provided 4 µm axial and 26 µm lateral resolution with a 3.2 mm depth of focus in air. The system SNR was 110 dB with 11 mW of sample power. The typical power incident on the sample for these studies was 10 mW. The interfering signal and reference light was detected using an autobalancing detector (Model 2007, New Focus, Inc.). The signal was amplified and anti-aliasing low-pass filtered by a custommade analog circuit.



A high-speed (5 Msamples/s, 12-bit) A/D converter (NI-PCI-6110,



National Instruments) was used to acquire interferometric fringe data. Axial scans comprising the interferometric signals were sampled at 100 000 data points, and at 512 transverse positions to form two-dimensional images. Collected data were analyzed using Matlab. First, the data were demodulated and down-sampled to baseband to obtain analytical signals such that only the frequency band corresponding to laser spectrum remained. Then that
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frequency band was expanded to fill the entire digital frequency band. The down-sampling process not only improved calculation speed in subsequent steps, but also rejected the out-ofband noise. Digital dispersion correction was applied to correct the small dispersion mismatch between the sample arm and the reference arm once hardware path-length matching was performed. Dispersion correction minimized the mismatch in the center region of the sample, corresponding to the span of the axial scans. The down-sampled signals were then analyzed with time-frequency distributions.



For studies shown in this dissertation, the short-time Fourier



transform (STFT) with overlapping windows was used for its reliability and flexibility. Gaussian windows with widths corresponding to 10 laser-source coherence lengths were used for distinctive interfaces and 5 laser-source coherence lengths for turbid media. To decrease the possible noise influence and increase the calculation precision, each spectrum frame in the STFT was interpolated to 100 spectral points using a cubic Spline interpolation algorithm. The exact correspondence between the digital frequency from the time-frequency analysis and the laser wavelength was established using a narrow-band laser diode. When the same data analysis method was applied to the interference fringe data obtained using a laser diode, the relationship between the digital frequency F of the analytical signal and the corresponding light wavelength λ could be calculated by F =



λLD [FLD (Fhigh − Flow ) + Flow ] , λ(Fhigh − Flow ) + Flow



(5.22)



where λLD is the laser diode center wavelength. Fhigh and Flow correspond to the digital frequency ranges used in the down-sampling step. FLD is the digital frequency obtained from SOCT using a laser diode and a perfect mirror. After data processing, the spectra were averaged over 512 scan lines to reduce noise. The spectrum of the dye and scattering agents measured with a spectrometer were also interpolated by cubic Spline using Eq. (5.22). The interpolation first re-scaled the wavelength spectra to frequency spectra and then re-sampled the spectra such that the spectral points have a one-to-one correspondence to the spectral points obtained from time-frequency analysis. Figure 5.9 shows the emission spectrum of the Ti:sapphire laser, the dye absorption spectra, and the wavelength region chosen for the weighting function W ( ν ) . Because the emission spectrum of the Ti:sapphire laser had a somewhat flattened top with a fast fall-off at each end, a rectangular W ( ν ) corresponding to the FWHM of the laser spectrum was chosen. 84
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Fig. 5.9: Emission spectrum of the Ti:Al2O3 laser (black curve) and absorption spectrum of the NIR dye (ADS830WS) (red curve). Also shown is the FWHM region used for determining W ( ν ) . Phantoms were made in liquid form rather than in gel form for easy handling and accurate concentration control. A NIR dye (ADS830WS, American Dye Sources) was used for these experiments. This dye offers many advantages over other NIR dyes: the absorption profile of this dye has a sharp peak around 810 nm, which is near the center of the emission spectrum of the Ti:sapphire laser. Unlike many other water-soluble NIR dyes, this dye follows Beer’s absorption law up to very high concentrations in a water-methanol solution (water content: 10%). The photo-bleaching effect, manifested by numerous other NIR dyes, is absent in this dye. Experimentally, the absorption profile of this dye does not change over 20 min under a focused 10mW laser beam. Silica microbeads (0.16 µm diameter, Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) were used as scattering agents. Appropriate amounts of dye and microbeads were mixed to give the desired absorption and scattering properties. The absorption properties of dye–only and microbead-only solutions at different concentrations were measured with a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB2000). The choice of appropriate time-frequency analysis is important for the performance of SOCT analysis and should be chosen based on specific applications. For the STFT with overlapping Gaussian windows as used in this dissertation, the window size is a critical parameter. The spatial resolution directly corresponds to the window size. Choosing a longer window provides a better dye concentration estimate, but worsens the spatial resolution.



The exact spectral
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resolution can be measured by performing an analysis of SOCT signals obtained from a narrowband laser diode source and a mirror as the sample. A general guideline for choosing the window size is that the window size should be large enough such that absorption features of the dye are distinguishable with sufficient accuracy but do not overly degrade the spatial resolution. 5.3.2.5 Results The SOCT system performance was first checked for overall performance according to the procedures outlined by Hermann et al. [121]. Within the FWHM of the laser emission spectrum (740 nm – 860 nm) arriving at the sample, the acquired SOCT spectrum from a mirror after averaging 512 A-scans has a standard deviation well below 2%.



To further evaluate the



performance of the SOCT system, the absorption profile of a pure dye solution was measured by analyzing the SOCT spectra from the upper and lower liquid/glass interfaces of a 1-mm-thick cuvette filled with dye of peak absorption coefficient of 0.5 mm-1 according to procedures outlined by Hermann et al. [121]. The precision of the retrieved spectral profile between 750 nm and 850 nm is within 5% from what was measured by the spectrometer. To validate the assumption that most scattering specimens have a linear scattering profile within the laser spectrum, several representative specimens were measured with a spectrometer. The specimens chosen included silica-microsphere solutions with bead-sizes of 0.16, 0.33, and 0.8 µm, thin slices of potato, and murine skin. All specimens examined showed that scattering loss was linearly dependent on wavelength with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.987 to 0.999 (Fig. 5.10). In comparison, the correlation coefficient for the dye absorption profile was measured at 0.202. Therefore, there exists significant difference between the dye absorption profile and the scattering attenuation profiles. To check if the assumption that scattering losses and absorption losses are additive, solutions with various dye concentrations and various silicamicrosphere concentrations were mixed.



The total spectral loss was determined by a



spectrometer and compared to the sum of the spectral loss of individual components. The results showed that the absorption and scattering losses were indeed additive with an error below 2%, which was most likely due to errors in sample preparation.
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Fig. 5.10. Absorption/scattering attenuation loss due to various absorbers and scatterers: 40 µM ADS830WS NIR dye solution, 1% 160 nm silica microbead solution, 0.5% 330 nm silica microbead solution, and 0.5 % 800 nm silica microbead solution, potato slice, and murine skin. To test the effectiveness of the algorithm for distinct interfaces, solutions of both dye and microbeads were made. The concentrations of dye and microbeads were adjusted such that they both have approximately the same 0.25 mm-1 attenuation at 800 nm. These solutions were placed into 1-mm-thick glass cuvettes and imaged with SOCT. The cuvette direction was adjusted such that light reflecting from glass/liquid interfaces went straight back to the fiber collimator. The maximized specular reflections collected by the detector from the glass/liquid and liquid/glass interfaces were much greater (at least 40 times larger) than the light scattered from the microbeads. Neutral density filters were used to avoid saturation of the detector. The interference data from light scattered back from the top glass/dye interface and the bottom dye/glass interface were recorded and analyzed using a Fourier transform window size of 10 coherence lengths to extract the SOCT spectra. Figure 5.11 shows the attenuation spectra extracted with SOCT from the solutions, and their respective separation results. The algorithm successfully separated the absorption and scattering profiles with a mean error percentage of 4% and a maximum error percentage of 11% from 750 nm to 850 nm.
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Fig. 5.11. Separation of absorption and scattering losses from distinctive interfaces: total attenuation profile measured by SOCT (black curve), resolved absorption profile by the separation algorithm (green curve), resolved scattering profile by the separation algorithm (red curve), the sum of the resolved absorption profile and the resolved scattering profile (blue curve). To evaluate the ability of SOCT to resolve different dye concentrations in the presence of scatterers, a series of five samples with both dye and microbeads were constructed. The dye concentrations were chosen to cause peak absorption coefficients at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm-1. The microbead concentration was chosen to give a scattering coefficient of 0.25 mm-1 at 800 nm for all 5 samples.



To evaluate the ability of SOCT to resolve different scatterer



concentrations in the presence of dyes, another series of 5 samples were constructed with the same concentration of dye (peak absorption at 0.25 mm-1) but different microbeads concentrations such that the scattering coefficients at 800 nm were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm -1 . The solutions were placed inside a 1-mm-pathlength cuvette and imaged with SOCT. The cuvette was tilted such that specular reflections off the interfaces were off axis and the light collected at the detector from the interfaces was small. Figure 5.12 shows the experimentally retrieved cumulative absorber and scatterer concentration ( Fa ( z ) and Fs ( z ) ) along with their respective linear-regression curve-fitting from the 10 samples obtained by solving Eqs. (5.15) and (5.13). Along the axial scan depth, the cumulative absorption/scattering curves can be roughly divided into three regions: the glass region, top media region, and bulk media region. In the glass region, the signals were mostly
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noise because there was virtually no scatterer in the upper and bottom glass walls of the cuvette. The top media region ranges from the top glass/liquid interface to 0.1 mm into the sample. The SOCT data from this region was used to obtain the reference spectrum I ( ν, z = 0 ) used in Eq. (5.9). Hence, Fa ( z ) and Fs ( z ) are mostly flat in this region. The bulk media region ranges from about 0.1 mm into the media to the bottom liquid/glass interface. This region was used to retrieve the absorber/scatterer concentrations.



From Fig. 5.12, the algorithm successfully



resolved different absorber (scatterer) concentrations despite the presence of scatterers (absorbers). The errors associated with the resolved scatterer concentration were larger than the error associated with the resolved absorber concentration. This error discrepancy might be due to the presence of multiple scatterings that the algorithm is not able to resolve. The errors of different samples have similar dependency on the depth, indicating the presence of system errors due to non-ideality in the OCT system and the signal processing algorithms. To evaluate the ability of the algorithm to retrieve absorber concentrations between regions in the sample with different absorption and scattering properties, measurements and analyses were performed in multilayer phantoms. The phantoms were constructed with No. 0 coverslips and precision-made self-adhesive silicone spacers (Bioscience Tools, Inc.). The coverslips had a thickness around 100 µm and the thickness of the chambers formed by the silicone spacers was around 500 µm. The top layer had a peak absorption of 0.2 mm-1, and an average scattering loss of 0.2 mm-1, while the bottom layer had a peak absorption of 0.4 mm-1, and an average scattering loss of 0.2 mm-1. Figure 5.13 shows the cumulative absorber and scatterer concentrations extracted from the two-layer samples, along with their respective linear-regression curve-fitting obtained by solving Eqs. (5.15) and (5.13). Similarly, the cumulative absorption/scattering curves can also roughly be divided into three regions: glass region, top media region, and bulk media region. The top media region ranges from the top glass/liquid interface to 0.1 mm into the sample in the top layer. As seen from Fig. 5.13, the algorithm successfully resolved the relative absorber and scatterer concentrations with reasonable accuracy along different depths in the same sample.
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(b) Fig. 5.12. Resolved absorber and scatterer concentrations in turbid media. (a) Resolved cumulative dye concentrations from solutions with different dye concentrations but the same microbead concentration. (b) Resolved cumulative microbead concentrations from solutions with different microbead concentrations but the same dye concentration. The smooth lines represent the least-squaresfitted model of Eq. (5.13). The resolved concentrations retrieved from the slopes of the fitted lines are shown as well. The insets show the diagrams of the samples.
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Fig. 5.13. Resolved absorber and scatter concentrations in a turbid multilayer phantom. (a) Resolved cumulative dye concentration. (b) Resolved cumulative microbead concentration. The lines represent the least-squares-fitted model of Eq. (5.13). The resolved concentrations retrieved from the slopes of the fitted lines are also shown. The inset in (a) shows the diagram of the samples. The results presented here demonstrate that this algorithm is capable of separately measuring the absorption and scattering contributions of the final SOCT time-frequency analysis in a spatially resolved way. Although all experimental demonstrations in this case were done with a time-domain OCT system, the algorithm is also applicable to spectral-domain OCT imaging. The prerequisites for this algorithm are that the absorption spectra of dominating absorber must be known a priori, and the scattering spectra of scatterers within the sample are relatively
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uniform. However, for many important applications, these prerequisites can be met. Absorbing contrast agents, such as NIR dyes, have known absorption profiles and can be site-specifically added as labels in biological tissue. This algorithm can be used to quantitatively map out the spatial distribution of such contrast agents. In natural biological tissue, strong absorbers such as blood or melanin have well-characterized absorption profiles that, if not known, can typically be measured using integrating spheres. However, because there are likely to be multiple absorbers coexisting in the tissue, precise characterization of the absorption profiles will require even more sophisticated multi-component spectral analysis methods.
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6 ABSORPTION-MODE SOCT 6.1 Absorption-Mode SOCT Imaging As seen from Chapter 5, SOCT has two prominent contrast mechanisms in biological tissue: absorption and scattering. Both of them are useful for applications. Based on the contrast mechanisms, practical SOCT imaging can be divided into two modes of operation: absorption mode and scattering mode. In this chapter the absorption mode SOCT will be discussed. The scattering mode SOCT will be discussed in Chapter 7. Absorption mode SOCT is based on contrast induced by media attenuation. The goal is to measure properties of absorbers of either an intrinsic source, such as tissue chromophores, or due to an extrinsic source such as added contrast agents. In most cases, the absorption follows Beer’s law:



H a ( k ) = exp [ −εa ( k ) ⋅ c ⋅ dz ] .



(6.1)



Figure 6.1 illustrates the basic idea for imaging the absorption in SOCT. The advantages and disadvantage of absorption mode SOCT are as follows: 1. The technique is easy to implement. The underlying physical law is well-studied and the mathematical treatment is relatively easy. Many contrast agents, including tissue-specific agents, are available. The agent absorption can be measured in vitro and is expected to retain that absorption inside tissue. 2. If the laser spectrum is much broader than the bandwidth of the dye absorption spectrum, then it is possible to detect multiple dyes inside the same sample. This enables multiplelabeling (Fig. 6.2). 3. The absorption imaging is a subtractive measurement similar to CT, rather than an additive measurement such as fluorescence studies. Because subtractive measurements typically have low sensitivity, a high concentration of dyes and/or a long optical pathlength are needed to meet the sensitivity requirement.
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(c) Fig. 6.1: Imaging absorption in SOCT. (a) The dye absorption spectra and the laser spectrum have overlapping regions. (b) Schematic of a simple SOCT experiment with a cuvette containing the dye shown in (a). (c) The resolved SOCT spectra from the front side and the back side of the cuvette showing the backscattered light spectrum is modified by the dye absorption.
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Fig. 6.2: Schematic of multiple labeling in absorption imaging using SOCT.



6.2 Contrast Agents in Absorption-Mode SOCT In principle, absorption mode SOCT can be used to identify intrinsic absorbing substances that are active in the laser spectrum. However, within the NIR range, none of the major molecular components of tissue, namely water, structural proteins without chromophores, most carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids, are spectrally active. For this reason, anatomical and biochemical research using SOCT to date has been limited to a few types of naturally occurring NIR absorbers such as Hb/HbO2 and melanin, with studies done in vitro. This situation is very similar to conventional light microscopy imaging where most tissue structures are colorless without the use of specific stains. It is therefore intuitive that “spectroscopic staining,” with the use of dyes that are spectrally active in the NIR region, will enhance contrast in SOCT and potentially aid in differentiating tissue structures.



6.2.1 Quantification of contrast enhancement by contrast agents Contrast in imaging is a measure of the difference of specific quantities between different points or regions. Unfortunately there is not a unified way to define contrast. For convenience, in this thesis, for two regions V1 and V2 in an SOCT study, the contrast function C (V1,V2 ) is defined as



C (V1,V2 ) =



∫V X 1



∫V



1



(



r )d 3 r − ∫ X ( r )d 3 r



X ( r )d 3 r +



V2



∫V



X ( r )d 3 r



,



(6.2)



2



where X is the value of the specific quantity under study. The contrast function under this definition has a value between 0 and 1, where 0 is the least contrast, and 1 is the maximum contrast.
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In past published studies, parameters under study in SOCT were (1) the centroids of backscattered light spectra, and (2) the concentrations of absorbers or scatterers of interest. Obviously numerous other parameters studied by SOCT can be used to measure contrast between regions. However, there is a parameter that is fundamental to all of the other parameters in SOCT: the depth-dependent back-scattered light spectra. The contrast for back-scattered light spectra can be defined as



C s (V1,V2 ) =



∫V S ( r, λ )d 3r − ∫V S ( r, λ )d 3 r ∆λ 1



∫V S ( r, λ )d 1



2



3



r +



∫V S ( r, λ )d 2



3



,



(6.3)



r ∆λ



where S ( r, λ ) is the normalized back-scattered light spectra from point r . The norm operator “



” is performed within the laser source spectrum band. Equation (6.3) provides a way to quantify the performance of a contrast agent for SOCT.



From Eq. (6.3), any agent that can modify the back-scattered light spectra can be used as a contrast agent for SOCT. This modification can occur either by modifying the spectral backreflection H r ( λ, z ) or by modifying the media spectral attenuation H m ( λ, z ) . For a particular SOCT contrast agent, the contrast function C s (V1,V2 ) between two regions depends on (1) the properties of the contrast agent, (2) the concentration of effective contrast agent at the two regions, and (3) the local illumination condition at the two regions. Therefore, for an agent to be a good contrast agent for region V1 and region V2, it should have the following properties: 1. The agent in its effective form must be able to modify the back-scattering light spectrum, either by modifying H r ( λ, z ) or H m ( λ, z ) . 2. There must be some means to preferentially localize the agent in its effective form to either region 1 or 2, thereby creating a concentration difference between the two regions. 3. The agent could affect the local illumination of other regions. This kind of shadowing effect caused by agents should be small or there should be algorithms that can correct for this effect. Based on these criteria, various contrast agents can be chosen. The performance of a contrast agent can be roughly predicted based on the characterization of the contrast agent before an actual SOCT experiment.
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6.2.2 Measuring the optical properties of contrast agents The optical properties of contrast agents that are relevant to SOCT experiments are the absorption property and the scattering property. The total forward extinction coefficient can be measured by a setup shown in Fig. 4.2.



To measure the absorption coefficient only, an



integrating sphere can be used. Figure 6.3 shows diagrams of a typical integrating sphere.



Transmission Measurement



Reflection Measurement



Fig. 6.3: An integrating sphere setup for transmission measurement and reflection measurement. The inner walls of integrating spheres are coated with highly reflective material (such as MgO) to mimic a Lambersian with the same radiosity at all points. The integrating sphere is ideal for nonlayered, fairly homogeneous tissue samples, especially for tissue phantom measurements.



The optical properties that can be measured by integrating sphere are the



absorption coefficient µa , the scattering coefficient µs , and the anisotropic factor g . The steps for measuring ( µa , µs , g ) are as follows: 1. Set up the integrating sphere and laser sources as specified by the vendor. 2. Prepare the sample cuvette and the reference cuvette. The reference cuvette is the same cuvette but with only water inside. 3. Record the dark reading of the sphere Idark . 4. Block the exit port with a BaSO4 plug. Put the reference cuvette at the entrance port, and record the sphere reading I reference . Add neutral density filters if necessary. 5. Replace the reference cuvette with the sample cuvette, and record the sphere reading I trans . The total transmission can be calculated by
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Ttotal =



I trans − Idark I ref − I dark



(6.4)



6. Now place the sample cuvette at the exit port, and record the sphere reading I reflection . Because the specular reflection is lost back to the entrance port, the diffuse reflection can be calculated by



Rdiffuse = RBaSO 4



I reflection − I dark . I reference − I dark



(6.5)



7. Use a spectrometer to measure the unscattered, unabsorbed light intensity Icol , from which the µa + µs can be calculated with Beer’s Law. 8. Enter the three measurements, i.e., Ttotal , Rdiffsue , µa + µs , into the computer program that implements the inverse adding-doubling code. The program will give µa , µs , g [122, 123]. The angular scattering properties (the g parameter) can also be measured independently by an optical goniometer (Fig. 6.4).
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Fig. 6.4: A goniometer setup for measuring angular scattering. In a goniometer, a photodetector is mounted on a rotation table such that it can freely rotate around the sample. Either the laser source or the sample can be made to rotate such that the laser can be incident onto the sample from different angles.
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6.2.3 Examples of absorbing contrast agents Absorbing contrast agents utilize the spectral absorption properties of dyes. The mechanism for this is based on Eq. (2.16), which is repeated here:



{



z



}



H m ( λ, z ) = exp −2 ∫ [ µa ( λ, z ' ) + µs ( λ, z ' ) ]dz ' . 0



(6.6)



Figure 6.5 shows a few representative absorption spectra of some NIR absorbing dyes. The contrast function value for each dye when it is preferentially localized to region V1 is also shown. The concentration of each dye in region V1 is assumed to cause peak absorption of Apeak = 1 . A good SOCT absorbing contrast should have the following properties: 1. Absorption spectra overlapping with the laser spectrum. 2. High molar extinction coefficients such that low concentration of agents can cause large spectral shifts. 3. Narrow bandwidth relative to the laser spectrum. 4. Ease of use and ease of targeting to different regions in a sample.



6.3 The Absorber Concentration and Resolvable Pathlength Tradeoff Unlike fluorescence dyes in fluorescence microscopy or magnetic particles in MRI, using absorbing contrast agents with SOCT is a subtractive measurement. In a subtractive contrast enhancement, the contrast comes from a reduction of certain quantities (the absorbed light spectra in SOCT). Subtractive measurements usually have less SNR sensitivity than additive measurements because the noise is often proportional to the signal level. The total noise n can be approximately written as



n = n 0 + R × s,



(6.7)



where n0 is the noise part that is independent of s , and R is the proportional coefficient. If the change in signal level by adding the contrast agent is ∆s , then the SNR is SNR =



∆s ∆s . = n n0 + R × s



(6.8)



This is also evident in evaluating the contrast function (Eq. (6.2)). Suppose the signal level before adding the contrast agent is S 0 , and the signal level after adding the contrast agent is S1 , then the change in contrast function is
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Fig. 6.5. Different NIR dyes absorption spectra and contrast functions (assuming the dyes are preferentially localized to region V1 with concentration such that Apeak = 1 ).



∆C =



S1 − S 0 ∆S . = S1 + S 0 S1 + S 0



(6.9)



Because subtractive measurements have a higher S0 than additive measurements, to achieve the same level of contrast enhancement, ∆S needs to be larger for subtractive measurements. For
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example, in absorption-based SOCT, the system sensitivity can be quantified by the minimal detectable change in the contrast function (Fig. 6.6). For the system used in this study, the minimal detectable contrast change is about 5%.
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Fig. 6.6: Minimal detectable changes in light spectra before and after adding contrast agents. The contrast function is not the only criterion for a good SOCT absorbing contrast agent. For multi-labeling purposes, the bandwidth of the absorption spectra should also be narrow compared to the light source bandwidth. For maximized labeling, the dye concentration should be chosen such that it has sufficient absorption over the pre-specified pathlength yet not be too strongly absorptive so as to attenuate the light too fast, to maintain a reasonable penetration depth. Figure 6.7 shows the minimal detectable depth of a dye labeling versus the absorptivity based on Beer’s law and the system minimal detectable change of 10%. minimal detectable depth vs. absorptivity
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Fig. 6.7: Minimal detectable depth vs. absorptivity.
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6.4 Applications of Absorbing-Mode SOCT Imaging 6.4.1 Using absorbing NIR dyes in SOCT for contrast enhancement The instrument for evaluating absorbing NIR dyes is a fiber-based TDOCT system. The NIR dye selected for this experiment (ADS7460, H.W. Sands Inc.) has unique characteristics that make it attractive for SOCT. The absorption spectrum has a sharp peak at 740 nm. The dye, when used in appropriate concentrations, can absorb the shorter half of the laser spectrum wavelengths and transmit the longer half of the laser spectrum wavelengths (Fig. 6.6), producing a predictable spectral signature that is useful for constructing SOCT images. The NIR dye has also been successfully encapsulated within protein microspheres made from bovine serum albumin that can act as delivery vehicles for OCT contrast agents [95]. To establish the useful concentration of dye for detection with SOCT, various concentrations of dye solution were made. These solutions were placed into 1-mm-thick glass cuvettes (QS-459, Nova Biotech) and imaged with SOCT. The interference data from light scattered back from the top glass/dye interface and the bottom dye/glass interface were recorded and analyzed to extract the spectra. The absorption spectrum of the dye solution can be obtained using Beers’ Law as outlined by Faber et al. [81]. Because the centroid of the backreflected light spectrum is typically calculated for displaying the spectroscopic data in a color image, this quantity was measured. Figure 6.8 plots the centroid of the backreflected light spectrum as a function of the dye concentration. As can be seen, the shift of the spectral centroid increases and then plateaus with increasing dye concentration. The increase corresponds well with the theoretical calculation based on absorption data. Because OCT typically has penetration depths of 1-2 mm, one can conclude that using a dye concentration of 50 µg/ml can produce the largest usable shift within this depth. At this concentration, most of spectral center of mass shift occurs within 1 mm. A further increase in the concentration will limit the penetration depth of SOCT applications, while a decrease in the concentration will reduce the amount of spectral centroid shift. To test whether this NIR dye can be used for contrast enhancement at this concentration, an agar sample with two distinct vertical columns was prepared. One column contained a dye concentration of 50 µg/ml while the second column contained no dye. The two columns were separated by a glass wall to prevent diffusion between agar columns. An equal concentration of 0.2% Intralipid solution was added to both columns for use as a scattering agent. The resulting false-color hue102



saturation SOCT image showed that the spectrum of the backreflected light from the column containing the dye had shifted toward longer wavelengths with increasing depth, while this effect was negligible for the column without the dye (Fig. 6.9).



Fig. 6.8: SOCT detection of the spectral centroid shift with increasing dye concentration. The dashed line shows the peak absorption ( λ = 740 nm) measured by a spectrometer. Inset: Spectra from NIR dye and titanium:sapphire laser used in this study.
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Fig. 6.9: Spectroscopic OCT image of an agar phantom with dye (left side) and without dye (right side). When dye is present, and with increasing depth, the shorter wavelength components of the backscattered spectrum are more strongly absorbed, giving a red-shift hue for greater depths. When the dye is not present, no significant change is found. 103



Following these tissue phantom studies, the use of this NIR dye as a SOCT contrast agent in a biological environment was investigated, and compared SOCT with fluorescence microscopy images. The stalk of green celery (Apium graveolens var. dulce) was used as a biological specimen. The celery stalk is comprised of two distinctive tissue structures. The bulk of the stalk is comprised of collenchyma tissue where most of the cells are relatively large in size with thickened cell walls for mechanically supporting the stalk. Distributed around the center of the stalk are vascular bundles where cells are relatively smaller in size and form conducting vascular tubes to transport water and nutrients between the roots and leaves (Fig. 6.10(d)). No significant differences were found between the spectral center of mass for these two tissues using SOCT. We demonstrate that the contrast between these two tissues can be enhanced by using a NIR dye. A celery stalk was cut near the root, leaving the upper leaves intact to facilitate transpiration. Control images were taken with SOCT before the application of the dye. Subsequently, the root end of the stalk was submerged into a liquid mixture of 10 ml NIR dye (50 µg/ml) and 0.5 ml Rhodamine 5G (200 µg/ml) for 4 hours to allow for capillary transportation. Rhodamine was added to permit the acquisition of fluorescence microscopy images for comparison. The singlephoton absorption spectrum for Rhodamine lies outside of the titanium:sapphire laser spectrum and the two-photon absorption and emission efficiency is extremely low (
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Fig. 6.10: NIR dye contrast enhancement in SOCT. (a) SOCT image of celery stalk with dye present within the vascular bundle. The color-bar shows correspondence between pseudo-color labeling and the spectral centroid shift in the image. (b) SOCT image of the same area without dye. Note the vascular bundle region is larger since the stalk was initially more hydrated. (c) Fluorescence microscopy and (d) light microscopy images showing the vascular bundle and the surrounding collenchyma tissue. Since a known NIR dye is used, the spectral modification due to absorption and scattering can be separated in this case using the least-squares algorithm described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.11 shows the enhanced dye localization and concentration mapping after applying the algorithm.
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Fig. 6.11: Comparison of dye localization before (a) and after (b) applying the algorithms for separation of absorption and scattering, and unwrapping the dye absorption.



6.4.2 Tumor-targeting dyes Recently, there has been growing interest in the early detection of tumors using optical contrast agents, especially using fluorescent dyes. Some of these dyes have been functionalized for targeting in vivo by conjugating a peptide that is the ligand of tumor surface receptors [124, 125]. As seen in Section 6.4.1, SOCT potentially can also detect the fluorescent dye. It is interesting to investigate if SOCT can also detect these tumor-targeting dyes. The tumor-targeting dye used was bispropylcarboxymethylindocyanine dye (Cypate, AS808) (Fig. 6.12). The dye was conjugated to a peptide for targeting to somatostatin receptors. It was developed by Prof. Samuel Achilefu from Washington University, St. Louis, MO. This dye has an absorption peak around 780 nm and an emission peak around 820 nm. Tumors were induced in nude mice by injection of a tumor cell line (AR42-J, a rat pancreatic tumor cell line, from Prof. Samuel Achilefu at Washington Universiyt, St. Louis, MO). Palpable masses were present about two weeks post-injection. The animals then were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of agent KX (100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine). Peptide-conjugate was injected into the mice through a tail vein. A simple
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Fig. 6.12 (a) Structure of the peptide-dye conjugate. (b) The absorption spectrum of the conjugate. The dye was manufactured by Achilefu’s group at Washington University. noninvasive in vivo continuous wave fluorescence imaging apparatus was used to monitor the fluorescence strength continuously until the dye targeted the tumor. Then, SOCT images were acquired from the tumor region. After observing no further dye localization, the mice were euthanized and the tumors were dissected out. SOCT images were acquired again from the tumor. A schematic of this whole-body fluorescence apparatus is shown in Fig. 6.13. Light from a laser diode of wavelength 780 nm was launched into an optical fiber. A defocusing lens was positioned after the fiber to expand the beam such that the mouse was fully illuminated. The output power at the fiber exit was about 50 mW.



A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera



(Apogee Inc., model AP6E) was used with a Nikon 25 cm macro lens attached. An 830 nm interference lens (CVI Laser Corp, part # F10-830-4-2) was mounted in front of the CCD camera such that only the emitted fluorescent light from the contrast agent was detected. An image of the animal was taken before administering the contrast agent. Subsequently, images were taken at 5 min, 30 min, 1 h, 3 h, 12 h, 24 h and 36 h post-administration of the agent. The mice were allowed to recover from anesthesia after 1 h post-administration. However, mice were re-anesthetized before each subsequent imaging sessions to prevent excessive movements. Time series images of pre- and post-administration of 0.5 mL of contrast agent (at 1 mg/ml) were obtained and shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Fig. 6.13: Schematics of the in vivo imaging apparatus.
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Fig. 6.14: Time sequence of whole-body fluorescent imaging of contrast agents targeted toward a mouse tumor: (a) In room light, pre-administration, (b) 3 h post-administration, (c) 12 h post-administration and (d) 24 h post-administration. As seen from Fig. 6.14, accumulation of fluorescent dye appeared at 3 h post-administration and was evident at 12 h post-administration. At 24 h post-administration, the fluorescence intensity in the tumor reached the peak intensity. Preferential localization and retention of the dye-peptide conjugate in the tumor was readily observed. At this time, the fluorescence intensity
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of all the other tissues diminished. After 24 hours post-administration, the fluorescence intensity in the tumor also started to diminish.



The mouse was imaged by SOCT at 24 h post-



administration. The mouse was euthanized at 36 h post-administration, and the tumor and adjacent tissues were resected and SOCT images were acquired again. The TDOCT system was used for all of these SOCT studies. The dye concentration was mapped out using the leastsquares algorithm described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.15 shows the dye concentration mapping of the tumor and the adjacent areas. At this moment, it is unclear whether the targeted dye can be reliably detected by SOCT.



The most probable reason for this uncertainty is due to an



insufficient dye concentration at the tumor.
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Fig. 6.15: Images of a tumor region at 36 h post-administration: (a) Structural OCT image of the tumor region, (b) SOCT dye concentration mapping using the least-squares algorithm described in Chapter 5. The arrows mark the tumor region.



6.4.3 Gold nanorod particles as absorbing SOCT contrast agents Metal nanoparticles have spectral absorption due to the electromagnetic resonance occurring on their conducting metal shells known as surface plasmons. There are two mechanisms for optical extinction for surface plasmons: the incident light can be either absorbed or scattered by oscillation dipoles within the nanoparticles, or may travel along the surface of nanoparticles as if along waveguides until exiting to other propagation directions.



There are many useful optical



phenomena associated with plasmons, such as resonant light scattering, surface plasmon resonance, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering [126]. Since OCT can only detect coherent light, only properties associated with the extinction and coherent scattering are useful.
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Currently most nano-particles are made of gold or silver due to the fabrication process. However, the geometry of nanoparticles can be designed to offer flexibility. Coincidently, gold and silver were known for their excellent binding ability to many antibodies. Therefore, people thought bringing these two fields together could be useful for targeted diagnosis. Namely, they hope that the binding the bio-specific antibodies to nanoparticles could offer good specificity, while subsequently detection of these nanoparticles using “state-of-the-art” optical imaging could offer good sensitivity. The first potential use of nanoparticles in OCT included colloidal gold and silver nanospheres (Fig. 6.16) [127]. In this study, investigators conjugated gold nanoparticles to anti-epidermal growth factor receptor antibodies, and successfully detected the presence of such labeling using confocal microscopy.



It was further recognized that the



conjugate could be used in OCT based on reflectance measurements of nanoparticles. However, this was not demonstrated by OCT images of the conjugates. The resonance frequencies of nanospheres change with sphere diameter.



The sphere



diameter that corresponds to 800 nm spectra used in OCT is around 12 nm. If different sizes of nanaparticles are desired for the same resonance frequency, different geometrical configuration can be used.



For example, bioconjugation of gold nanocages and antibodies were developed



where the size of the nanocages was around 40 nm [128]. The nanocages were shown to increase both the scattering and extinction in OCT experiments using phantoms. However, the most interesting goal, i.e., the detection of targeted nanoparticles in vivo, has yet to be achieved. Nanoshells are another group of isotropic particles where the outer shell and the inner core are made of different materials.



The plasmon resonance frequency can be tuned from visible



through infrared by adjusting the core and shell dimensions.



Antibody-conjugated gold



nanoshells were fabricated and tuned to extinction peak around 800 nm [129, 130]. However, due to limitation on fabrication process, the FWHM of the absorption spectra of currently available nanoshells samples are larger than 250 nm when the center wavelengths are around 800 nm. There are many problems that need to be overcome to achieve reliable detection of targeted nanoparticles in OCT. First, most prior studies of nanoparticles in OCT were focused on the utilizing of their attenuation properties. As shown in Section 6.3, there exists a tradeoff between concentration sensitivity and spatial resolution for absorption-based contrast enhancement. Contrary to the claims made in previous studies [128, 131], although the absorptivity of
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Fig. 6.16: (a) Nanospheres and their (b) calculated absorption spectra of nanospheres of different diameters [131]. nanoparticles is quite high, it is not much higher than other commonly used absorbers weight for weight, mostly because nanoparticles are still much larger than organic dye molecules. It is misleading to compare the absorption cross-sections of one nanoparticle to one organic molecule. For example, a gold nanocube of 50 nm size weighs roughly 200 000 times more than an ICG molecule. Second, the nanospheres, nanoshells, and nanocages have wide absorption spectra (at 800 nm, the FWHM of absorption spectra is about 200 nm for nanospheres and 170 nm for nanocages). Therefore, it is difficult to use them for spectroscopic analysis. In fact, because the intrinsic attenuation in tissue (mostly due to the scattering loss and the loss of coherence properties in forward scattering) is very high (~ 0.1 – 1 mm-1), and the inhomogeneity in tissue scattering is also high, it is virtually impossible to use any broadband attenuation-based nanoparticles for molecular labeling. Using SOCT detection based on narrowband attenuating nanoparticles could offer better specificity. The less absorbing frequency-bands acts as the “built-in” control for the more absorbing frequency-bands, hence the tissue scattering can be somewhat subtracted. Unlike nanospheres, nanoshells, and nanocages, nanorods are “anisotropic” particles. Because of the structural anisotropy, nanorods support two plasmon modes: the longitudinal mode and the transverse mode. Based on Mie-Gans theory, it can be shown that the longitudinal mode, which is important for OCT applications, can be strongly red-shifted into the NIR depending on the aspect ratio [132]. For example, gold nanorods dispersed in water with aspect ratio of 4:1 exhibit a longitudinal resonance around 800 nm, whereas nanorods with aspect ration
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of 9:1 exhibit a resonance centered at 1300 nm. Figure 6.17 (a) shows the SEM picture of nanorods fabricated by Prof. Wei’s group at Purdue University. Figure 6.17 (b) shows the theoretical absorption spectra of such nanorods [132, 133].
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Fig. 6.17: (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of nanorods. (b) Calculated extinction spectra of nanorods with different aspect ratios. In practice, because the aspect ratios and nanorod chemical compositions are not uniform, the actual absorption bandwidths measured from samples are much broader than the theoretical values.



Figure 6.18 shows the absorption spectrum of a nanorod sample measured by a



laboratory spectrometer on a nanorod sample that has nominal aspect ration of 4:1. The results showed a center wavelength of 790 nm and a FWHM bandwidth of 80 nm.



Based on such



measurements, one can predict that the nanorods are likely to achieve better wavelength selectivity than nanospheres, nanoshells, or nanocages.



Fig. 6.18: The absorption and scattering coefficients of a nanorod solution. 112



There is a large discrepancy in absorption between the theoretical calculations and the experimental measurements for the nanorod solution, which means there may be much room for improvement. As the quality control for fabrication process increases, it is possible to make nanorods that have FWHM bandwidths less than 50 nm, approaching or better than most commonly used NIR dyes. Even with the nanorod solution shown in Fig. 6.18, these nanorods can be used as SOCT contrast agents in phantoms. Figure 6.19 shows the SOCT spectra and the retrieved transmission coefficients from cuvette experiments (for details on experimental procedure, see Section 6.4.1). A preferential attenuation of shorter wavelength was noticed in the SOCT spectra from the interface after the nanorod layer.



The retrieved transmission



spectrum is similar to that measured by spectrometer. The discrepancy in peak spectra is probably caused by the inaccuracy of calibration on the reference mirror movement velocity. SOCT spectra of top glass/liquid and bottom liquid/glass interfaces 1 SOCT spectra before nanarod layer
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Fig. 6.19: (a) SOCT spectra retrieved from the top and bottom glass/liquid interfaces of a 1-mm-thick cuvette containing gold nanorods (aspect ration 4:1) dispersed in water. (b) Retrieved transmission coefficient by SOCT in (a) compared to measurements from a spectrometer. These results imply that nanorods represent a new class of absorption contrast agents for OCT imaging using SOCT detection. Their surface plasmon resonance peaks can be potentially tuned to specific wavelengths (800 nm center wavelength with ~50 nm FWHM bandwidth) required for SOCT imaging.



However, more calculations and experiments are needed to



establish nanorods as a viable agent for tissue labeling in OCT, especially on the calculation of the theoretical detection limits based on tissue optical properties.
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7 SCATTERING-MODE SOCT 7.1 Introduction Due to the resolution-concentration tradeoff, absorption mode SOCT is only useful for characterizing absorbers of relatively high concentrations in a relatively large area. In addition, due to the limitation of OCT probing depth and the technical difficulties in delivering high concentrations of agents in vivo, often these two conditions cannot be met in biological imaging. It is therefore important that a new SOCT mode of imaging be developed that depends on contrast generated within a very short depth. From Chapter 5, it was shown that spectral scattering is a short-range effect. SOCT imaging based on spectral scattering is called scatteringmode SOCT.



7.1.1 Wavelength-dependent scattering measurements in SOCT Figure 7.1 illustrates the basic idea of imaging the wavelength-dependent scattering in SOCT. laser spectrum scattering coefficeint
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Fig. 7.1: Ideal case of imaging scattering in SOCT. (a) The hypothetical scattering spectrum from scatterers at a certain depth, and the laser spectrum. (b) The SOCT spectrum from the scatterers is the multiplication of laser spectrum with the scattering spectrum. It should be noted that the scattering spectrum of a material is not as well-defined as the absorption spectrum.
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In contrast to absorbers, where absorption spectra are representative of the absorbers alone, the scattering spectra from scatterers are not easily predictable. They depend on both the scatterers themselves and the environment where the scatterers are located. Therefore, there is not an easy way to relate the measured scattering spectra (Fig. 7.1(a)) to the properties of the scatterers. The interpretation and application of scattering mode SOCT is closely related to the theory and application of light scattering spectroscopy (LSS).



7.1.2 Light scattering spectroscopy and its role in SOCT Light scattering spectroscopy (LSS) is based on the principle that the wavelength and angular dependent intensity of elastically scattered light from a sample is a function of the composition of both light absorbers and scatterers within the sample. Light absorption in tissue is dominated by hemoglobin, whereas scattering is determined by the sizes and densities of space-occupying structures such as cell organelles and macromolecular complexes. The measurement setup for LSS signals typically uses collimated white light or laser beams, and the scattered light is collected via optical probes. Commonly, either the spectrum or the angular distributions of this light is analyzed. The typical LSS setup is shown in Fig. 7.2.



Fig. 7.2: A typical LSS setup [134]. A typical LSS system measures 3-D data which conveniently forms a “scattering-cube.” The dimensions of the cube are (1) the wavelength of light λ , (2) the scattering angle θ (the angle between the backward direction and the direction of the propagation of scattered light), and (3)
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the azimuthal angle of scattering φ . To add some depth selection, some LSS systems also measure the polarization of the light as shown in Fig. 7.2.



Because OCT setups share the



illumination optics with collection optics, OCT can only measure the scattered light within the collection angle (i.e., when θ ≤ NA / 2 , where NA is the numerical aperture of the collection optics). This relation is shown in Fig. 7.3. φ SOCT intensity
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Fig. 7.3: The relationship between the SOCT spectrum and the 3D scattering cube: the SOCT spectrum is a sampling of the 3D scattering cube when θ ≤ NA / 2 . In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in applying LSS techniques to in vivo biological tissue in order to obtain structural and functional data. Particularly, light scattering has been used to measure the size distribution of cell nuclei and mitochondria, which can be altered in cancerous or precancerous cells [69, 135-137]. In these studies, the intensity of the white light scattering from tissue is measured via an optical probe and either the spectrum or the angular distribution of this light is analyzed. The cells, nuclei, or cellular organelles are assumed to be Mie scatterers, and the experimental data are fit to the existing model to retrieve size or refractive index information.



Recently, LSS has been implemented with low-coherence



interferometry (LCI), which offers the possibility of depth-resolved analysis of the LSS signal [138-141]. However, there remain three important limiting factors in the LSS studies to date. First, because the LSS typically utilizes collimated beams or focusing lenses with very low numerical aperture (NA), there usually is very poor lateral resolution. Second, the collected
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back-scattered signal intensity in LSS is low because the collection efficiency is proportional to the NA of the focusing lens. Third, the penetration depth of LSS is quite limited due to the effect of multiple-scattering (for non-LCI-based LSS). Because of these shortcomings, LSS, to date, has primarily been used as a functional analysis method rather than a functional imaging method.



7.2 Scattering-Mode SOCT Theory Scattering mode SOCT is a combination of LSS techniques with SOCT techniques that forms a new functional imaging method. Scattering mode SOCT offers many advantages. LSS is a technique with more than 50 years of history, extensive literature, and algorithms that can be readily used for many applications. The recently developed SOCT offers a method for acquiring LSS signal with 3D spatial resolution.



In addition, by coherence gating, SOCT helps



distinguishing the single-scattering components from the diffusive scattering background, which at present is accomplished by polarization gating [134]. For scatterers that are large compared to the central wavelength, such as for cell nuclei, the scatterer size can be measured directly by OCT if high NA optics are used. In this scenario, scattering mode SOCT is still valuable for measuring the refractive index of the scatterers. For scatterers with size comparable to the imaging wavelength or even smaller (such as subcellular organelles like mitochondria), it is typically impossible to accurately distinguish the exact size of the scatterer by standard OCT imaging. However, the scatterer size could be estimated by LSS.



Thus, in principle, small



scatterer sizes could also be estimated by scattering-mode SOCT in a depth-resolved fashion. However, to date, the use of SOCT for accurately measuring wavelength-dependent scattering has not been shown. This is due to the following complicating factors: 1. The broadband light sources commonly used in OCT systems span a relatively narrow wavelength range compared to the thermal light sources used in LSS setups. 2. SOCT suffers from a time-frequency analysis tradeoff. Therefore, the spectral resolution is limited in SOCT for a given spatial resolution. This is not a problem for LSS because the spatial resolution is either very poor or not even considered in LSS. 3. There are two major SOCT spectral modification mechanisms in the tissue: the wavelength-dependent attenuation by the media before the coherence gate and the wavelength-dependent scattering by the scatterers within the coherence gate. This is not
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a problem for LSS because in traditional LSS only shallow structures are imaged and it is assumed that tissues are homogeneous. 4.



SOCT typically uses a tightly focused beam, which can not be simply treated as collimated plane wave incidence on the tissue, as often assumed in LSS.



5. There may be multiple but not an infinite number of scatterers within the imaging volume defined by both the coherence gating and the imaging beam profile, causing speckle patterns as a display of spectral interference. In LSS, the imaging volume typically is much larger, such that the spectral interference tends to be averaged out spatially. With the rapid development of ultrabroadband laser technology in the last five years, the available OCT laser bandwidth has increased dramatically, and is expected to continue to increase. Therefore, the first factor above is expected to be solved soon, especially with the development of multiplexed laser sources and the recent use of thermal light sources in OCT technology [106, 142]. The second and the third factors are signal-processing problems, and were partially covered in Chapter 4. The optimal spectral analysis methods for SOCT signals are not conventional linear spectral analysis methods, but joint time-frequency analysis methods [143]. In addition, the time-frequency analysis and the experimental data retrieval should be integrated together. Spectral cues and spatial cues can be utilized to separate the contribution of different spectral modification processes [144]. In this chapter, the effect of tightly focused beams and the spectral modulation due to multiple-scatterers in the imaging volume will be discussed.



7.2.1 Gaussian beam effects in a single scattering event The refractive-index inhomogeneities in tissue are treated as discreet scattering particles. It is assumed that the individual features may be strongly scattering, and the single particle scattered field may need to be computed non-perturbatively. However, it is further assumed that the field arising from interparticle scattering will be weak, will tend to acquire a longer delay, and so will fall outside the coherence gate of the OCT system. Here, when the interparticle scattering is ignored, the resultant field is said to arise from single-scattering. This is not singlescattering in the sense of the Born series, but may be obtained from a perturbative calculation keeping the lowest order in the particle density. In general, for a single scattering event in OCT,
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the collected scattered field is dependent on the properties of the incident light, the focusing lens, the position of the scatterer in the beam, and the properties of the scatterer (Fig. 7.4).
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Fig. 7.4: Diagram of wavelength-dependent single-scattering from a Gaussian beam, where r0 is the position of the scatterer relative to the center of the Gaussian beam at the waist. The functions fi ( k, r ) and fc ( k, r ) describe the incident and collection Gaussian modes, respectively, D is the beam diameter incident on the lens, and f is the focus length of the achromatic lens [145]. Because OCT typically uses single-mode Gaussian beam illumination and an achromatic lens, the illumination mode for a specific optical frequency at the beam waist is a Gaussian function with constant phase:



fi ( x , y, k0 ) =



⎡ x 2 + y2 ⎤ 1 ⎥, exp ⎢ − 2 ⎢⎣ w 0 ( k0 ) ⎥⎦ w 0 ( k0 )



(7.1)



where k0 = 2π / λ0 is the free-space wavenumber and w 0 ( k0 ) is the Gaussian beam waist radius. These relations assume that the chosen coordinate system is centered on the beam waist (Fig. 7.4). If an achromatic lens of focal length f is used, the w 0 ( k0 ) is wavelength dependent:



w 0 ( k0 ) =



4f . k0D



(7.2)



In order to make use of the existing scattering theory for plane-wave incident fields, the Gaussian beam in Eq. (7.1) is decomposed into its transverse Fourier components in the waist plane:
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⎡ w2 (k ) ⎤ Fi ( qi , k0 ) = 21 w 0 ( k0 ) exp ⎢ − 0 0 qi2 ⎥ , ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ 4



(7.3)



where qi are the transverse spatial frequencies of the incident beam, q i = ki,x xˆ + ki,y yˆ . It should be noted there are considerably higher amplitudes for higher transverse spatial frequencies in OCT than in conventional LSS because tightly focusing high NA lenses are used in OCT. Taking C 2 ( k0 ) to be the spectrum of the light source, the angular spectrum of illuminating field U i ( qi , k0 ) is



⎡ w 02 ( k0 ) 2 ⎤ qi ⎥ . ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ 4



U i ( qi , k0 ) = C ( k0 ) Fi ( qi , k0 ) = 21 C ( k0 ) w 0 ( k0 ) exp ⎢ −



(7.4)



The field of transverse spatial frequency qs scattered from the scatterer is the integral of the scattered field arising from all incident transverse spatial frequencies:



U s ( qs , k 0 ) =



∫ C ( k0 ) Fi ( qi , k0 )ei r i k -k [ 0 ( i



s



)]



R ( q i , q s , k 0 , P ) dq i ,



(7.5)



where r0 denotes the spatial position of the scatterer. P represents properties of the scatterer (e.g., size, refractive index, etc.). R ( qi , qs , k0, P ) is the function that relates the incident plane wave of transverse spatial frequency qi to the scattered plane wave of transverse spatial frequency qs when the scatterer is located at the origin. In general, R ( q i , qs , k0 , P ) can only be found by numerical methods. However, for homogeneous dielectric spheres with radius a and refractive index n , and ignoring the polarization effects and sphere to sphere scattering, R has an analytic solution [146]:



R ( q i , qs , k 0 , P ) =



∞



⎛ ki ⋅ k s ⎞⎟ ⎟, k02 ⎠⎟



⎜⎜ l l⎜ ∑l =0 AP ⎝



(7.6)



where ki , ks are the 3D spatial frequencies, k = q + kz zˆ . For any given q , the k can be calculated by the dispersion relationship q 2 + kz2 = k02 . Al are the usual partial wave expansion coefficients and Pl are the Legendre polynomials:
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Al =



i βl , k0 ( βl − i γl )



βl = jl ( nk0a ) jl' ( k 0a ) − njl' ( nk0a ) jl ( k0a ), γl = njl' ( nk0a ) nl ( k0a ) − jl ( nk 0a ) nl' ( k 0a ) .



(7.7)



The jl ( x ) , nl ( x ) , jl' ( x ) , and nl' ( x ) are spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, with their respective derivatives. The field coupled back into the lens S ( k0 , P ) is the sample-arm field for the OCT interferometer. S ( k0, P ) is calculated by integrating the secondary sources over the collection beam profile Fc ( q s , k0 ) : S ( k0, P ) = =



∫ Us ( qs , k0 ) Fc ( qs , k0 )



[ ( )] ∫∫ C ( k0 ) Fi ( qi , k0 )ei r0 i ki -ks R ( qi , qs , k0, P ) Fc ( qs , k0 )dqidqs .



(7.8)



In contrast to LSS, where separate illumination and collection optics are used, OCT uses the same set of optics for illumination and collection. Therefore, Eq. (7.8) can be simplified as



S ( k0, P ) =



∫∫ C ( k0 ) Fi ( qi , k0 )ei r i k -k [ 0 ( i



s



R ( qi , qs , k0, P ) Fi* ( qs , k0 )dqidqs .



)]



(7.9)



Equation (7.9) shows that the scattering in a tightly focused beam is dependent on the beam parameters, the properties of the scatterers, and the location of the scatterers. In the frequency domain, the measured OCT cross-correlation signal is



I ( k0, P ) = S ( k0, P ) U R ( k0 ) exp [ iφ ( k0 ) ] ,



(7.10)



where U R ( k0 ) is the field returning from the reference arm. The quantity φ ( k0 ) is the phase difference between the sample and reference arms. If a perfect mirror is used in the reference arm, the reference spectrum is the same as the optical source spectrum C ( k0 ) , i.e.,



I ( k0, P ) = C ( k0 ) S ( k0, P ) .



(7.11)



7.2.2 Effect of multiple scatterers in the SOCT imaging volume The imaging volume represented by a voxel in a standard OCT image is defined by the Gaussian beam width and the coherence gating, centered at the nominal voxel position. The voxel intensity is a coherent sum of scattering from all scatterers inside the imaging volume. In SOCT, due to the time-frequency uncertainty principle, in order to achieve reasonable spectral
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resolution, the imaging volume is usually considerably larger than in standard OCT.



The



imaging volume in SOCT is defined by the Gaussian beam width and the coherence gating of a particular spectral subband (or the time window length if the STFT is used). Although the imaging volume in SOCT is larger than in standard OCT, the first Born approximation still holds for most cases. Let the time window in SOCT be described by a spatially dependent function h ( z ) . Assuming all single-scattering events, the collected OCT signal intensity from N scatterers inside an imaging volume in the spectral domain is N



I ( k0 ) = C ( k0 ) H ( k 0 ) ∗ ∑ n =1 Sn ( k 0, Pn ) ,



(7.12)



where H is the Fourier transform of the window h . Using Eq. (7.9), N



N



∑ n =1 Sn ( k0 , Pn ) = ∑ n =1 ∫∫ C ( k0 ) Fi ( qi ) Fi* ( qs )ei[ r ⋅( k −k ) ]R ( ki , ks , k0 , Pn )d 2kid 2ks , n
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(7.13)



where R ( k i , k s , k0, Pn ) represents the wavelength-dependent scattering amplitude of the n-th scatterer located at the origin. It will be seen in the next section that when more than one scatterer is present in the imaging volume, the spectral signatures of the individual scatterers are difficult to discern. The measured OCT spectral intensity always has a modulation term that depends on the number and the positions of the scatterers, even if the number of scatterers is large. The exact analysis is difficult, however, first-order analysis is possible with the assumption that the scattering from different location takes same general wavelength-dependent scattering profile (as shown in previous section, this is true for homogeneous scatterers with w 0 > 5λ0 ). Under this assumption, Eq. (7.13) becomes N



N



∑n =1 Sn ( k0, Pn ) = ∑n =1 wnS ( k0, Pn )e−2ik z



0 n



,



(7.14)



where wn is the scaling factor that depends on the location of the scatterer in the imaging volume. zn is the z -axis location of scatterers, which we assume take uniform distribution from [ −z max , z max ] . For each k 0 , Eq. (7.14) represents the 2-D random walk with step size given by



wn S ( k0, P ) , and direction specified by 2k0zn (Fig. 7.5).
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Fig. 7.5: One-dimensional coherent summation is similar to a 2-D random walk in the complex plane, where each step is the contribution from one scatterer. The step number is determined by the scatterer number in the imaging volume. The vector summation is the overall scattering. If we further approximate wn as the mean of wn , and [ −z max , z max ] to [ −n π, n π ] ( n ∈ Z ), it can be shown that the resultant A



N



∑ n =1 wnS ( k0, P )e j 2k z



0 n



has probability density



function: pdf [ A ( k0 ) ] = 4π 2A ( k0 ) ∫



∞



0



ρJ 0N



( 2πS (Nk ) ρ )J [ 2πA(k ) ρ ]d ρ, 0



0



0



for A ( k0 ) ≥ 0 .



(7.15)



As N → ∞ , Eq. (7.15) approaches Rayleigh distributions: N →∞ → pdf [ A ] ⎯⎯⎯⎯



where σ =



⎛ A2 ⎞⎟ A ⎜⎜ − exp , ⎜⎝ 2σ 2 ⎠⎟⎟ σ2



for A ( k0 ) ≥ 0 ,



(7.16)



NS ( k0 ) .



Equation (7.15) shows that the modulation term is always present, independent of N . Therefore, algorithms need to be developed to reduce this modulation or jointly estimate the scatterer property and location. One simple method is to average many incoherent SOCT measurements. In a sense, conventional LSS performs this incoherent averaging by using a large beam width and spatially incoherent light sources.
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7.2.3 Effects of polarization Since the optical field has polarization, the scattering is also polarization-dependent. The general cases with polarization consideration are difficult. This is due to the following factors: 1. The incident polarization and the matching of the sample and reference polarization are often unknown.



This is especially true for fiber-based OCT systems because the



polarization states of the light may change within the fibers. 2. The polarization states of incident light will change after it passes through the lens. The accurate polarization states at each point in a tightly focused beam are mathematically difficult to solve. 3.



The media may be birefringent, i.e., the H m ( ν, z ) may be polarization-dependent. Together with polarization-dependent H r ( ν, z ) , Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) need to be modified into vector form, which is much more complicated than its present form.



To make the complexity of the problem manageable without losing too much generality, the following assumptions are made: 1. The incident light is linearly polarized after passing through the lens, and only one polarization direction of light is collected by the interferometer. This can be achieved by putting a polarizer after the focusing lens (Fig. 7.6(a)). With this assumption, the incident light is linearly polarized, and only one polarization direction of the scattered light is collected. 2. Assume the media transfer function, H m ( ν, z ) , is not polarization-dependent, i.e., the sample is not birefringent. Under these two assumptions, the incident optical field after the lens only has one polarization direction. If we define that direction as xˆ direction, then



⎡ w2 (k ) ⎤ Ei ( q i , k0 ) = xˆ 21 C ( k0 ) w 0 ( k0 ) exp ⎢ − 0 0 qi2 ⎥ . ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ 4



(7.17)
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Fig. 7.6: Diagrams for polarization-dependent spectral scattering calculations. (a) A polarizer is inserted beneath the focusing lens. (b) Scattering geometry for Mie scattering calculations.
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Using the scattering geometry shown in Fig. 7.6 (b), the incident wave propagation vector ki and the scattered wave propagation vector ks form a scattering plane Ψ . Define the unit vector



eˆil in the direction of the projection of xˆ onto the plane Ψ , and the unit vector eˆir in the direction that is normal to the plane Ψ . Then, the incident electric field Ei can be decomposed to



Ei = Eireˆir + Eileˆil .



(7.18)



Define the unit vector eˆsl in the direction that is in plane Ψ and perpendicular to vector ks , and the unit vector eˆsr in the direction that is normal to the plane Ψ ( eˆsr = eˆir ). Then, the scattered electric field Es can be decomposed to:



Es = Esreˆsr + Esleˆsl .



(7.19)



The unit vectors are calculated by eˆor = eˆsr =



ks × k i ks × k i



ki × eˆr ki × eˆr k × eˆr . eˆsl = s ks × eˆr eˆol =



(7.20)



By solving the Mie scattering problem, it can be found that



⎡ Esr ⎤ j − jkr + j ωt ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ Esl ⎥ = − kr e ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦



0 ⎤ ⎡ Eir ⎤ ⎡ S1 ( θ ) ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥, ⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ( ) S θ E s ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ il ⎥⎦



(7.21)



where θ is the angle between the ki and ks , and ∞



2n + 1



S1 ( θ ) =



∑ n =1 n ( n + 1) {an πn ( cos θ ) + bn τn ( cos θ )}



S2 ( θ ) =



2n + 1 ∑ n =1 n ( n + 1) {bn πn ( cos θ ) + an τn ( cos θ )} . ∞



(7.22)



The coefficients an , bn , πn ( cos θ ), τn ( cos θ ) are calculated by an =



ψn' ( y ) ψn ( x ) − m ψn ( y ) ψn' ( x ) ψn' ( y ) ξn ( x ) − m ψn ( y ) ξn' ( x )



m ψn' ( y ) ψn ( x ) − ψn ( y ) ψn' ( x ) bn = m ψn' ( y ) ξn ( x ) − ψn ( y ) ξn' ( x )



(7.23)
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x = ka y = mka πx (x ) J 2 n + 0.5 πx ( 2 ) (x ) ξn ( x ) = H 2 n + 0.5 1 πn ( cos θ ) = P 1 ( cos θ ) sin θ n d 1 τn ( cos θ ) = P ( cos θ ) , dθ n ψn ( x ) =



(7.23)



where the J n is the n-th-order Bessel function, H n( 2 ) the n-th-order Henkel function of 2nd type,



Pn1 the Legendre polynomial, k the propagation wavenumber, a the size of the sphere, and m the refractive index of the sphere. The collected signal will be the projection of Esr and Esl back to the x -direction, i.e., the final collected signal for particular k0 and qi is



R ( k0, qi , qs , P ) = Esr (esr ⋅ x ) + Esl (esl ⋅ x ) .



(7.24)



Equation (7.24) is then used in Eq. (7.5) for obtaining the scattering calculations with beam and multiple-scatterer consideration.



7.2.4 Effects of absorption on the scattering spectrum Wavelength-dependent absorption is linked to the imaginary part of the refractive index. It may also affect the wavelength-dependent scattering. The formula to convert the absorption coefficient to the imaginary part of the refractive index ni is ni =



µa , k0



(7.25)



e.g., the melanin within melanosomes affects the absorption spectrum in skin, which can be modeled by [147]



nm ⎤ −3.48 . µa = 1.70 × 1014 ⎡⎢ λ × 109 ⎣ m ⎦⎥



( )



(7.26)



Then the imaginary part of the refractive index is



n =



1.70 × 105 2π



⎡ λ × 109 nm ⎤ −2.48 . ⎣⎢ m ⎦⎥



( )



(7.27)
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Figure 7.7 shows how the imaginary part of the refractive index depends on the wavelength. Although the magnitude of the imaginary part is small, it affects the peak amplitude of the scattering spectrum significantly (Fig. 7.8). 4
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Fig. 7.7: (a) The absorption spectrum of melanin and (b) the corresponding change in the imaginary part of the refractive index.
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Fig. 7.8: The effect of absorption on the back-scattering spectrum. Although a small change in the real part of refractive index has little effect, a small change in the imaginary part of refractive index causes a large change in the back-scattering spectrum.
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7.3 Scattering-Mode SOCT Simulations for Spheres In order to understand the analytical results of the previous section, simulations were constructed to test the theory and to offer important insight into scattering mode SOCT. The tissue was modeled as a material with spheres of different sizes distributed over the volume of interest. Computations were done to obtain the normalized spectral scattering cross-sections and the total intensity distributions for spheres. Different parameters for the incident beams and the particle sizes and locations were used.



7.3.1 Effect of a focused Gaussian beam The laser for this simulation was assumed to have a perfect Gaussian spectrum centered at 800 nm and having a FWHM bandwidth of 200 nm. The Gaussian beam of different beam waists w 0 ( k0 ) was simulated according to Eq. (7.3), where the total beam intensity was normalized. An achromatic optical focusing system was assumed according to Eq. (7.2). For each w 0 ( k0 ) , the 2-D spatial frequencies were digitized by uniformly sampling an 11x11 frequency grid covering the [−2 / w 0,800nm ,2 / w 0,800nm ] space. The error of the total integrated intensity of such digitization compared to the perfect Gaussian beam was about 0.3%.



The



diameters of the spheres were chosen to mimic two types of biological scatterers: 8 µm for cell nuclei and 1.6 µm for cellular organelles such as mitochondria. The refractive indices of the spheres and the media were set to be 1.45 and 1.37, to mimic the refractive indices of nuclei and cytoplasm, respectively [148]. Figure 7.9 shows the normalized collected spectral signal for different beam parameters when single spheres are located at the center of the Gaussian beam. If the beam waist spot size



w 0 ( k0 ) is large compared to wavelength, the scattering spectra for both large spheres and small spheres are comparable to those for the plane wave scattering case. If the beam waist spot size



w 0 ( k0 ) is small, or comparable to the wavelength, there are significant deviations. Particularly, it was found that if the total laser power is normalized, decreasing the beam waist spot size produces an increase in amplitude and a shift of the scattering spectrum. The shift is in the direction of decreasing wavelength. While this spectral shift obscures the frequency response of the large particles, it preserves some pattern for small particles.
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Fig. 7.9: Beam wavelength-dependent spectral patterns for (a) centered large spheres ( r = 5λ ), and (b) small spheres ( r = λ ). In each case, the incident laser beam has different beam waist sizes. There are currently two approaches for sizing the scatterers based on the measured spectra. The first approach is based on pitch detection such as using the Fourier transform or determining the autocorrelation. The principle behind the first approach is that the oscillation “frequency” in the wavelength-dependent scattering is size dependent, such that larger scatterers tend to produce more oscillatory patterns [135]. The second approach is based on curve fitting such as using least-squares or χ2 methods [148]. The second approach provides an exhaustive search of possible scattering sizes and attempts to fit the normalized experimental measurement to the theoretical prediction. As can be seen from Fig. 7.9, there are significant spectral shifts in the case of small w 0 , but the oscillation pitch is largely preserved. Therefore, it is expected that for small w 0 , the first approach will be more appropriate for matching the measured wavelengthdependent scatterings to those calculated based on plane waves. Figure 7.10 shows the normalized wavelength-dependent scattering of spheres that are infocus, but located off-center in the Gaussian beam. For large beam waist sizes, a sphere located off-center caused an almost proportional decrease in the magnitude compared to the original pattern. However, for small beam waist sizes, the wavelength-dependent scattering not only decreases in magnitude, but also shifts in wavelength. The shift in wavelength for off-center scatterers is in the direction of deceasing wavelength.
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Fig. 7.10: Scattering spectral patterns for in-focus off-center spheres ( r = 5λ ) for different off-center positions and different beam waist sizes w 0 . (a) w 0 = 5λ0 ; (b) w 0 = λ0 . Figure 7.11 shows that if an on-centered particle in the focal plane is moved out of the focal plane in the direction of the z axis (beam propagation axis), the resulting wavelength-dependent scattering effect is a decrease in the magnitude of the scattering pattern depending on the original position of the particle. However, except for chromatic dispersion effects, most of the scattering spectral shape is preserved.



The chromatic dispersion causes a decrease of wavelength-



dependent scattering amplitude for longer wavelengths. This decrease of power is due to the larger beam size at longer wavelengths. 500
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Fig. 7.11: Scattering spectral patterns for off-focus spheres ( r = 5λ ) for different off-focus positions and different beam waist sizes w 0 . (a): w 0 = 5λ0 ; (b): w 0 = λ0 . 131



The findings that the spectral shape does not change significantly with respect to the particle location in both off-center and off-focus directions for reasonably focused beams (beam waist size larger than 5λ0 ) is very important for practical SOCT measurements. This implies that the SOCT wavelength-dependent scattering measurement error, for this case, arises mostly from various optic aberrations, which are relatively easy to correct or estimate. Therefore, it is possible to perform wavelength-dependent scattering analysis in this case without precisely knowing the locations of the scatterers in the beam. For a very tightly focused beam, the error may be caused by the oblique components of Gaussian beams. This error usually is very difficult to correct or estimate due to the uncertain nature of the scatterer position and the complexity of the scattering theory.



7.3.2 Effect of multiple scatterers in the imaging volume For this analysis, the Gaussian beam, digitization method, sphere sizes, and refractive indices were identical to those used in the previous Section 7.3.1 with a beam waist size w 0 = 5λ0 . The time window used in SOCT time-frequency analysis was assumed to be a box function of length corresponding to 10 coherence lengths. The spheres were assumed to be randomly located inside the imaging volume defined by the Gaussian beam and the time-window following a uniform distribution. Dynamic focusing was assumed such that the imaging volume was exactly at the waist of the beam. Any sphere that was partially inside the image volume was counted as a whole sphere. Figure 7.12 shows the simulated wavelength-dependent scattering patterns produced with multiple spheres in the imaging volume for both sphere sizes.



As expected from Eq. (7.13),



there is a significant amount of spectral modulation that corrupts the oscillation patterns predicted for the scattering of a single incident plane wave by a single sphere. In Fig. 7.12, it is assumed that the two homogeneous samples contain the same number of large or small scatterers. This implies a much lower volume density for samples with small scatterers. A more common scenario in SOCT experiments is when the volume densities of scatterers are similar. Figure 7.13 shows the simulated spectral scattering patterns for spheres with a fixed volume density of 10%. If the scatterer size is large, most likely there is only one scatterer in the imaging volume. However, if the scatterer size is small, there will be multiple
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scatterers in the imaging volume. As seen from Fig. 7.13, it can be extremely difficult to distinguish the wavelength-dependent scattering pattern of a large scatterer from the pattern of multiple smaller scatterers based on only one SOCT measurement, as observed experimentally [149].
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Fig. 7.12: Examples of spectral modulation patterns due to multiple scatterers (three scatterers here) in the imaging volume for (a) large spheres ( r = 5λ ), and (b) small spheres ( r = λ ). In each case, the incident laser beam waist size was w 0 = 5λ0 .
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Fig. 7.13: Examples of spectral modulation patterns due to multiple scatterers of the same volume density (10%) for spheres of radius (a) 5 µm (N
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In many cases, the tissue demonstrates layered or regional structure where adjacent scatterers (either in axial or transverse directions) are more or less homogeneous. As seen from Figs. 7.9, if weak focusing (low NA) is used, the actual single-scatterer spectral scattering can be resolved by extensive incoherent averaging. Although OCT is typically referred to as a coherent highspatial-resolution imaging method, there are several occasions when incoherent averaging is possible over adjacent scan lines. Incoherent averaging is also possible by utilizing many socalled “diversity” methods used in OCT speckle-reduction, e.g., polarization or angular diversity [23]. Figure 7.14 demonstrates how the averaged results approach the single-scatterer response. The mean-square error of averaged scattering spectra from the scattering spectrum of a singlescatterer reduces with respect to the number of incoherent averaging according to the formula



Error = kN −1/ 2 ,



(7.28)



where k is the proportional constant and N is the number of incoherent averaging.
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Fig. 7.14: (a) Reduction of spectral modulation by incoherent averaging. (b) Examples of spectral modulation patterns after incoherent averaging (three scatterers with N = 16). The incident laser beam waist size was w 0 = 5λ0 and the scatterer radius was λ0 . Perhaps the most common SOCT scenario in biological imaging is that of one large scatterer surrounded by several small scatterers. For example, cells may have only one nucleus, but may have several mitochondria and multiple other small scatterers. It is often desirable to resolve the wavelength-dependent scattering due to the large scatterer in the presence of these smaller scatterers. It was found that for many cases, the spectrum measured by SOCT in this scenario 134



depends on the exact location of the large scatterer within the imaging beam. Figure 7.15 shows the simulation of the spectral scattering for the case of one large scatterer surrounded by a number of randomly placed small scatterers.
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Fig. 7.15: Examples of spectral modulation patterns for a large scatterer ( radius = 5λ0 ) surrounded by many small scatterers ( radius = λ0 ): (a) when the large scatterer is at the center of the beam, (b) when the large scatterer is offcenter by w 0 , and (c) when the large scatterer is off-center by 2w 0 . The number of smaller scatterers was chosen such that they occupied the same total volume as the large scatterer. Figure 7.15 shows that when the volume density of a large scatterer and small scatterers are similar, the overall spectral scattering depends on the exact location of the large scatterer within the Gaussian beam. If the large scatterer is in the center of the beam, the scattering is dominated by the larger scatterer. When the large scatterer is gradually moved off-center from the central
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region of the Gaussian beam, the scattering profile for the large scatterer is gradually corrupted by the modulation effect due to the presence of the small scatterers. This means that in some cases, the spectral scattering due to the large scatterer can be resolved by over-sampling the SOCT signal while transverse scanning, followed by a computational search for the signal maximum.



7.4 Applications of Scattering-Mode SOCT Imaging 7.4.1 Scatterer size measurements These experiments were designed to test some of the previous simulation results. The OCT experimental setup and SOCT data processing was described in previous studies [140]. The laser FWHM is between 730 nm and 860 nm. An achromatic lens of focusing length 20 mm was used. The w 0,800nm was estimated to be 10 µm, which satisfied the criterion w 0



λ . The



z 0,800nm was estimated to be 393 µm. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was used with a



window length equal to 30 µm in air. The corresponding imaging volume defined by the waist at the focus and the STFT window size is approximately 9 × 103 µm3. The first experiments were designed to test if the spectral scattering profile can indeed be estimated by extensive incoherent averaging such that conventional LSS analysis can be applied. Phantoms were made using 5% gelatin in 20% glycerol.



Polystyrene microspheres with



diameters of 3 µm and 6 µm were used which have a nominal refractive index of 1.59. The gelatin was chosen for its ultralow intrinsic scattering (OD < 0.002 mm-1 at 800 nm) and its ability to suppress the Doppler shift due to the Brownian movements of microspheres. The refractive index of the gelatin solution was measured to be very similar to that of water at 1.33. This results in a relative refractive index of approximately 1.19. The focus of the Gaussian beam was approximately 300 µm below the surface where the dispersion was matched in the reference arms. The volume densities of both solutions were 2%. Within the imaging volume, the number density of the 3 µm and 6 µm solutions were 6.4 and 0.8 particles, respectively. Accordingly, the 3 µm solution was expected to exhibit spectral modulation. Because of the random position of the spheres, the 6 µm solution also exhibited spectral modulation for some STFT window locations. However, in both cases, the wavelength-dependent scattering profile by an incident plane wave off of a single sphere can be retrieved by incoherent averaging. The incoherent averaging was achieved by averaging the spectrum obtained based on windows centered at the 136



focus, and over adjacent scans. Because the scalar theory described in Section 7.2 is not very accurate for localizing the exact peak position, the matching was done against the vector Mie theory (Fig. 7.16).
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Fig. 7.16. Matching simulations with experiments. (a) OCT images of 3 µm and 6 µm polystyrene spheres in a density-matched glycerol solution. (b) Retrieved scattering spectra from the spheres. (c) Simulated scattering spectra. The second set of experiments were designed to test if the spectral scattering profile of a large scatterer can be estimated in the presence of many small scatterers. Similar phantoms to those in the first experiments were made with 6 µm and 0.3 µm spheres in the same sample. The volume densities of the large and small spheres were both 1%. In order to detect when the sphere is exactly at the center of the beam, a 3D OCT data set was taken covering a volume of



∆x = 0.5 mm, ∆y = 10 µm, and ∆z = 1 mm. A total of 10 frames were taken in the 3D data set with each frame composed of 500 axial lines.



This scanning method gives the



translational resolution of 1 µm in both transverse directions.



The center position of the



Gaussian beam was then detected by looking at the maximum scattering point in the 3D volume. Figure 7.17 shows how the scattering spectra change as the large scatterer gradually moved out of the center position in the Gaussian beam. As predicted by simulation, as the large scatterer
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gradually moves out of the center position, the wavelength-dependent scattering pattern gradually becomes corrupted by the surrounding small scatterers.
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Fig. 7.17: Scattering profile of large scatterer (6 µm) amid many small scatterers as the large scatterer was located at (a) the center of the beam, (b) off-centered by w 0 , and (c) off-centered by 2 w 0 .



7.4.2 Contrast enhancement Because the scattering spectrum is dependent on tissue properties such as scatterer size, scatterer density, and scatterer chemical properties, scattering-mode SOCT can be used for enhance contrast. In order to quantify such contrast to generate a 2D colored SOCT image, the contrast function defined in Chapter 6 is not useful because, unlike absorption spectrum, the scattering spectrum is not known a priori. Instead, other measures need to be devised. For tissues with different scatterer size and chemical properties, the scattering spectrum may show an overall red-shift or blue-shift. This shift can be quantified and displayed using the 138



spectral centroid and the HSL color scale, or using metameric imaging and the RGB color scale [150].



The spectral centroid method has been discussed in Section 6.



In general,



metameric imaging is a strategy used in the human visual system, where spectral data are integrated with three types of cones to produce a three-channel color image. In SOCT, the scattering spectrum can be divided into different sub-spectral bands. The signal intensity in each sub-spectral band is integrated to produce the intensity for one color channel. For example, one can divide the spectrum window into three sub-bands depending on frequency, and assign the intensity from the low frequency band to the red channel, the middle frequency band to the green channel, and the high frequency band to the blue channel. The scatterer size and the distances between scatterers determines the spectral modulation frequency. This spectral modulation frequency can be quantified using spectral analysis methods such as the Fourier transform or autocorrelations. For example, Fig. 7.18 shows how the Fourier transform is a measure of the modulation frequency. 1.2
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Fig. 7.18: (a) The backscattering spectrum of spheres with diameter 3 µm and 6 µm ( nsphere = 1.45 , nmedia = 1.33 ). (b) The Fourier transform magnitude of the backscattering spectrum in (a). The first peak frequency can be used as the measure of the modulation frequency. Due to the presence of large noise, the detection of the first peak position as shown in Fig. 7.18 is not as straightforward as it appears. It may require smoothing of the spectra before peak detection. Sometimes the first peak can be very obscure such that it is very difficult to choose an appropriate smoothing kernel. In this case, other pitch detection methods can be used, such as spectral autocorrelations. Figure 7.19 shows a possible means of quantifying the SOCT spectral modulation using spectral autocorrelations in a noisy situation.
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Fig. 7.19: (a) The backscattering spectra of the same spheres in Fig. 7.18, and a noise strength of SNR = 10 dB. (b) The autocorrelation of the backscattering spectra in (a). The full width 80% magnitude can be used as a measure of the spectral pitch. It was reported that the spectral slope in LSS studies changes for a tumor compared to normal tissue [151]. Therefore, the spectral slope may also be an interesting parameter to study. Using Mie theory, it can be found that in general, the fitted spectral slope within the laser FWHM is related to the scatterer size in a non-monotonic way (Fig. 7.20). However, if the average scatterer size is small (such that the Rayleigh scatterers are dominant), there is a monotonic relationship between the spectral slope and the scatterer size.
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Fig. 7.20: (a) The linear fitting (in least-squares sense) of the backscattering spectra of spheres with diameters 3 µm and 6 µm ( nsphere = 1.45 , nmedia = 1.33 ). From the linear fitting, the spectral slope can be obtained. (b) The relationship between the fitted spectral slope and the scatterer size.
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The difficulty with all of the quantification methods above is that identical spectrallyintegrated responses can result from different spectral power distributions.



There is not a



definite way to link the enhanced contrast to the physical properties of the scatterers. However, these methods are straightforward to implement and usually offer very good contrast enhancement.



Fig. 7.21 shows examples of contrast enhancement with the quantification



methods proposed above for a complex tumor that is composed of muscle and fat regions. Spectroscopic OCT using metameric imaging, and spectroscopic imaging using spectral analysis were used. Compared to standard OCT, the spectroscopic OCT has increased contrast for muscle from the fat. This contrast enhancement is probably due to different scatterer sizes and scatterer organization in these two tissues.
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Fig. 7.21: Contrast enhancement using scattering-mode SOCT. (a) Standard OCT image of a tumor region. (b) SOCT image of the same region using metameric imaging and the RGB color scale. (c) SOCT image of the same region using the full-width 90% magnitude of the spectral autocorrelations. (d) Light micrograph of the same region after HE staining. 141



7.4.3 Cell identification in 3-D cell culture In tissue engineering studies, it is often of interest to image the location, morphology, and migration of individual cells in a 3-D cell culture. Currently, the dominating noninvasive imaging methods are fluorescent microscopy and confocal microscopy. However, microscopy frequently has limited depth penetration (~ 0.2 mm). Prof. Boppart's group has pioneered using OCT to image cells in culture for studying cell migration and various cell growth stages such as cell apoptosis. One problem with OCT for these studies, however, is that the spatial OCT resolutions are often not adequate to study the morphology of the cells, especially since high lateral resolution is not physically practical for deep penetration imaging studies. If there are multiple types of cells in the same culture, it is difficult to distinguish cell types by standard OCT. However, because SOCT offers one more dimension of measurement, it is of interest to see if SOCT can help differentiate cell types. Figure 7.22 shows a standard OCT image of macrophages and fibroblasts in collagen gels. It is difficult to distinguish these two types of cells using standard OCT.



50 µm



(a)



(b)



Fig. 7.22: Standard OCT images of (a) macrophage cells in a collagen gel, and (b) fibroblast cells in a collagen gel.
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It is still largely unknown as to what major scatterers contribute to scattering from cells. However, there exists some significant differences in the cell and organelle morphology between these two types of cells (Table 7.1). The fibroblasts in general are more irregularly shaped while macrophages are more spherical. The organelle contents are also different between fibroblasts and macrophages. It is therefore expected that these two cells may present different spectral signatures when imaged with scattering-mode SOCT. Table 7.1: Comparison of cellular morphology between fibroblast and macrophage cells. Fibroblast



Macrophage



Function



Deposit extracellular matrix



Immune response



Typical size



10-50 µm



10-20 µm



Typical



Spindle-shaped or flat shaped with



Spherical with short and spiky



morphology



elongated processes



processes



Nucleus



Large, oval or spindle-shaped,



Large and spherical



somewhat flattened Labeling



Fluorescence and bioluminescence



Immuno-staining



methods Cytoplasm



Latex phagocytosis



Abundant of rough ER, fibers, and pre- May contain many phagocytic fibers



bodies and vacuoles



The full-width 80% magnitude of the spectral autocorrelation was used as a measure of the SOCT color reconstruction in Fig. 7.23. As show in Fig. 7.23, there are significant differences in the spectral scattering from fibroblasts versus macrophages.



In general in SOCT, the



macrophages are more likely to show gradual red-shifting from the periphery to the center of the cells. On the other hand, the fibroblasts are more likely to show blue-shifted centers and redshifted patterns on one side. In addition, the color pattern of macrophages is usually more symmetric than the color pattern of fibroblasts. As with scattering-mode SOCT and the many contrast enhancement challenges studied in previous sections, the exact cause of such color change is not clear and may require further work.
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Fig. 7.23: Scattering-mode SOCT analysis of (a) macrophages and (b) fibroblasts from Fig. 7.22. The image is constructed using the HSV color scale. The hue encodes for the full-width 80% magnitude of the spectral autocorrelation while the saturation encodes for the standard OCT intensity. The value is fixed at a constant. For example, a redder color represents a narrower spectral autocorrelation width while a more bluish color represents a wider spectral autocorrelation width.
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8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 8.1 Summary This thesis research investigated the mechanisms, methodology, and applications of SOCT. In Chapter 2, the background knowledge was reviewed and important concepts and formula were introduced. Among them, the most important equation was Eq. (2.15), in which the SOCT signal was considered for time-frequency analysis, instead of for spectral analysis. The time-varying transfer function has three major parts: the media attenuation, the scattering, and the OCT system transfer function.



The remaining chapters address how to obtain, explain, and use the three



terms in Eq. (2.15). The usefulness of SOCT derives from its ability to offer depth-resolved spectroscopic analysis. This analysis is subject to both hardware and software limitations. The goal of SOCT hardware design is to design the optical source and the optical beam delivery to be as all-pass as possible in the useful frequency bands, such that the OCT system transfer function in Eq. (2.15) will not interfere with the analysis of the media attenuation and the sample scattering. If all-pass is not possible, then the OCT system transfer function should at least be time-invariant and measurable. The limited bandwidth and variability of both source spectra and beam delivery systems are the main hardware limitations, especially for clinical studies, where SLD and fiber systems are required. Toward this end, multiplexed sources may be one of the solutions. Various hardware correction schemes have also been developed to correct some of the effects. The central signal processing step in SOCT is the time-frequency analysis, where the recorded interference signal (either in time domain or in frequency domain) is converted to joint time-frequency signals. In order to obtain correct TFRs, data pre-processing steps and postprocessing steps are also important. The goals of the pre-processing steps are to remove various aberrations caused by non-ideal hardware and remove noise. The preprocessing steps include phase compensation, signal demodulation, signal denoising, etc. In order to optimize the timefrequency resolution in SOCT, both software approaches and hardware approaches can be taken. The software approaches are aimed at finding the TFD that is optimal for a particular application.
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Various commonly used TFDs have been investigated. Synthesized signals were generated and experimentally acquired data were obtained to compare and validate several different TFDs under different SOCT imaging scenarios. Specific criteria were designed in order to quantify the TFD performance. It was found that different SOCT imaging scenarios require different optimal TFDs. Cohen’s class TFDs generate the most compact TF analysis while linear TFDs offer the most reliable TF analysis. In both cases, if some prior information is known, model-based TF analysis can improve performance. However, the improvement on TF resolutions using software approach is limited. The hardware approaches are based on constraining the spatial resolution using physical means, thereby decoupling the time resolution from frequency resolution in the time-frequency analysis. Two hardware approaches were proposed: to use focal gating and to use optical coherent projection tomography. The hardware approaches drastically increased the TF resolution, but they are complicated not only by additional requirements on hardware and experiments, but also by various aberrations that degrade the SOCT performance. Both spectral attenuation and spectral scattering are used in SOCT, which depend on parameters such as the absorption coefficient, scatterer size, refractive index, scatterer distribution, polarization states, etc. This rich set of contrast mechanisms is one of the most powerful aspects of SOCT.



It not only permits anatomical locations to appear drastically



different, but also provides quantitative measurement or estimation of some of the most important tissue parameters. Spectral absorption is due to the presence of various endogenous and exogenous near-infrared chromophores. The absorption spectrum is usually dependent on molecular characteristics and does not change much under biological conditions.



Beer’s law



governs most absorption phenomena. Spectral scattering contributes to both spectral attenuation in front of the coherence gate and spectral scattering at the coherence gate. The spectral scattering is dependent on the scatterer size, geometry, the refractive index, the organization of scatterers in the tissue, and the scattering angle. The scattering spectra usually are difficult to exactly measure or calculate; however, tissues can often be modeled as collections of separate Mie scatterers and many properties can be estimated.



A least-squares algorithm based on



spectral cues was proposed and was tested for separating media attenuations due to absorption and due to scattering. Absorption-mode SOCT is based on imaging the spectral absorption properties of the media. It is intuitive to understand and relatively easy to calculate. Because there are very few good
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NIR absorbers in a biological sample, absorption-mode SOCT is most useful when extrinsic contrast agents, such as NIR dyes or nanoparticles, are introduced. The absorption and scattering properties of such extrinsic contrast agents can be measured using integrating spheres. Three potential contrast agents were tested. The NIR fluorescent dyes with sharp absorption peaks were used to enhance contrast in plant tissue. They provide a link between OCT imaging and fluorescence imaging. NIR dyes with attached peptides were shown to target to tumors in mice. However, at present, their targeted concentration was not high enough to be detected with SOCT. Metal nanoparticles such as gold nanorods are another group of interesting contrast agents. They have the advantage of being relatively inert and versatile.



However, at present, their



performance is not as good as NIR dyes. There exists a tradeoff between applied absorber concentration and resolvable pathlength. This limits the application of absorption-mode SOCT because the feature sizes of interest in OCT are small. Therefore, the required absorber concentrations are high, which is difficult to achieve in biological tissues. Scattering-mode SOCT is based on imaging the spectral scattering properties from scatterers within cells and tissues. Unlike absorption-mode SOCT, spectral scattering is a short-range effect such that the spatial localization of the spectral scatterer is only limited by the timefrequency analysis. Scattering-mode SOCT is closely related to the theory of light-scattering spectroscopy. In a sense, the goal of scattering-mode SOCT is to perform LSS with both high transverse and axial spatial resolutions. The difficulty associated with scattering-mode SOCT includes the five complicating factors (Section 7.2), and the complexity of the data-processing algorithm.



The inhomogeneous properties of tissue scatterers, such as variations in size,



refractive index, and density, make the wavelength-dependent scattering measurement a challenge to interpret. In addition, Mie theory is significantly more complicated and more numerically complex than Beer’s law. Two of these complicating factors are discussed in detail: the beam effect and the multiple-scatterer effect. The potential of using SOCT to accurately match the wavelength-dependent scattering to those calculated based on plane waves was demonstrated for two specific situations. First, when the scatterers are relatively homogeneous in a region, incoherent averaging can be used to reduce the modulation effect. Second, when there is only one dominant scatterer in the imaging volume, accurate matching to wavelengthdependent scattering can be retrieved by spatially over-sampling and analyzing the spectrum
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corresponding to the maximum scattering point. Scattering-mode SOCT can be used for sizing particles, differentiating cell types in a cell culture, and enhancing contrast in biological tissues.



8.2 Future Work 8.2.1 Separating SOCT contrast mechanisms with modulation Software approaches for separating SOCT contrast mechanisms have been proposed and implemented in this thesis.



However, as with many other OCT problems, there are also



hardware solutions. Some contrast mechanisms can be modulated; therefore, more sensitive algorithms can be developed for separating the contrast agent signal from the background signal. For example, if magnetic particles are also spectrally scattering, or if they can be conjugated to spectrally-active particles, then modulating them will produce modulated spectral changes. Synchronizing this spectral change with the modulating magnetic field enables better detection because it offers separation of contrast mechanisms.



8.2.2 Tissue characterization based on SOCT signatures Because OCT has become more commonly used in clinical studies, tissue characterization becomes more and more important. For diagnostic purposes, an ideal imaging system should be able to detect and define different healthly tissue structures (e.g., the layers in retina) and any pathological changes (e.g., tumors). Currently, most of these studies are performed by standard OCT, and matching standard OCT images to histology for validation.



While it is true that



standard OCT often can clearly display the multilayered structures, it is often difficult to tell which layer is which without the help of histology. In the past, PSOCT has been used to assist with tissue differentiating. However, its usage is limited to structures that have clear birefringent features (such as cartilage and muscle tissue). Spectroscopic OCT, especially scattering-mode SOCT, probably can perform well in this situation. Some of the preliminary results were obtained in Chapter 7; however, more definitive differentiation will require further studies.



It



may also be interesting to select a particular LSS application and apply SOCT to obtain depthresolved LSS results.
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8.2.3 Intrinsic absorber detection and scattering contrast agents In this work, different application areas were chosen for absorption-mode SOCT and scattering-mode SOCT for demonstrating their uses. Absorption-mode SOCT was mostly used for detecting extrinsic contrast agents, and scattering-mode SOCT was mostly used for detecting intrinsic scatterers. While there are good reasons for these choices, the possibility of using absorption-mode SOCT for detecting intrinsic absorbers and using scattering-mode SOCT for detecting extrinsic contrast agents should not be excluded.



Especially important is the



measurement of the ratio of oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobin in vivo. Currently, many groups are very interested in this medically-important issue. From the analysis shown in this dissertation, it seems that the two most important challenges are (1) the size of the blood-vessel may not provide enough pathlength to have enough spectral attenuation, and (2) there is a need to separate the contributions from scattering and absorption. These difficulties may be solved by further research. The use of the contrast agents developed in this work, such as the NIR dyes, suffer from the tradeoff of concentration and pathlength. However, if spectrally well-defined scatterers can be developed, then the presence of contrast agents can be detected with better localization and sensitivity.



8.2.4 Scatterer characterization in inhomogeneous tissues In this dissertation,



the potential of using SOCT to accurately match the wavelength-



dependent SOCT scattering measurement to those calculated based on plane waves has been demonstrated for two specific situations. First, when the scatterers are relatively homogeneous in a region, incoherent averaging can be used to reduce the modulation effect. Second, when there is only one dominant scatterer in the imaging volume, accurate matching to wavelengthdependent scattering can be retrieved by spatially oversampling and analyzing the spectrum corresponding to the maximum scattering point. Both methods require taking many scans in order to analyze the scatterer information, and this may not be very practical. It should be possible to jointly estimate the positions and properties of the scatterers using only one or a few axial (depth) scan lines. This will require the development of new spectral analysis algorithms. New spectral analysis algorithms will be more accurate in a practical implementation if phase stability in the imaging system can be achieved, e.g., by using a well-characterized spectraldomain OCT system.
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There are many other potential future SOCT research directions and application areas. As a depth-resolved spectroscopic analysis method, SOCT extends the OCT imaging by an additional dimension. The additional image information provided by SOCT is likely to increase our ability for tissue characterization, disease diagnosis, and other medical and biological investigations.
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